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ABSTRACT

PART – 1: Guëas according to Yoga & Äyurveda - a comparative study.

Various ancient texts of Yoga, Ayurveda and Puranas talk about the Gunas related to health, 

behaviour and its effect of the personality in different ways. Many of those litrary studies reveal 

the hidden facts which have been missed with the change of time. Still the correlation and 

difference of thought was yet to be explored. By quantifying those difference in thoughts and 

similar thoughts, one can come to a conclusion where Gunas as part of personality trait can be 

studied as aetiology for being diseased or diseased free.

The following literary study reveals the same in a detailed manner.

PART – 2: Effect of Integrated Yoga Module in Triguëas in University students 

undergoing YIC.

Background & Methods

Personality is the particular combination of emotional, attitudinal, and behavioral response   

patterns of an individual.  Indian philosophy provides Guna Theory; a composite framework of 

Tri-dimensional Personality where an ideal situation of perfect health is that stage where an 



individual has the complete freedom to use any of three Gunas with dominance of Sattva Guna

in his personality. In a phrase, personality is not just who we are, it is also how we are.

To assess Guna (personality traits) in students undergoing Yoga Instructor’s Course (YIC), 68

YIC students with 28.03±9.38 years of mean age participated in this single group pre-post study. 

The Personality Inventory (PI) data was collected before (pre) and after (post) the YIC.

Means, standard deviations, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and Wilcoxon signed rank test were used 

for analyzing the data with the help of SPSS 16. 

Results

The data analysis showed 11.33% decrease (P<0.01) in Tamas Guna (dull personality trait), 

0.68% decrease (P =0.819) in Rajas Guna (violent personality trait) and 10.34% increase (P

<0.01) in Sattva Guna (balanced personality trait) scores. 

Conclusion

The present study suggests that YIC can result in improvement of Sattva Guna (balance 

personality trait) among students, thus paving the way for their personality growth.

Key Words: Personality, ancient science of yogic life, university students

    



CHAPTER -1

INTRODUCTION

Various Indian Scriptures, including the Bhagavad Gétä (Chapter XIV), describe three types of 

Guëas - constituents, attributes or qualities - that constitute the whole nature, including the 

human nature. These are Satva, Rajas, and Tamas. It is believed that some inscrutable 

combination and preponderance of one or more guëa s determines the nature and character of a 

person. Satva relates with qualities of illumination, purity, and discrimination. It leads to the 

possibility of realization of the Self. Rajas deal with passion, activity, ambition, and desires, 

while Tamas is concerned with infatuation, delusion, lethargy, and ignorance. Naturally, great 

emphasis is laid on cultivating sätvika qualities in our personality.

Purification of mind, Citta çuddhi, is achieved by various spiritual disciplines that lead to 

development of more and more satva, keeping Rajas and Tamas at abeyance. Thereby a person 

attains proper control over senses and concentration of the mind. This leads to stoic state of 

equanimity and sage like nature. Such a person is truthful, does not harm anybody, and is 

engrossed in attempts to realize his true nature. His very presence makes the atmosphere 

peaceful. Only a person well established in satva can visualize the state beyond the three guëas. 

Transcending the satva itself, such a person becomes triguëätéta- goes beyond the three guëas -

and is said to rest in the fourth state - the transcendental Turiyä. Through well guided and sincere 

efforts of sädhanä - spiritual practices- one can attain this sätvika state of total purity and control 

of mind, overcoming the hindrance of Rajas and Tamas. 



Rajasik nature may be understood if we visualize personality of a king, or a company executive. 

Such people are always active, ambitious, busy, and confident. They cherish power in the form 

of money and wealth, name and fame. A king can be ruthless in times of war and social unrest, 

but can be compassionate during famine or similar calamity. A chief executive officer is 

similarly competitive to the core and yearns to succeed in every aspect of economic, social, and 

even political dominance.

The third categories of people, who manifest Tamasik characteristics, are lazy, dull, and inactive. 

They, as if, do not understand the necessity of their own progress. They are deeply engrossed in 

darkness of ignorance and delusory concepts. At times they think that their inactivity is 

comparable with the tranquility of a sätvika sage! They think that by not acting or reacting they 

have reached the stage of a Wise Yogi (Sthitaprajïä, as described in the Bhagavad Gétä). They 

deceive themselves and others by their hypocritical behavior.

1.1 Present day Scenario

When society is full of such Tamasik people and tendencies, a time comes when it is conquered 

and enslaved by outside Rajasik forces. It is quite likely that such conditions had prevailed in 

medieval India and Africa leading to their downfall. While Africa as a continent is still reeling 

under the spell of disaster, India probably was saved from the final tragedy because of age-old 

tradition of Vedas and Upanishads. But, if there is no effort to develop combination of satva and 

Rajas, which I would like call "sätvika rajoguëa ", and if any nation continues to cherish the 

illusion of Tamasik inactivity, the day is not far off when that nation would land up in deep 



trouble. As Svämé Vivekänanda pointed out in relation to India, 'then the Truth will vanish from 

the land of sages, as also from the world'. 

Unfortunately, despite efforts of various Vedäntic Missions and organizations to spread this 

message, situation has not much changed in India or abroad. It is said that India has satva to offer 

and Rajas to take from outside; but, it seems that the desired "export of satva from India and 

import of Rajas from the Western societies" has not materialized. The expected impact of science 

of spirituality of the East on the culture of physical sciences of the West is not visible. On the 

other hand, everywhere one sees corrupting influence of 'Tamasik rajoguëa ' instead of desirable 

'sätvika rajoguëa '. We have become partly Rajasik (active), no doubt, but we are engrossed in 

Tamasik Rajas (selfish activities) instead of sätvika Rajas (selfless activities - generosity, 

compassion, and altruism). It is clearly seen that people responsible for planning and executing 

programs for social welfare and justice are engaged in corrupt practices to earn money and 

power! This is an example of 'Tamasik Rajas'. "Dishonesty has become the best policy; might of 

wealth and power has become Right."

The situation is throwing up a man with dreaded face of Tamasik Rajas, which Sri Krñëa has 

labeled as demonic or 'aasuri' qualities. Greed, lust, egotism, jealousy, and hatred are a few 

examples of Tamasik Rajas. Moreover, unfortunately, such qualities are given sanction of 

respectability!

The question is 'how to stem the rot? 'Svämé yatiçvaranandä way back in 1925 (in prabuddhä

bhärata) in the article 'Spirituality and Activity' had said: "Only a few thoughtful men and 



women of different countries are now able to recognize the union and intermingling of the two 

forces of spirituality and activity. But sooner the bulk of mankind comes to realize this urgent 

need the better for the world and the human race." 

1.2 Need for change in personality through Yoga & Spiritual lore

The person must clearly understand the nature of spiritual values, their origin, their need, and 

their effectiveness. He should not be satisfied with barren talk of 'divine brotherhood', 

'universality of soul', etc., but should be able to live these values in his life; actually let them 

shine through in his every act. This is the meaning of sätvika rajoguëa . The essential pre-

requisite is to do regular sädhanä (spiritual practice). The necessity of meditation and 

contemplation for glowing purity of character must be emphasized. It should be our firm belief 

that such practices are beneficial to the individual and the society at large.

The question is: Why is this not seen? The reason is that our genetic system is not conducive for 

sädhanä! It is a selfish structure. It does not easily allow 'new lines of spirituality' to be etched on 

our brains. It resists every attempt to incorporate values in our personality. Only by 'conscious 

and deliberate' attempt can one possibly defy this genetic selfishness and win the battle. The 

modern day evolutionary biologists have drawn these conclusions. Vedänta, long back, has 

emphasized the same truth; only the word 'sädhanä' is used in place of 'conscious and deliberate 

attempt'!

1.3 Work already done

Many of the researchers have worked on the personality traits and that too based on Indian 

psychology i.e. Guëas, the standardization work was done by Das in 1991 [1]. Thereafter, the 



literary work as well as experimental work went on hand in hand parallely.  There are studies 

done where concept of triguëa and tridoña have been explored. Both yoga and Äyurveda are the 

ancient vedic sisters who talk about the guëa s in their own way stating the similar correlations 

in few aspects. Although it has also been found that yoga has been discovered by the ancient 

sages and researches as a way for life and äyurveda for curing the diseases / illness. But both 

yoga and Äyurveda talk about the stage of health and illness as mental, enargic and physical 

imbalance. There have been some other literary surveys with reference to guëas, to support the 

experimental works done on quality of life, self esteem etc [2][3]. So that the ancient lifestyle said 

in ancient scriptures by our ancestors should be proved and well documented. With result to that 

significant benefits following the introduction of Yoga in normal healthy volunteer participants

were found which lead to improved Quality of Life, Guëäs and self-esteem. Thus, yoga, which is 

traditionally acceptable in India and cost effective, can be recommended with additional benefits 

of promotion of Satva guëä. 

        



CHAPTER-2

OBJECTIVES & SCOPE OF THE STUDY

2.1 Objectives

a. Understanding the concept of triguëa s from ancient Indian scriptures.

b. To study the concept of triguëa, according to yoga & spiritual lore.

c. Correlating personality of an individual with triguëas mentioned in ancient classical texts for 

taking necessary measures to lead a successful and peaceful life.

2.2 Methodology and Scope of the study

There are literary studies done where the hidden information and knowledge of guëas has been 

rediscovered. These guëas were found to be told by various Äcäryas, philosophizes, vaidyas etc. 

Äyurveda and yoga majorly talk about guëa s. Äyurveda was science meant for curing the 

disease and yoga for living a healthy lifestyle. But they both talk for the same objective of being 

healthy and attaining mokña. In order to reach to the final destination of attaining mokña, the first 

step is to live a healthy life. Hence, to move on step by step towards mokña the guëa s told in 



Äyurveda and yoga has to be compared and followed accordingly.  In the present study the 

concept of personality traits according to saàhitäs like- Caraka Saàhitä, Suçruta saàhitä were 

taken into consideration, and the assessment of personality according to Bhagavad Gétä were also 

studied. Compiling and comparing this information the study was done to fulfill the aim and 

objectives.

2.3 Sources

a.Bhagavad Gétä    

b. Taitréaiya Upaniñad

c.Caraka Saàhitä

d.Åga -veda and Yajur veda

e.Suçruta Saàhitä

f. Säìkhya Darshana

g.Literary theses and dissertation done.

h.Other sources



CHAPTER-3

CONCEPT OF GUËAS

3.1 Guëas according to yoga

India has been the nursery of saints and sages, scientists and founders of world’s major religions, 

certain yogic and religious practices, help to attain steady state of mind. Maharñi pataïjali, the 

father of modern concept of yoga and a great physician himself defined yoga as the compete 

mastery of mind and emotions. It is a science, which shows us the way to unite the body and 

mind.

According to Vedänta treatise, the structure of man can be further divided into five material 

layers enveloping atman. Atman is the core of personality. It is represented in the diagram by the 

mystic symbol. They are called sheaths or koñas in ‘saàskrta’



First layer,Annamaya koña, the gross body is made up of the païcamahäbhüta- the five 

primordial elements i.e. äkäça (vaccum), väyu (air), agni (fire), jala (water) and prthvé (earth). It 

is directly under control of the next subtler body, the präëamaya koña that consists of the vital 

energy.

The next three koñas- manomaya, vijïänamaya and änandamaya pertain to the mental faculties 

of a person. The manomaya koña receives all the sensory inputs, interprets them as good or bad 

and desires the good. The feeling of ‘me’ and ‘mine’ and the faculty of intelligence and 

reasoning constitute the fourth or vijïänamaya koña. The fifth or the änandamaya koña means 

full of pleasure is the innermost koña in close proximity of the soul.

When one considers the symptoms of depression, religious flavor is evident in the ideas of guilt 

and sin and their expiation by the suicide act. Even lethargy and laziness is considered as a sign 

and symbol of devil and demons. In India, psychiatrist and psychologist use religion as 

psychotherapy, it performs certain function as answering question about the ultimate meaning. It 

gives emotional support, social cohesion sense of belonging and guidelines for life. A steady 

state of mind and sustenance of peace have been the aims of all philosophies. All these 

philosophies have been oRiginated from different sources and from different routes who 

propogated the concept of Guëas or personality in their own way. These sources are-

a. Vedas.

b. Darçana - Säìkhya

c. Bhagavad Gétä    



d. Puränas and other sources

2.1 Guëas in Vedas

A mind is the cause for both bondage and liberation. The verse is an etymological pun,manu; 

human is derived from man ‘to think’ milk on too rhymed that the mind is in its own place; it 

may make heaven of hell or hell of heaven. Mind, which should have been the source of joy 

‘änanda’, becomes a source of sorrow, dukha. In atharvaveda, mind has been called as sixth 

sense, which is made active in us by the Supreme Being.

The old civilization of India was a concrete unity of many sided development in arts, 

architecture, literature, religion and morals and sciences as far as it was understood in those days. 

But the important achievement of Indian thought was philosophy. It was regarded as the goal of 

all highest practical and theoretical activities and indicated the point of unity amidst apparent 

diversities.

Hinduism is a major religion of India, which has at its heart a kind of ethical mysticism, based on 

their sacred scriptures. As its heart is a love of life in all its forms. It believes that one’s action in 

this life will generate karma or consequences in the next life. Reincarnation (on the wheel of life, 

saàsära may be at a higher level or not, depending on one’s action. It accepts body and soul as 

an equal partner in life and the use of both in religious life. When hindus meet they greet god as 

present In other person. Many hindus believe that religious practice involves the awakening of 

the ‘chakras ’or energy centers of the body, in order to let divine energy flow into the body 

freely. This perception is included in the eastern and western ideas of energy bodies or ‘auras’ 

which surround the physical body.  



2.1.1 Concept of mind in Vedas

Mind has been conceived to be a functional element of atman (soul which is self) in Vedas, 

which are earliest written script of human race. In Rig-veda and yajur-veda there is mention of 

prayer through mantras of noble thoughts to come in the mind. It has been mentioned that 

thoughts determine facial appearance; thoughts can be purified through mantras and purified 

thoughts influence instincts. In veda there is emphasis on prevention of mental pain (depression)

In Rig-veda, the speed of mind, curiosity for methods of mental happiness, prayers for mental 

happiness and methods of increasing medhä (intelligence) has been described. It has been further 

stated in Rig-veda that purification of mind prevents diseases in human beings thetefore, one 

should have noble thoughts. The power of mind in healing has also been described. First time the 

traits of personality-Satva, Rajas and Tamas were described and also-mental illness were 

independently identified along with the physical illnesses not destroy this body.

In yajur-veda, the mind has been conceptualized as the inner flame of knowledge. It describes 

perceiving knowledge is mind, that mind is control of mind and they function under them. Vedic 

therapy emphasize upon sätvika diet, as diet produces great effect on man’s temperament. Non-

vegetarian food mages man lustful, revengeful, and furious; while vegetarian diet makes him 

kind, cool, soft. Also enjoy on man to leave lethargy and lead life of actions.

2.2 Guëas in Darshana (Säìkhya)

2.2.1 Säìkhya Philosophy



With the increasing realization that many of the Western psychological concepts and methods 

lack relevance to different cultural systems the need for developing indigenous psychologies was 

recognized all over the world. In recent times more and more researchers have taken active 

interest in indigenizing and developing indigenous Psychology. The structure, nature and 

evolution of human personality are elaborated in these sources with special reference to the 

concept of Triguëa . More than 40 books have appeared in Indian Psychology.

The concept of triguëa is in the Säìkhya system, that this concept has gained prominence as a 

major explanatory construct. Säìkhya is a dualistic philosophy, which postulates two 

interdependent, simultaneously existing realities purusha (Consciousness) and prakrti (nature or 

matter). Apart from the Puruña, which forms the inner core of the personality, everything in the 

universe, physical and psychological, including the mind, are regarded as originated from 

prakrti, which is constituted of three guëa s viz. satva, Rajas and Tamas. These guëas act 

together and never exist in isolation. They interact and compete with each other resulting in the 

preponderance of one over the others. The degree of predominance of one guëa determines the 

individual’s personality type. Based on the above understanding, personalities are categorized 

into three viz. satvic, Rajasic and Tamasic types.

2.2.1.1 Discription of Triguëa

Satva is that element of prakrti which is of the nature of pleasure, and is buoyant of light (laghu), 

and bright or illuminating (Prakäçaka). Pleasure in its various forms, such as satisfaction, joy, 

happiness, bliss, contentment, etc. is produced by things in our minds through the operation of 

the power of satva inhering in them both.



Rajas are the principle of activity in things. It always moves and makes other things move. It is 

of the nature of pain, and is mobile and stimulating. It helps the elements of satva and Tamas

which are inactive and motionless in them, to perform their functions.

Tamas is the principle of passivity and negativity in things. It is opposed to satva in being heavy 

(guru) and in obstructing the manifestation of objects. By obstructing the principle of activity in 

usit induces sleep, drowsiness, and laziness. It also produces the state of apathy or indifference 

(viçäda). Hence it is that satva, Rajas and Tamas have been compared respectively to whiteness, 

redness, and darkness.

The guëas are in the state of both conflict and co-operation with one another.

The guëas are in the state of both conflict and co-operation with one another. They always go 

together and can never be separated from one another. Nor can any one of them produce 

anything without the help of other two.

The nature of things is determined by the predominant guëa, while the other others are there in a 

subordinate position. The classification of objects to in good, bad and indifferent, or into pure, 

impure and neutral, or into intelligent, active and indolent, has reference to the preponderance of 

satva, Rajas and Tamas respectively.

2.3 Guëas in Bhagavad Gétä    

In fact, yogic conception of personality seems to be incomplete without the reference of                                    

Bhagavad Gétä. As samkhaya and Bhagavad Gétä believe that every manifested thing is the 

production of the intercommunication of the guëa. Guëa in saàskrta has three meaning. Its first 

meaning is 'secondary', secondly it means constituting elements, and thirdly it refers to quality. 



Here we are concerned with the second meaning i.e., constituting element, because prakriti

constitutes the three guëa . The three guans are – satva, Rajas and Tamas. The guëas are said to 

be extremely fine and subtle, their existence is inferred from their effects – pleasure, pain and 

indifference respectively. Since there is an essential identity between the effect and its cause, we 

know the nature of the guëas from the nature of their products. In other words, we can infer that 

the ultimate cause of things must also have been constituted by the three elements of pleasure, 

pain and indifference. The guëas are always changing and work together for the production of 

the world of effects, still they never coalesce. They are modified by mutual influence on one 

another or by their proximity. They evolve, join and separate. Not one loses its power, though the 

others may be actively at work. So, in the context of human personality, it is said that personality 

of a particular guëa will determine a particular personality. In this

We find three types of personality on the basis of preponderance of guëa -

1. Sattvic personality,

2. Rajasic personality, and

3. Tamasic personality

2.3.1 Sattvic personality: Etymologically, the word satva is derived from 'sat', or which is real 

or existent. Since consciousness (chaitanya) is generally granted such existence, satva is said to 

be potential consciousness. In a secondary sense, 'sat' also means perfection, and so the satva

element is what produces goodness and happiness. It produces pleasure in its various forms, such 

as satisfaction, joy, happiness, bliss, contentment etc., is produced by things in our mind through 

the operation of the power of satva inhering in them both. Satva has been defined as "satva is 



luminous and healthy because of its stainlessness. It is binded by attachment to happiness and by 

attachment to knowledge (Géta XIV, 6). Though satva is the most divine mental attitude, it still 

binds us and act as limitation on our divine nature. Satva binds the infinite to matter through 

attachment to 'happiness' and 'knowledge' which here means lowers intellectual knowledge. 

When the mind is purified from all its agitations (Rajas) and the intellect is cleansed of its low 

passions and lusts (Tamas), the personality becomes purified. We can experience happiness and 

enjoy a greater share of subtle understanding and intellectual comprehension. The fruit of good 

action is sattvic and pure (Bhagavad Gétä, XIV-16). A thrilling joy of mental serenity is a state of 

minimum agitation. These all are indicated as the fruits of good actions. Knowledge arises from 

satva. The result of the predominant satva in our mind is ultimately the rediscovery of the self, 

the experience of pure wisdom. In other words, when satva becomes predominant, satva

awakens knowledge just as the sun causes daylight. Satva enlightens the intellect. 

tÇ sÅv< inmRlTvat! àkazkmnamym!,

suos¼en b×ait }ans¼en ca n".

tatra satvaà nirmalatvät prakäçakama anämayam|

sukhasaìgena badhnäti jïänasaìgena cä nagha||14-6||Bhagavad Gétä

O sinless one (arjuna) of these three guëas the stainless satva gives enlightenment and health. 

Nevertheless, it binds man through attachment to happiness and attachment to knowledge.

svRÖare;u deheiSmNàkaz %pjayte,

}an< yda tda iv*aiÖv&Ï< sÅvimTyut.14-11.Bhagavad Gétä    



sarvadväreñu dehesminprakäça upajäyate|

jïänaà yadä tadä vidyädvivåddhaà satvamityuta||14-11||Bhagavad Gétä

One may know that satva is prevalent when the light of wisdom  shines through all sense  gates 

of the body. The spiritual man is master of his senses and use them constructively. He perceives 

only good. All that he sees hears, smells, tastes, and touches remainds him of god. 

yda sÅve àv&Ïe tu àly< yait dehÉ&t!,

tdae Ämivda< laekan! Amlan! àitp*te.14-14.Bhagavad Gétä    

yadä sattve pravåddhe tu pralayaà yäti dehabhåt |

tado ttamavidäà lokän amalän pratipadyate||14-14||Bhagavad Gétä

A man may exist in any one of the three guëas (modes) satva, Rajas, and Tamas. satva guëas in 

its  nature is immaculate. A man who dies  with satva qualities predominant rises to the taintless 

regions which  dwell knowers of the highest.

2.3.2 Rajasic Personality: Rajas which literally means foulness, is the principle of motion or 

action. Rajas are dynamic. It produces motion and it has the tendency to do work by overcoming 

resistance. So it always moves and makes other things movable. According to Bhagavad Gétä, 

"Rajas is of the nature of passions, the source of thirst and attachment; it binds fast, the embodied 

one, by attachment to action" (Bhagavad Gétä XIV, 7). Passion expresses itself in a million 

different urges, desires, emotions and feelings, representing the two distinct categories; desires 

(thirst) and attachment. Human personality thirsts for the satisfaction of every desire that burns 

him down. Once the desire is fulfilled, a sense of attachment comes like vicious passions to 

smoother all the peace and joy of the mind. "Desire is our mental relationship towards objects, 



which have not yet been acquired by us and attachment is the mental slavishness binding us to 

the objects so acquired". The characteristic that indicate the predominance of Rajas are described 

as 'greed, activity, undertaking of actions, restlessness – these arise when Rajas is predominant'. 

(Bhagavad Gétä, XIV, 12). The passionate seeking of life and its pleasure arises from the 

dominace of Rajas. The fruit of Rajas is pain. Rajasic action brings disappointment and 

dissatisfaction. Rajasic activities are tainted by selfish desires. Thus, its fruit is pain. Greed arises 

from Rajas. Greed brings misery and pain. Greed is born of Rajas.

rjae ragaTmk< iviÏ t&:[as¼smuÑvm!,

tiÚb×ait kaENtey kmRs¼en deihnm!.14-7.Bhagavad Gétä    

rajo rägätmakaà viddhi tåñëäìsgasamudbhavam|

tannibadhnäti kaunteya karmasaìgena dehinam||14-7||Bhagavad Gétä

understand that the activating Rajas is imbued with passion, giving birth to desire,diseased and 

attachment. Its strongly binds the embodied soul by a clinging to works.

The performance of worly activity without wisdom give rise to an unquenchable thirst of 

longings for and attachments to material objects and egotistical satisfactions. 

laeÉ> àiÄrarMÉ> kmR[amzm> Sp&ha,

rjSyetain jayNte ivv&Ïe Ért;RÉ.14-12.Bhagavad Gétä    

lobhaù pravõttirärambhaù karmaëämaçamaù spåhä|

Rajasyetäni jäyante vivåddhe bharatarñabha||14-12||Bhagavad Gétä



Preponderance of Rajas cause greed, activity, undertaking of works, restlessness, craving  and 

desire. When there is an increase in the mode of passion. The activity and the undertaking  of 

work of the average man are ego-trained and hence accompanined by various griefs and 

disillusionments.

rjis àly< gTva kmRsi¼;u jayte,

twa àlInStmis mUFyaein;u jayte.14-15.Bhagavad Gétä    

Rajasi pralayaà gatvä karmasaìgiñu jäyate|

tathä pralénasTamasi müòhayoniñu jayate||14-15||Bhagavad Gétä

When the Rajas prevails at the time of death, aperson is reborn among  those attached  to 

activity. He who dies permeated with Tamas enters the wombs (environment, family, state of 

existence) of the deeply deluded.

rajsaStu Ê>o ba÷lta =qnzIlta=x&itrh<kar An&itkTvmkaé{y< dMbae mnae=h;R> kam> 

³aexí.pd.öu.14.

räjasästu duùkha bähulatä 'öanaçélatä'dhåtirahaìkära anåtikatvamakäruëyaà dambo 

mano'harñaù kämaù krodhaçca|pada||sru||14||

It is upastambhaka means initiates athing and produces a movement (chalatwa) in it the 

predominance of Rajas guëas causes unhappiness, fickle minded, timid, proud, cruality, 

superiority, falseness, favourism, selfishness, anger and miseries.

2.3.3 Tamasic Personality: Tamas literally means darkness, is the principle of inertia. Samkhya 

karika states that Tamasic attributes are sluggish and obsuring. Tamas resists activity and 

produces the state of apathy or indifference (visada). It leads to ignorance and sloth. According 



to Bhagavad Gétä, 'Tamas is born of ignorance, deluding all embodied beings, it binds fast by 

heedlessness, ignorance and sleep" (Bhagavad Gétä XIV 9). Tamas is born of ignorance. Under 

the influence of Tamas man's intellectual capacity to discriminate between Right and wrong gets 

veiled and he starts acting as if under some hallucination. When Tamas predominates, the 

symptoms are darkness (aprakäça), inertness (apravrtté), heedlessness (pramädaù) and delusion 

(moha). It is the tendency of Tamas to escape all responsibilities, the sense of incapacity to 

undertake any endeavor and the lack of enthusiasm to strive for and achieve anything in the 

world. Error, misunderstanding, negligence and inaction are the characteristic marks which 

indicate that Tamas is predominant. The aforesaid description of the yogic theory personality 

attempt was made to discuss some of the prominent metaphysical features of the guëas. The 

guëas are not only viewed as being the ultimate stuff of the objective world, but they are also the 

ultimate physical stuff, which lies at the root of all sorts of experiences. Satva guëa consist of 

goodness, Rajas of passion and Tamas of darkness or delusion. Goodness is of different variety, 

such as calmness, lightness, contentment, patience, happiness etc. Passion manifests itself as 

grief, distress, separation, excitement, attainment of what is evil etc. Darkness is of endless 

varieties, such as covering, ignorance, disgust, misery, heaviness, sloth, drowsiness, intoxication 

etc. From this point of view, the yoga Psychology unanimously holds the view that the three 

guëas give rise to pleasurable, painful and delusive cognitions.

tmSTv}anj< iviÏ maehn< svRdeihnam!,

àmadalSyinÔaiÉStiÚb×ait Éart.14,8.Bhagavad Gétä    



Tamas tv ajïänajaà viddhi mohanaà sarvadehinäm|

pramädälasya nidräbhis tan nibadhnäti bhärata||14|8|| Bhagavad Gétä

But known that Tamas (mode of darkness or ignorance)arises from  ignorance, deluding all 

embodied beings. It binds them by misconception, idleness, heedlessness, indolence, slumder 

and sleep.

Tamas is the quality in nature that causes misery of all kinds. It is the dark evolute of the illusory 

power of maya, preventing divine relization and giving  a seeming reality to the ego and matter 

as separate from spirit. The Tamasic man is full of worng ideas. He is careless , indolent and 

oversleeping.  

Aàkazae=àv&iÄí àmadae maeh @v c,

tmSyetain jayNte ivv&Ïe k…énNdn.14-13.Bhagavad Gétä    

aprakäço'pravåttiçca pramädo moha eva ca|

Tamasyetäni jäyante vivåddhe kurunandana||14-13||Bhagavad Gétä

Tamas as the ruling guëas when there is an increase in the mode of ignorance, produces 

darkness, sloth, indiscrimination, inertness, unillumination, heedlessness, neglect of duties and 

delusion. The Tamasic man becomes exhausted and inactive. Failing to develop his intelligence 

by performance of his proper duties, he exists in stagnation and bewilderment. A Tamasic person 

exists like an inert, lifeless stone.

rjis àly< gTva kmRsi¼;u jayte,

twa àlInStmis mUFyaein;u jayte.14-15.Bhagavad Gétä    

Rajasi pralayaà gatvä karmasaìgiñu jäyate|



tathä pralénasTamasi müòhayoniñu jaayate||14-15||Bhagavad Gétä

When the Rajas prevails at the time of death, aperson is reborn among  those attached  to 

activity. He who dies permeated with Tamas enters the wombs (environment, family, state of 

existence) of the deeply deluded.

2.4 Guëa s in Puräëas and other sources

Many puräëas talk about the personality traits by comparing the quality of work done by 

different character mentioned in that particular puräëa. But very few puräëas like varuna

puräëa talks specifically on triguëas.

s<ùTy c ÉujaE ïIm<StyEv c izraexram!,

tej> sÅv< tya vIyRmaivvez s vIyRvan!.va. ra. suNd.36.

saàhåtya ca bhujau çrémaàstayaiva ca çirodharäm|

tejaù satvaà tayä véryamäviveça sa véryavän||sré ||va|| rä|| sunda||36|| 

This çloka describes the real properties of Hanumäna – a mythological character: he is totally 

satva supplemented with adequate Rajas as active force to do satva work. In other words  his 

guëas are well balanced as he controls and maintain them properly for correctly using as 

demanded by time and location. 

Ay vEËyRv[eR;u zÖle;u mhabl>,

xIr sillKLpe;u ivccar ywasuom!.va. ra. suNd.3.

aya vaidüryavarëeñu çadvaleñu mahäbalaù|

dhéra salilaklpeñu vicacära yathäsukham||sré ||va ||rä|| sunda||3||



In this çloka Hanumäna is said to be a mahäbala which indicates the quality of Rajas and dhra is 

the quality of satva as he is having the quality of satva and Rajas. As Rajas motivate him to do 

work and satva motivate in proper direction of work so he is having the balanced state of 

triguëas.

tamsaStu iv;aidTv naiStKy< AxmRzIlta,

buiXdinRraexae A}an< ÊmeRdSTvkmRzIlta inÔaluTv< ceit.pd.öu.15.

tämasästu viñäditva nästikyam adharmaçélatä|

budhdirnirodho ajïänaà durmedastvakarmaçélatä nidrälutvaà ceti ||pada||sru||15||

Tamas is guru in nature and capable to control  the movements (of Rajasa). It possesses the 

qualities like avarodak (obstructive), ävartaka (creates the false coverings over), moha

(illusionary knowledge) agyana avasada udaseenata and causes niçkriata mandata jadatha 

(dullness) ect.

The predominance  of tamo guëa causes sorrowfulness, atheistic, lier, misbhaviour, uncleverness 

(stupid), laziness, sleepy mood, illusions, dullness and with suppressed knowledge or 

intelligency.  It restricts the activities of satva and Rajas.



3.2 Guëas according to äyurveda

Just as the doñas are essential components of the body, the three guëa s-Satva, Rajas, Tamas-

are the three essential components or energies of the mind.  

The pathogenic factors in the body are vayu, pitta and kapha while those in the mind are Rajas

and Tamas, the satva being non-pathogenic.  

The Tridoñas are reconciled by therapies based on religious rites and physical propriety and those 

by Rajas and Tamas by spiritual and scriptural knowledge, patience,memory and meditation. 

It also provides a distinct description of people on the basis of their manasa (psychological) 

Prakrti (constution). Genetically determined, these psychological characteristics are dependent 

on the relative dominance of the three Guëas. 

While all individuals have mixed amounts of the three, the predominant Guëa s determines an 

individuals manasa prakrti. In equilibrium, the three Guëas preserve the mind (and indirectly the 

body), maintaining it in a healthy state. Any disturbance in this equilibrium results in various 

types of mental disorders. 

Satva, characterized by lightness, consciousness, pleasure and clarity, is pure, free from disease 

and cannot be disturbed in any way. It activates the senses and is responsible for the perception 



of knowledge. Rajas, the most active of the guëas, have motion and stimulation as its 

characteristics. All desires, wishes, ambitions and fickle-mindedness are a result of the same. 

While Tamas is characterized by heaviness and resistance. It produces disturbance in the process 

of perception and activities of the mind. Delusion, false knowledge, laziness, apathy, sleep and 

drowsiness are due to it.

Rajas and Tamas, as with the dosas, can be unbalanced by stress and negative desires as Käma

(lust), Érñä (malice), moha (delusion and hallucinations), Lobha (greed), Cintä (anxiety), bhaya

(fear) and krodha (anger). Each of these three properties is also comprised of sub-types and the 

particular sub-type to which one belongs to determine the qualities of that individual.

Sätvikaa individuals are usually noble and spiritual in character, their nature determined as much 

body type as their star constellation, having an element of Kapha in their constitution.

3.5 Effect of Triguëas on Personality (Mind)

The mind or consciousness in general, is naturally the domain of satva. Consciousness is satva in 

saàskåta. Unlike the mind is calm and clear, we cannot perceive anything properly. Satva

creates clarity, through which we perceive the truth of things, and gives light, concentration, and 

devotion. Rajas and Tamas are factors of mental disharmony, causing agitation and delusion. 

They result in wrong and misperception.

From Rajas comes the false idea of the external world as real in itself, which causes us to seek 

happiness outside ourselves and lose track of our inner peace. Rajas create desire, distortion, 

turbulence, and emotional upset. It predominates in the sensory aspect of the mind because the 



senses are even moving and seeking various objects. As long as we remain immersed in the 

pursuit of sensory enjoyment, we fall under the instability of Rajas. 

From Tamas comes the ignorance that veils our true nature and weakens our power of 

perception. Through it arise the idea of an ego or separate self, by which we feel ourselves to be 

alone and isolated. Tamas prevails in consciousness identified with the physical body which is 

dull and limited. As long our identity and sense of wellbeing is primarily physical, we remain in 

the dark realm of Tamas.

3.5.1 Guëas of Mind as said in äyurveda

AaiSt olu sÅvmaEppaÊk< y¾Iv< Sp&kzirre[aiÉs<b×ait yiSmÚpgmnpurSk«te zIlmSy VyavtRte 

Éi´ivRpyRSyte sveRiNÔya{yuptPyNte bl< hIyte Vyaxy AaPyaYyNte ySmaXdIn> àa[aÃhait 

yidiNÔya[amiÉ¢ahk< c mn #TyiÉxIyte tiTÇivxmaOyayte zuXd< rjs< tamsimit, yenaSy olu mnae ÉUiyó< 

ten iÖtIyayamajataE s<àyaegae Évit yda tu tenEv zuXden s<yuJyte tda jaterit³aNtaya Aip Smrit, Smat¡ ih 

}anmaTmnStSyEv mnsae=nuxadnuvtRte ySyanuv&iÄ< purSk«Ty pué;ae jaitSmr #TyuCyrae,yain oLvSy gÉRSy 

sÅvjain yaNySy sÅvt> s<Évt> s<ÉviNt taNynuOyaSyam> t*wa Éi´> zIl zaEc< Öe;> Sm&itmaeRhSTyagae 

maTsyR zaEy¡ Éy< ³aexStNÔaeTsahStEú{y< madRv< gaMÉIyRmnviSwtTvimTyevmadyíaNye te sÅvivkara 

ynuÄrkal< sÅvÉedmixk«Tyaepdeúyam>, nanaivxain olu sÅvain tain svaR{yekpué;e ÉviNt n c 

ÉvNTyekkalm! @k< tu àayaev&Åya==h.c. sU.3.13

ästi khalu satvamaupapädukaà yajjévaà spåkaçarireëäbhisambadhnäti 

yasminnapagamanapuraskåte çélamasya vyävartate bhaktirviparyasyate 



sarvendriyäëyupatapyante balaà héyate vyädhaya äpyäyyante yasmädhdénaù präëäïjahäti 

yadindriyäëämabhigrähakaà ca mana ityabhidhéyate tattrividhamäkhyäyate çudhdaà Rajasaà 

tämasamiti| yenäsya khalu mano bhüyiñöhaà tena dvitéyäyämäjätau samprayogo bhavati yadä 

tu tenaiva çudhdena saàyujyate tadä jäteratikräntäyä api smarati| smärtaà hi 

jïänamätmanastasyaiva manaso'nudhädanuvartate yasyänuvåttià puraskåtya puruño jätismara 

ityucyaro|yäni khalvasya garbhasya satvajäni yänyasya satvataù sambhavataù sambhavanti 

tänyanukhyäsyämaù tadyathä bhaktiù çéla çaucaà dveñaù småtirmohastyago mätsarya çaurya 

bhayaà krodhastandrotsähastaikñëyaà märdavaà 

gämbhéryamanavasyitatvamityevamädayaçcänye te satvavikärä yänuttarakälaà 

satvabhedamadhikåtyopadekñyämaù| nänävidhäni khalu sattväni täni sarväëyekapuruñe 

bhavanti na ca bhavantyekakälam ekaà tu präyovåttyä''ha||cha||sär||3||13

Mind is also the connecting link which connects the soul with the physical body. So on the eve 

of death when the mind starts living the body, there occurs a change in the normal behaviour and 

inclinations, the sense organs are disturbed, strength diminishes and living beings are attacked 

with diseases. Living being deviod of mind, breath their last because the sence organs derive 

their inspiration from nothing but mind.

The objects of senses are of three types, viz. sätvika, Rajasika, and Tamasika. The  mind 

dominated by any of the above mentioned attributes in one life follows in the subsequent life as 

well. When the individual is endowed with the sätvika type of mind from his previous life then 

he can recall things even beyond that life (that is he can recall the events of his pastlife). 

We shall hereafter describe those aspeets of the individual which are derived from mind and 

which are manifested because of the existence of mind. They are likings conduct, purity, 

enemity, memory, attachment, detachment, matsarya (stronger desire not to part with), valour, 



fear, anger, drowsiness, enthusiasm, sharpness, softnesss, seriousness, unstability and such other 

manifestations of the mind which will be described later while discussing the various types of 

mind. All of them occur in the same man but all of them are not manifested at the same time. An 

individual is said to belong to that particular type of mind by which he is dominated

AtIiNÔy< punmRn> sÅvs<}k< cet> #Tya÷reke

tdyRaoTms<pdayÄceò< ceòaàTyyÉUtimiNÔya[am!. c. sU.8.4.

aténdriyaà punarmanaù satvasaïjïakaà cetaù ityähureke

tadaryätmasampadäyattaceñöaà ceñöäpratyayabhütamindriyäëäm|cha|| süt|8|4.

Mind, on the other hand transcends all sense perception. It is known as satva ; some call it ‘cetas’ 

its action is determind  by its contacts with its objects (like happiness, misery etc) and the soul;  

this acts as a driving force for all the sense faculties.

rjStamae_ya< ih mnae=nubÏ< }an< ivna tÇ ih svRdae;a>,

gitàv&ÅyaeStu inimÄmu´< mn> sdae;< blv½ kmR.c. sU.2.38

Rajastämobhyäà hi mano'nubaddhaà jïänaà vinä tatra hi sarvadoñäù |

gatipravåttyostu nimittamuktaà manaù sadoñaà balavacca karma||cha|| sär||2||38

The mind is constantly associated with Rajas and Tamas. In the absence of knowledge , Rajas

and Tamas cause all morbidity. The morbid mind and strong action. In the association of impure 

mind the soul enters into the world bondage and in the diseases.

tÇ Çy< zrIrdae;a vatipÄðe:ma[> te zrIr< Ë;yiNt ÖaE pun> sTvdae;aE rjStmí taE sÅv< Ë;yt>, ta_ya< c 

sÅvzrIra_ya< Êòa_ya< ivk«itépjayte naepjayte caàÊòa_yam! . c. sU.4.34.



tatra trayaà çaréradoñä vätapittaçleñmäëaù te çaréraà düñayanti dvau punaù satvadoñau 

Rajastamaçca tau satvaà düñayataù| täbhyäà ca satvaçaréräbhyäà duñöäbhyäà 

vikåtirupajäyate nopajäyate cäpraduñöäbhyäam|| cha||sut||4||34||

Now there are three physical doñas (vitiating elements) viz. väta, pitta and kapha they vitiate 

the body. Again there are two mental dosas viz Rajas and Tamas they vitiate the mind vitiation 

of the body and the mind result in the manifestation of diseases there is no disease without their 

vitiation.

zrIr< sÅvs<}< c VyaxInamaïyae mt>,

twa sukana< yaegStu suoana< kar[< sm>.c.sU.1.55.

çaréraà satvasaïjïaà ca vyädhénämäçrayo mataù|

tayä sukänäà yogastu sukhänäà käraëaà samaù||cha||süt||1||55||

The body and mind (satva) constitute the substrate of disease and happiness (i.e. positive health). 

Balanced utilisation of satva, Rajas, and Tamas (of time, mental faculties and objects of sense 

organs) is the cause of health and happiness.

inivRkar> prSTvaTma sÅvÉUtgu[eiNÔyE>,

cEtNye kar[< inTyae Ôòa pZyit ih i³ya>.c.sU.1,56.

nirvikäraù parastvätmä satvabhütaguëendriyaiù|

caitanye käraëaà nityo drañöa paçyati hi kiyäù||cha||süt||1|56||

The soul is essentially devoid of all pathogenecity. He is the cause of consciousness through the 

satva mind and the specific qualities of basic elementshe is eternal. He is an observes all 

activities.



vayu>ipÄ< k)íae´> zarIrae dae;s<¢h>,

mans> punéihiÎ rjí tm @v c. c.sU.1.57.

väyuùpittaà kaphaçcoktaù çäréro doñasaìgrahaù|

mänasaù punaruhiñddi rajaçca tama eava ca||cha||süt||1||57||

Pattogenic factors in the body are väyu, pitta and kapha while those in the mind are Rajas and 

Tamas. This being manily internal medicine, emphasis here is on the description of väta, pitta

and kapha as pattogenic factors of the body. Rajas and Tamas which constitute pathogenic 

factor of mind and are of psychological importance have just been briefly described in the work. 

Out of the three qualities (guëas ) of mind Viz., satva, Rajas and Tamas, it is only that latter two 

that causes vitation of the mind the former one being  non-pathogenic.

3.5.2 Effect of Guëa s in mind and body as per Äyurveda

SvaweRiNÔyawRs»LpVyiÉcr[a½anekmekiSmn! pué;ee sÅv< rjStm>sÅvgu[yaeg½ n canekaTv< nýek< 

ýekkalmneke;uu àvtRte tSmÚEkkala sveRiNÔyàv&iÄ>.c. sU.8.5.

Svärtendriyärtasaìkalpavyabhicaraëäccänekamekasmin puruñe satvaà 

Rajastamaùsatvaguëayogacca na cänekätvaà nahyekaà hyekakälamanekeñu pravartate  

tasmannaikakälä sarvendriyapravåöattiù||cha|| süt||8||5||

In the one and the same individual the mind appears  to be mutiple in character due to variations  

ralating to the experience of its objects, perception of the objects of the sense faculties, its 

disposition and also its contact with Rajas, Tamas and satva qualities similarly  it takes various 

forms due to its contact with Rajas, satva and Tamas qualities. For example, if the mind is 

dominated by Rajas it has the anger, if the mind is dominated by Tamas of ignorance, fear, ect if 



by satva it imbibes truthfulness, cleanliness ect all this guëas supports the apparent mulitiplicity 

of the mind

yÌ‚[< caÉIú[<  pué;mnuvtRte sÅv< tTsÅvmevaepidziNt munyae b÷Lyanuzyat!.c.sU!.8.6

yadguëaà cäbhékñëaà  puruñamanuvartate satvaà tatsatvamevopadiçanti munayo 

bahulyänuçayät||cha||süt||8||6

According to Äcaryas the mind of the person is qualified on the basis of the type of his repeated 

action; It is so because that quality must be predominating in him. How it is that an individual is 

know as Sätvika, Rajasika or Tamasika in nature? The mental condition of every individual is 

flexible; sometime, it is Rajasa, sometime it is sätvika and some time Tamasa. But inspite of the 

everychanging state of the mind,  there is one and only one quality which predominates an 

individual. This predominence is judged by the frequency of a given quality in an  individual. So, 

if somebody frequently displays the quality of satva (even though occasionally he might be 

displaying Rajasa and Tamasa qualities) will be know as the man of satvaika nature. That is to 

say, the quality of satva would be the general rule for him, Rajas and Tamasa would be treated as 

exceptions.

3.5.3 Description of Mind Based On Guëas as mentioned in äyurvedic texts

iÇivx< olu sTv< zuÏ< rajs< tamsimit,tÇ zuÏmdae;maOyat< kLya[a<zTvat! rajs< sdae;maOyat< rae;a<zTvat! 

tamsmaip sdae;maOyat< maeha<zTvat!, te;a< tu Çya[amip sTvanamekEkSy Éeda¢mpirsŒwey<< 

trtmyaegaCDrIryaeinivze;eÉyíaNyaeNyanuivxanTva½, zrIr< ýip sÅvmnuivixyte sÅv< c zrIrm!, tSmat! 

kiticTsÅvÉedannUkaiÉindeRzen indzRnawRmnuVyaOyaSyam>. c. z.4.36.



trividhaà khalu satvaà çuddhaà räjasaà tämasamiti|tatra çuddhamadoñamäkhyätaà 

kalyäëäàçatvät räjasaà sadoñamäkhyätaà roñäàçatvät tämasamäpi sadoñamäkhyätaà 

mohäàçatvät| teñäà tu trayäëämapi satvänämekaikasya bhedägramaparisaìkhatheyaà 

taratamayogäccharérayoniviçeñebhayaçcänyonyänuvidhänatväcca| çaréraà hyapi 

satvamanuvidhiyate satvaà ca çaréram| tasmät katicitsatvabhedänanükäbhinirdeçena 

nidarçanärthamanuovyäkhyäsyämaù|cha|sar|4|36

Mental faculty is of three types sätvikaa, Rajasik and Tamasik. The sätvika on is free from 

defects as it is endowed with auspiciousness. The Rajas type is defective because it prometes 

wrathful dispositien. The Tamas one is similarly defective because it suffers from ignorance.

Each of the three types of mental faculty is in fact of innumerable variety by permutation and 

combination of the various factors relating to the body follows the mind and vice versa. So we 

shall now explain some of the varities of mental faculties briefly by way of illustration.

The body follows the mind e.g. if the mental faculty is pure then one gets a divine body. 

Similarly, the mind also follows the body e.g the mind in the bodies of animals, human beings 

and the gods are Tamasa Rajasa and sätvika respectively.

3.6.1.1 Different Types of Sätvika Individuals:

t*wa-zuic< sTyaiÉsNx< ijtaTman< s<ivÉaign< }aniv}anvcnàitvcns<pÚ< Sm&itmNt< 

kam³aexlaeÉmanmaehe:yaRh;aRm;aRpet< sm< svRÉUte;U äaü< iv*at!. c. z.4.37.1

tadyathä-çucià satyäbhisandhaà jitätmänaà saàvibhäginaà 

jïänavijïänavacanaprativacanasampanna småtimantaà 

kämakrodhalobhamänamoherñyäharñämarñäpetaà samaà sarvabhüteñü brähmaà 

vidyät||ca||sar||4||36-1||



This stanza means, “purity, love for truth, self-control, power of discrimination, menterial and 

spiritual knowledege, power of exposition, memory, freedom from passion, anger, greed, ego, 

ingnorance, jealousy, dejection and intolerance and equally favourable disposition for all 

creatures are the characteristics sätvikas”.

#JyaXyynìthaemäücyRprmitiwìtmupzaNtmdmanragÖe;maehlaeÉrae;< àitÉavcniv}anaepxar[zi´s<pÚma;¡ 

iv*at! . c. z.4.37.2.

ijyädhyayanavratahomabrahmacaryaparamatithivratamupaçäntamadamänarägadveñamohalobha

roñaà pratibhävacanavijïänopadhäraëaçaktisampannamärñaà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37|| (2)||

“Devotion to sacred rituals, study, sacred vows, oblations and celibacy, hospitable disposition, 

hatred, ignorance, greed and anger intellectual excellence and eloquence and power of 

understanding and retention”.

@eñyRvNtmadeyvaKy< yJvan< zUrmaejiSvn< tejsaepetmi¬òkmaR[< dI"RdizRn< xmaRwRkamaiÉrtmENÔ< iv*at! . c.

z.4.37..3.

aiçvaryavantamädeyaväkyaà yajvänaà çüramojasvinaà tejasopetamakliñöakarmäëäà 

dérghadarçinaà dharmärthakämäbhiratamaindraà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37|| (3)||

“Lord-ship and authoritative speech, performance of sacred rituals,bravery, strength, splendour 

freedom from mean acts, far sightedness and devotion to virtuous acts,earning of wealth and 

proper satisfaction of desires”.

leoaSwv&Ä< àaÝkair[ms<àhayRmuTwanvNt< Sm&itmNtmEñyRliMÉn< Vyapgtrage:yaRÖe;maeh< yaMy< iv*at!!. c.

z.4.37.4.



lekhästhavåttaà präptakäriëamasamprahäryamutthänavantaà 

småtimantamaiçvaryalambhinaà vyäpagatarägerñyädveñamohaà yämyaà 

vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37|| (4)||

“Observance of the propriety of action, initiation of action in time, non-violability, readiness for 

initiating action memory and lordship,freedom from attachment, envy, hatred and ingnorance”.

zUr< xIr< zuicmzuicÖei;[< yJvanmMÉaeivharritmi¬òkmaR[< Swankaepàsad< vaé[< iv*at! . c.

z.4.37..5.

çüraà dhéraà çucimaçucidveñiëaà yajvänamambhovihäraratimakliñöakarmäëaà 

sthänakopaprasädaà väruëaà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37||(5)||

“Bravery, patience, purity dislike for impurity, observance of religious rites fondness for aquatic 

sports, aversion for mean-acts, exhibition of anger and pleasure inproper place”.

SwanmanaepÉaegpirvars<pÚ< xmaRwRkaminTy< zuic< suoivhar< Vy´kaepàsad< kaEber< iv*at! . c.

z.4.37..6.

sthänamänopabhogaparivärasampannaà dharmärthakämanityaà çucià sukhavihäraà 

vyakatkopaprasädaà kauberaà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37||(6)||

Possession of station, honour, luxuries, attendants,constant liking for virtuous acts, wealth, and 

satisfaction of desires, purity and liking for pleasures of recreation.

iàyn&TygItvaidÇae‘apkðaekaOyaiykeithaspura[e;u k…zl< gNxmaLyanulepnvsnôIivharkaminTymnsUyk< 

gaNxv¡ iv*at!!. c. z.4.37..7.

priyanåtyagétaväditrolläpakaçlokäkhyäyiketihäsapuräëeñu kuçalaà 

gandhamälyänulepanavasanastré vihärakämanityamanasüyakaà gändharvaà 

vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37|| (7)||



Foundness for dancing, singing, music, praise expertness in poetry, stories, historical narrations, 

epics constant fondnessn for scents, garlands, unguents apperel, association of women and 

passion.

#Tyev< zuÏSy sÅvSy sÝivx< Éeda<z< iv*at! kLya[a<zTvat! tTs<yaegaÄu äaümTyNtzuÏ< VyvSyet! . c.

z.4.37.

ityevaà çuddhsya satvasya saptavidhaà bhedäàçaà vidyät kalyäëäàçatvät tatsaàyogättu 

brähmamatyantaçuddhaà vyavasyet||cha||sha||4||(37)||

The sätvika type of mental faculty is auspicious , the one likened to Brahma is the purest. Satva

is the quality of intelligence, virtue and goodness and creates harmony, balance and stability. It is 

light (not heavy) and luminous in nature. It possesses an inward and upward motion and brings 

about the awakening of the soul. satva provides happiness and contentment of lasting nature. It is 

the principle of clarity, wideness, and peace, the force of love that unites all things together.

3.6.2.1 Different  types of Rajasika individuals:

zUr< c{fmsUykmEñyRvNtmaEpixk< raEÔmnnu³aezmaTmpUjkmasur< iv*at! . c. z.4.38..1.

çüraà caëòamasüyakamaiçvaryavantamaupadhikaà raudramananukroçamätmapüjakamäsuraà 

vidyät||cha||sha||4||36||(1)||

Bravery, cruelty, envy, lordship, movement in disguise, terrifying appearance ruthlessness, 

indulgence in self-praise.

Ami;R[mnubNxkaep< iDÔàhair[< ³ªrmaharaitmaÇéicmaim;iàytm< Svßayasb÷lmI:y¡u ra]s< iv*at! . c.

z.4.38.2.



amarñiëamanubandhakopaà chidraprahäriëaà krüramähärätimätrarucimämiñapriyatamaà 

svapnäyäsabahulamérñyaàu räkñasaà vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(2)||

Intolerance, constant anger, violence at weak points, cruelty, gluttonous habits and fondness for 

non-vegetarian food, excessive sleep, indolence and envious disposition.

mhazn< ôE[< ôIrhSkammzuic< zuicÖei;[< ÉIé< ÉI;iytar< ivk«tivharaharzIl< pEzac< iv*at!. c.

z.4.38.3.

mahäçanaà straiëaà strérahaskämamaçucià çucidveñiëaà bhéruà bhéñayitäraà 

vikåtavihärähäraçélaà paiçäcaà vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(3)||

Gluttonous habits, fondness for women, liking for staying with  women in lonely place, unclean 

habits, disliking for cleanliness, cowardice, terrifying disposition, resorting to abnormal diet and 

regimens.

³…ÏzUrm³…ÏÉIé< tIú[mayasb÷l< s<ÇStgaecrmaharivharpr< sap¡ iv*at! . c. z.4.38.4.

kruddhçüramakruddhbhéruà tékñëamäyäsabahulaà santrastagocaramähäravihäraparaà särpaà 

vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(4)||

Bravery when in wrathful disposition, cowardice when not in wrathful disposition, sharp 

reaction,excessive indolence, walking, taking food, and resorting to other regimens with a fearful 

disposition.

AaharkammitÊ>ozIlacaraepcarmsUykms<ivÉaignmitlaelupmkmRzIl< àEt< iv*at! .c. z.4.38.5.

ähärakämamatiduùkhaçéläcäropacäramasüyakamasaàvibhäginamatilolupamakarmaçélaà 

praitaà vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(5)||

Excessive desire for food, excessively painful disposition in character and past times, 

enviousness and actions without discrimination, excessive greediness and inaction.



Anu;´kammjömaharivharprmnviSwtmm;R[ms<cy< zak…n< iv*at! . c. z.4.38.6.

anuñaktakämamajasramähäravihäraparamanavasthitamamarñaëamasaïcayaà çäkunaà 

vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(6)||

Attachment with passion, excessive food, regimen, unsteadinessruthlessness and unacquisitive.

#Tyev< olu rajsSy sÅvSy ;ifœivx< Éeda<z< iv*at! rae;a<zTvat!!. c. z.4.38.

ityevaà khalu räjasasya satvasya ñaòvidhaà bhedäàçaà vidyät roñäàçatvät||cha 

||sha||4||(38)||

This are the qualitys of Rajasika type mental faculty represents wrathful disposition with greedy, 

cruelty, self praise, anger, etc.,are statemented above.

Rajas is the quality of change, activity, and turbulence. It introduces a disequilibrium that upset 

an existing balance. Rajas motivates to act, ever seeking a goal or an end that gives it power. It 

possesses outward motion and causes self- seeking action that leads to fragmentation and 

disintegration. While in the short term, Rajas is stimulating and provides pleasure, owing to its 

unbalanced nature it quickly results in pain and suffering. It is the force of passion, which causes 

distress and conflict.

3.6.3.1 Different  types of Tamasika individuals:

inrakir:[ummexs< juguiPstacarahar< mEwunpr< SvßzIl< pazv< iv*at! . c. z.4.39.1.

niräkariñëumamedhasaà jugupsitäcärähäraà maithunaparaà svapnaçélaà päçavaà 

vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 39|| (1)||

Forbidding  disposition, lack of intelligence, hateful conduct and food habit, excessive sexual 

indulgence and sleep.



ÉIémbuxmaharluBxmnviSwtmnu;´kam³aex< sr[zIl< taeykam< maTSy< iv*at!!. c. z.4.39.2.

bhérumabudhamähäralubdhamanavasthitamanuñaktakämakrodhaà saraëaçélaà toyakämaà 

mätsyaà vidyät||cha||sha||4||39||(2)||

Cowardice, lack of intelligence, greediness for food, unsteadiness constant passionate, wrathfull 

disposition and fondness for constant movement  and desire for water.

Als< kevlmiÉinivòmahare svRbuÏ(¼hIn< vanSpTy< iv*at! . c. z.4.39.3.

alasaà kevalamabhiniviñöamähäre sarvabuddhyaìgahénaà vänaspatyaà 

vidyät||cha||sha||4||39||(3)||

Indolence, indulgence in food and deficiency of all the intellectual faculties.

#Tyev< tamsSy sÅvSy iÇivx< Éeda<z< iv*aNmaeha<zTvat! . c. z.4.39.4.

ityevaà tämasasya satvasya trividhaà bhedäàçaà vidyänmohäàçatvät||cha||sha||4||39||4||

The Tamasika type of mental faculty repersents laziness, dull, dirty and ingnorant are some of 

the characteristic of Tamasika. 

Tamas is the quality of dullness, darkness and inertia and is heavy, veiling or obstructing in its 

action. It functions as a force of gravity that retards things and holds them in specific limited 

forms. It possesses a downward motion that causes decay and disintegration. Tamas brings about 

ignorance and delusion in the mind and promotes insensitivity, sleep and loss of awareness. It is 

the principle of materiality or unconsciousness that veils consciousness.

Tables-1 below shows characteristics of triguëas that are inevitable parts of the entire 
universe.

Characteristics of Triguëas

Character Satva Rajas Tamas

Color White, purity and Red, action and Black, darkness and 



harmony passion delusion

Time Day, clarity Sunrise and sunset 

twilight, transition

Night, darkness

Energy Neutral or balanced Positive, sets things in 

motion

Negative, retards 

motion

World Heaven or space, the 

regions peace

Atmosphere the 

region of storms

Earth, the realm the 

realm of gravity and 

inertia

Levels of cosmos Causal or ideal Subtle or astral, pure 

form

Gross or physical

Kingdom of nature Spiritual beings gods, 

goddesses and sages

Human realm Mineral, plants and 

animal kingdoms

States of 

consciousness

Waking Dream Deep sleep

Diet Vegetarian Some meat Heavy meat diet

Drugs, alcohol Never Occasionally frequently

Sensory impressions Calm, pure Mixed disturbed

Need for sleep Little Moderate High 

Sexual activity Low Moderate High 

Control of senses Good Moderate weak

Speech Calm and peaceful Agitated Dull 

Cleanliness High Moderate Low 

Work Selfless For personal goals Lazy

Anger Rarely Sometimes Frequently 

Fear Rarely Sometimes Frequently

Desire Little Some  Much 

Pride Modest Some ego Vain 

Depression Never Sometime Frequently

Love Universal Personal Lacking in love

Violent behaviour Never sometimes Frequently 



Attachment to 

money

Little Some A lot 

Contentment Usually partly Never 

Forgiveness Forgives easily With effort Holds, long-term 

grudges

Concentration Good Moderate Poor 

Memory Good Moderate Poor 

Will power Strong Variable Weak

Truthfulness Always Most of the time Rarely

Peace of mind Generally partly rarely

Creativity High moderate low

Spiritual study Daily Occasionally Never 

Mantra, prayer Daily Occasionally Never 

Meditation Daily Occasionally Never 

Service Much Some None 

CHAPTER-4

SUMMARY OF COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Summary of Comparison

Yoga examines individuals in term of their mental/spiritual level according to the three guëas. 

Äyurveda looks at individual in term of their psychophysical constitution through the three 

doñas. Yet, Äyurveda also considers the role of guëas as factor of mental health and well being 



and yoga considers the doñas relative to psychological functioning. For a complete ascertainment 

of the individual nature, the nature of both the guëa and doñas must be considered.

S.N Ayurveda Yoga
Qualities Reference Qualities Reference

I Satva Satva
1 Light Ca. sa. 37/6 Buoyant of light 14-6. Bhagavad 

Gétä
2 Knowledge Ka.Ri 13 Bright or illuminating 14-11 Bhagavad 

Gétä
4 Pleasure Ca. sa. 36/3 Nature of pleasure 14-11 Bhagavad 

Gétä
5 Consciousness Ca. sa. 37/4 Satisfaction 14-6 Bhagavad 

Gétä
6 Clarity Ca. sa. 37/4 Joy, happiness 14-6 Bhagavad 

Gétä
7 Pure Ca. sa. 37/4 Bliss, contentment 14-14 Bhagavad 

Gétä
9 Cannot be disturbed in any way Ca. sa. 37/5 Luminous and healthy because 

of its stainlessness
14-6 Bhagavad 
Gétä

II Rajas Rajas
1 Unsteady Ca. sa. 36/2 Always moves and makes 

other things move
14-15 Bhagavad 
Gétä

2 Stimulating Ka.Ri 13 Nature of pain Pada|sru|14
3 Most active result of the same Ca. sa. 36/1 Mobile and stimulating 14-7 Bhagavad 

Gétä
4 Have motion and stimulation Ca. sa. 36/4 Helps the satva and Tamas

which are inactive and 
motionless 

14-12 Bhagavad 
Gétä

5 All desires, wishes Ca. sa. 36/3 Nature of passions, the source 
of thirst and attachment

14-7 Bhagavad 
Gétä

6 Ambitions and fickle-mindedness Ca. sa. 36/2 Binds fast, the embodied one, 
by attachment to action

14-12 Bhagavad 
Gétä

8 Angry Ca. sa. 36/2 Angry 14-12 Bhagavad 
Gétä

III Tamas Tamas
1 Heavy Ca. sa. 39/4 Heavy (guru) and 14-8 Bhagavad 

Gétä

2 Covered Ka.Ri 13 Drowsiness, induces sleep, and 
laziness

14-8 Bhagavad 
Gétä

3 Resistance Ca. sa. 39/2 Apathy 14-15 Bhagavad 
Gétä

4 It produces disturbance in the 
process of perception and activities 
of the mind

Cha. Su.8/5 Obstructing the manifestation 
of objects

14-15 Bhagavad 
Gétä



5 Delusion, false knowledge, apathy, Ca. sa. 39/3 Ignorance, deluding all 
embodied beings

14-13 Bhagavad 
Gétä

6 laziness, Ca. sa. 39/3 it binds fast by heedlessness 14-13 Bhagavad 
Gétä

7 sleep and drowsiness Ca. sa. 39/4 ignorance and sleep 9-9 Bhagavad 
Gétä

IV Common
1 Just as the doshas are essential 

components of the body, the three 
guëa s-Satva, Rajas, Tamas-are the 
three essential components or 
energies of the mind.

Cha. Su. 
4/34

Satva, Rajas, and Tamas have 
been compared to whiteness, 
redness, and darkness 
respectively

sré |va |rä| sunda

2 Balanced utilisation of satva, Rajas, 
and Tamas (of time, mental faculties 
and objects of sense organs) is the 
cause of health and happiness.

Cha. Su 
1/55

The guans are extremely fine 
and subtle, their existence is 
inferred from their effects –
pleasure, pain and indifference 
respectively

Taimini

te;a< kaymnaeÉedadixóanmip iÖxa,

rjStmñ mnsae Öae c dae;avudaÿtaE. A, ÿ- 44

teñäà käyamanobhedädadhiñöhänamapi dvidhä |

Rajastamaçva manaso dvo ca doñävudähratau || a| hra- 44

For the body and mind there are different classifications of guëa s and doñas. The doñas for the 

body are- Väta, pitta and kapha. In the same way the doñas of the mind are- Rajas and Tamas but 

the guëas of mind are- satva, Rajas and Tamas.

vayuipÄ<k)ZDeit zrIrae dae;s<¢h>,

mns> punéitòae rjí tm! @v c. c-su-57

väyupittaìkaphaçcheti çaréro doñasaìgrahaù |

manasaù punarutiñöo rajaçca tam eva ca || ca-su-57

In other words, the pathogenic factors in the body are Väta, pitta and kapha. But those in the 

mind are Rajas and Tamas where, the satva being non-pathogenic. Guëas when studied and 



compared from the view of äyurveda texts, then it was found the doñas and guëas have been 

correlated in some aspects. 

Tridosha and triguëa correlation

Vata- Rajas.

Pitta- Satva and Rajas.

Kapha- Tamas.

Äyurveda and Yoga use the three guëas for determining individual mental or spiritual nature. 

Generally one guëa predominates in our nature. However, we all have spiritual or satvic 

moments, Rajasic or disturbed times and Tamasic or dull times which may be shorter or longer 

depending upon our nature. We also have satvic, Rajasic and Tamasic phases of life which may 

last for months or even years.

4.2 Conclusion

Triguëas are very much related with the personality and states of our mind. The ancient 

scriptures talk about the traits of personality in a spiritual and scientific manner. The scriptures 

talk about that in a very clear way that mind affects the intelligence, and then intelligence gets its 

command on the object and finally the object can be used. So the mind is the initial tool which 

later helps us in using any object. If the mind gets influences by devil powers then the object will 

be used in bad ways, but if the mind is influenced by divine culture the each and every object 

will be used in a regenerative and creative way for mankind. This devil, divine influence is 

nothing else but the facets of same coin which are explained in a clear way in scriptures as satva, 

Rajas and Tamas.



Our ancient texts like- Bhagavad Gétä, Vedas and äyurvedic literature says that guëa s present in 

balanced conditions makes the person enjoy health and happiness. They stress the importance of 

mind and its influence on the body as cause of health or disease. The satva makes the clear 

humanistic and honest picture of the human being whereas; Tamas make the demonist picture of 

the person. Rajas which is basically known for the dynamics when gets associated with satva

leads a man towards the positive building and success towards divinity. But when Rajas

associates with Tamas leads the man act like animals. There is also positivity in Tamas which 

helps us to go to the state of sleep and rest but excess of Tamas makes person lazy towards work. 

Therefore, the classics mainly talk on the balance of guëas. Hence, these classical literatures 

conclude that the balance of triguëa is basically a healthy and happier body, mind and soul.

CHAPTER-5



INTRODUCTION & LITERATURE SURVEY

Personality is the particular combination of emotional, attitudinal, and behavioral response 

patterns of an individual.  It can be defined as a dynamic and organized set of characteristics 

possessed by a person that uniquely influences his or her cognitions, motivations, and behaviors

in various situations.[4 ] Personality may also refer to the patterns of thoughts, feelings and 

behaviors consistently exhibited by an individual over time that strongly influence our 

expectations, self-perceptions, values and attitudes, and predicts our reactions to people, 

problems and stress. In a phrase, personality is not just who we are, it is also how we are.[5]

The study of personality has a broad and varied history in psychology, with an abundance of 

theoretical traditions. The major theories include dispositional (trait) perspective, 

psychodynamic, humanistic, biological, behaviorist and social learning perspective. There is no 

consensus on the definition of "personality" in psychology. Most researchers and psychologists 

do not explicitly identify themselves with a certain perspective and often take an eclectic 

approach.

5.1 Personality Theories as per western psychology

Critics of personality theory claim personality is "plastic" across time, places, moods, and 

situations. Changes in personality may indeed result from diet (or lack thereof), medical effects, 

significant events, or learning. However, most personality theories emphasize stability over 

fluctuation. The definition of personality that is most widely supported to date is attributed to the 

neurologist Paul Roe. He stated personality to be "an individual's predisposition to think certain 

patterns of thought and therefore engage in certain patterns of behaviour".

5.1.1Trait theories



According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association, 

personality traits are "enduring patterns of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the 

environment and oneself that are exhibited in a wide range of social and personal contexts." 

Theorists generally assume a) traits are relatively stable over time, b) traits differ among 

individuals (for instance, some people are outgoing while others are reserved), and c) traits 

influence behavior.

The most common models of traits incorporate three to five broad dimensions or factors. The 

least controversial dimension, observed as far back as the ancient Greeks, is simply extraversion 

and introversion (outgoing and physical-stimulation-oriented vs. quiet and physical-stimulation-

averse).

 Gordon Allport delineated different kinds of traits, which he also called dispositions. 

Central traits are basic to an individual's personality, while secondary traits are more 

peripheral. Common traits are those recognized within a culture and thus may vary from 

culture to culture. Cardinal traits are those by which an individual may be strongly 

recognized.

 Raymond Cattell's research propagated a two-tiered personality structure with sixteen 

"primary factors" (16 Personality Factors) and five "secondary factors."

 Hans Eysenck believed just three traits—extraversion, neuroticism and psychoticism—were 

sufficient to describe human personality. Differences between Cattell and Eysenck emerged 

due to preferences for different forms of factor analysis, with Cattell using oblique, Eysenck 

orthogonal rotation to analyze the factors that emerged when personality questionnaires were 

subjected to statistical analysis. Today, the Big Five factors have the weight of a 



considerable amount of empirical research behind them, building on the work of Cattell and 

others.

 Lewis Goldberg proposed a five-dimension personality model, nicknamed the "Big Five": 

1. Openness to Experience: the tendency to be imaginative, independent, and interested in 

variety vs. practical, conforming, and interested in routine.

2. Conscientiousness: the tendency to be organized, careful, and disciplined vs. 

disorganized, careless, and impulsive.

3. Extraversion: the tendency to be sociable, fun-loving, and affectionate vs. retiring, 

somber, and reserved.

4. Agreeableness: the tendency to be softhearted, trusting, and helpful vs. ruthless, 

suspicious, and uncooperative.

5. Neuroticism: the tendency to be calm, secure, and self-satisfied vs. anxious, insecure, and 

self-pitying[6]

The Big Five contain important dimensions of personality. However, some personality 

researchers argue that this list of major traits is not exhaustive. Some support has been 

found for two additional factors: excellent/ordinary and evil/decent. However, no 

definitive conclusions have been established.[7]

 John L. Holland's RIASEC vocational model, commonly referred to as the Holland Codes, 

stipulates that six personality traits lead people to choose their career paths. In this 

circumplex model, the six types are represented as a hexagon, with adjacent types more 

closely related than those more distant. The model is widely used in vocational counseling.

Trait models have been criticized as being purely descriptive and offering little explanation of 

the underlying causes of personality. Eysenck's theory, however, does propose biological 



mechanisms as driving traits, and modern behavior genetics researchers have shown a clear 

genetic substrate to them. Another potential weakness of trait theories is that they may lead some 

people to accept oversimplified classifications—or worse, offer advice—based on a superficial 

analysis of personality. Finally, trait models often underestimate the effect of specific situations 

on people's behavior. It is important to remember that traits are statistical generalizations that do 

not always correspond to an individual's behavior

5.1.2 Type A and Type B personality theory

During the 1950s, Meyer Friedman and his co-workers defined what they called Type A 

and Type B behavior patterns. They theorized that intense, hard-driving Type A 

personalities had a higher risk of coronary disease because they are "stress junkies." 

Type B people, on the other hand, tended to be relaxed, less competitive, and lower in 

risk. There was also a Type AB mixed profile.

5.2 Personality Theories as per Indian psychology

Indian psychology is based on various philosophies like- Nyaya philosophy, Bhagavad 

Gétä, Säìkhya philosophy etc. All these philosophies talk mainly about the guëa as 

personality trait. A guëa is one of three "tendencies": Tamas, satva, and Rajas. These 

categories have become a common means of categorizing behavior and natural 

phenomena in Hindu philosophy, and also in Ayurvedic medicine, as a system to 



assess conditions and diets. For this reason triguëa and tridoña are considered to be 

related in the traditions of Äyurveda. Guëa is the tendency not action itself. For instance, 

satva guëa is the tendency towards purity but is not purity itself. Similarly Rajas guëa is 

that force which tends to create action but is not action itself. Each of the three guëa s is 

ever present simultaneously in every particle of creation but the variations in equilibrium 

manifest all the variety in creation including matter, mind, body and spirit.[8] [9]

All creation is made up by a balance composed of all three forces. For creation to 

progress, each new stage "needs a force to maintain it and another force to develop it 

into a new stage. The force that develops the process in a new stage is rajo guëa , while 

tamo guëa is that which checks or retards the process in order to maintain the state 

already produced, so that it may form the basis for the next stage".

These philosophies states that the entire physical universe, including the human mind, is 

composed of three basic constituents (Satva, Rajas, and Tamas) termed Guëa s [10]. They are not 

only the form-giving substances but also act and interact with the environment to find expression 

as qualities or personality traits. Das (1987) found support for the claim that the three Guëa s are 

exclusive of each other [11]. These Guëa s constituting a unity in trinity coexist and cohere. The 

Guëa s might initially vary in their dominance in determining the personality of an individual 



but gradually the individual’s person- ality mostly settles on one [12]. A person could thus be 

Sattvic, Rajasic, or Tamasic depending on which of the three Guëa s is dominant. Of these, 

Satva is free from evil, immaculate, flawless, and is expressed in qualities like purity, wisdom, 

goodness, fineness, bliss, and a love for knowledge. Rajas is characterized by egoism, activity, 

restlessness, assumption of undertak- ings, craving, passion, lust, greed, and the need for power. 

Tamas is exhibited in sloth, delusion, ignorance, heedlessness, inertia, procrastination, confusion, 

and perversion in thought and action [13].

The dominant Guëa could be identified along 12 different dimensions. One could be Sattvic on 

one dimension, Rajasic on another, and Tamasic on yet another. The 12 dimensions and the 

characteristics of each Guëa along each of those dimensions are explained in the box [14].

Characteristics of Triguëa [15]

A. Faith: The faith of each individual corresponds to his or her temperament. Satva makes one 

worship gods and thus value all godly tendencies; Rajas shows inclination towards power and 

wealth, and Tamas towards ghostly spirits.

B. Food: Sattvic people like food that increases their vital force, energy, strength, appetite, and 

health. Such food is juicy, soothing, savoury, fresh, and agreeable. Rajasic people prefer food 

that is violently bitter, sour, salty, hot, pungent, acidic, and burning. Such food causes pain, 

bitterness, ill health, and distemper of mind and body. Tamasic people take pleasure in food that 

is stale, tasteless, cold, insipid, putrid, rotten, and impure.

C. Sacrifice: Satva dominates when people offer sacrifice willingly as a duty without desire for 

fruits thereof. Rajas inspire sacrifice that is performed for outward show and in the hope of 



divine reward. Sacrifice that is performed without faith and with complete disregard to 

scriptural instructions is driven by Tamas.

D. Austerity: Austerity guided by Satva is three-fold-of body, of mind, and of speech. 

Austerity of body makes one revere gods and scholars and practice straightforwardness, 

harmlessness, physical cleanliness, and sexual purity. Austerity of mind withdraws one from 

sense objects and inspires integrity of motive, serenity, sympathy, and meditation. Austerity of 

speech inspires spiritual study and use of words that do not hurt others and are true and 

agreeable. Austerity guided by Rajas is practised for ostentation and for gaining praise and 

honor. It is fleeting and unstable. Austerity driven by Tamas is practiced with foolish obsessions 

of torturing oneself or hurting others.

E. Gift: Gift given as a matter of duty, without expectation of any return, at a suitable place 

and time, and to the deserving person is said to be inspired by Satva. Gift that is given either 

with the hope of receiving in return or with a view of winning merit or grudgingly is driven by 

Rajas. From Tamas comes the gift that is given to an unworthy person at the wrong time and 

place disdainfully, without regard to the feelings of the person who receives it.

F. Obligatory work: Satva is dominant when one does obligatory work with a sense of duty, 

abandoning attachment to the outcomes.

G. Rajas makes a person shirk from difficult work from fear of pain or bodily trouble. Tamas

leads to total abandonment of one’s allotted task due to delusion.

H. Knowledge: Knowledge guided by Satva enables one to see the underlying oneness in all 

things despite the superficial diversities. Knowledge guided by Rajas makes one see various 



entities of distinct kinds and many souls in different beings. Tamas shrouds all knowledge 

rendering one incapable of seeing either the different souls or the underlying oneness.

I. Action: Satva prompts one to act with non-attachment. Rajas make one act with self-conceit 

for want of fruits thereof. Such action involves much dissipation of energy. Tamas makes one 

act in delusion without assessing one’s capabilities to perform the same and be heedless of harm 

to others.

J. Agent: An agent who is free from attachment, non-egoistic, endued with fortitude and 

enthusiasm, and unaffected by success or failure is inspired by Satva. Likewise, agents in Rajas

are passionate, greedy, malignant, impure, and easily elated or dejected. Those under Tamas are 

unsteady, vulgar, arrogant, dishonest, malicious, indolent, despondent, and procrastinating.

K. Intellect: People whose intellect is guided by Satva know the path of work and 

renunciation, Right and wrong action, fear and fearlessness, and bondage and liberation. When 

Rajas dominates, the intellect decides erroneously between Right and wrong and when the 

conscience is so thickly wrapped in ignorance that it mistakes wrong for Right and sees 

everything distorted, and then it has the nature of Tamas.

L. Determination: Determination inspired by Satva never wavers. People with this kind of 

determination gain control over their mind, vital energies, and senses. Rajas-inspired 

determination makes one seek wealth or do duty looking for reward and personal advantage. 

Determination inspired by Tamas is nothing but obstinacy. It makes a person stubbornly refuse 

to shake off dullness, fear, grief, low spirits or vanity.



M. Happiness: Satva drives happiness that is experienced through realization of the ultimate 

reality. Such happiness may be attained after strict self-schooling and toil; such realization is 

not easy, but once achieved, it gives deep delight. Happiness in Rajas arises from the contact of 

objects with senses and is short-lived, ultimately graduating into pain. Bred from Tamas is 

brutish contentment in stupor and sloth and obstinate error. Such happiness begins and results in 

self-delusion.

5.3 Questionnaires for measurement of Guëa s.

Every person has three guëa s or three “modes” that are qualities of the material world. They are 

satva that is ‘goodness’, Rajas that is ‘passion’ and Tamas that is ‘ignorance’ [16] [17]. Every 

person is inherently born with these three qualities in different permutations. They act on us at all 

times with different permutations and influence decision making [18]. It is found that in every 

person one of the three Guëa s is there with superior strength and reflects all they do and think 

[19]. Das has found that the three Guëa s are exclusive of each other [20]. These Guëa s initially 

vary in their dominance in determining the personality of an individual however they gradually 

settle on one personality type [21]. Sreekumar, R and Jacob George used the I.A.S. Rating Scale 

and Psi Inventory on 200 subjects showing that females reported significantly more psi 

experiences than males. This shows gender as an important factor in evaluating triguëa s. 

Sebastian and Mathew have also found that PSI experience was positively related to Satva and 

Rajas for females [22].  Haigh suggested a three layered training for individual development [23], 

Level 1 Dispelling Tamas: That is literally, removing ignorance, Level 2 Engaging Rajas: That is 



literally, engaging creativity, passion and energy, Level 3 Reflecting Satva: Involving synthesis 

and overall reflection.  Narayanan and Krñëan (2001) had measured the three Guëas along ten 

dimensions that is attribution, leisure, food, interests, praise and criticism, sympathy, Right and 

wrong, working with determination, motivation to work, and accepting pain. They showed that 

the Sattvic dimensions enhanced transformational leadership and Rajasic dimensions reduced the 

Karma. The paper published in ‘The Indian Journal of Industrial Relations” explored the impact 

that the personality factors having an influence on the individual attitude this, in turn, has an 

influence on individual intention. This paper examines the guëa s personality construct and 

looked at behavior based on these factors based on the traditional Indian literature. Subhash 

Sharma has explored an Indian way of managing (Theory K) derived from the Kutumbh or 

family [24]. The organization is considered like a family and the interconnectivity is established 

with the other well known theories. Dr. Dhira Govinda Dasa had in his study analyzed 619 

subjects for their vedic personality inventory (VPI) in the US with oRiginally 90 items that was 

subsequently shortened to 56 items based on reliability and validity analysis [25]. These were 

analyzed based on six demographic questions pertaining to age, years of education, ethnicity, 

religion, gender and friends. These supported the construct validity of the VPI.

Diener defined subjective wellbeing (SWB) as ‘how people evaluate their lives’. SWB is 

considered to be a function of three variables: life satisfaction, lack of negative mental states and 

the presence of positive mood and emotion [26].The direct aim of ancient Indian education was to 

make the student fit to become a useful and pious member of society [ 27 ]. Ancient Indian 

educational system focused on building a disciplined and values-based culture. Human values 

such as trust, respect, honesty, dignity, and courtesy are the building blocks of any free, 



advanced society [28].  Valentin et al. discussed the quality of education as a permanent priority of 

any institution or organization. The personal development depends on the qualitative learning 

that results in the society progress and the care of the environment [29]. 

5.4 Effect of Yoga on personality traits- a survey

The focus derived from some of the previous research on the effects of yoga on personality, 

suggesting the potential of yoga for use in the management of clinical psychotic problems like-

depression. In a form of yoga (Hatha Yoga) that has a strong exercise dimension much like 

Iyengar yoga, with stretching, balancing and breathing routines, subjects from various studies 

reported being less anxious, tense, angry, fatigued and less confused after classes than just before 

class and, in a second study, yoga and swimming showed comparable positive effects on mood 

reports [30] [31]. More recently, in a non-clinical sample, reductions in negative mood occurring 

from before to after yoga classes were greater for subjects scoring higher on scales of depression 

and anxiety than those scoring lower on these traits [32]. Yoga is considered to be a tool for both 

physical and mental development of an individual is being recognized around the globe only in the last 

century although it has been practised in India over several centuries to promote positive health and well 

being. It gives solace for the restless mind and can give great relief to the sick [33][34]. It has become quite 

fashionable even for the common man to keep fit [35]. Some use yoga for developing memory, intelligence 

and creativity [36 ]. With its multifold advantages, yoga is becoming a part of school education [ 37 ]. 

Specialists use it to unfold deeper layers of consciousness in their move towards spiritual perfection 

[ 38 ]. With growing scientific evidence, yoga is emerging as an important health behavior-

modifying practice to achieve states of health, both at physical and mental levels. Several studies 



have demonstrated the beneficial effects of yoga on health behavior in many life style-related 

somatic problems such as hypertension [39], bronchial asthma [40], diabetes [41] including some 

psychiatric conditions such as anxiety neurosis [42] and depressive illness [43] etc.

Guëa personality variables are three Vedic personality patterns named satva, Rajas and Tamas: 

Satva brings calmness, lightness, illumination, control, and the beginning of selflessness, all 

tRiggering constructive action; Rajas is a more compulsive tendency to action and selfishness, 

producing pain, and a restless mind; Tamas manifests as lethargy, drowsiness or sleepiness, 

blocks, and stagnation. According to Vedic psychology, these guëa s constantly control a 

person's tendencies: "Everyone is helplessly driven to action by the guëa s" [44]. An evaluation of 

yoga's impact on the guëa s, and on self-ideal disparity [45] found significant correlations between 

self and ideal self for the yoga group, but not for controls. Tamas was associated with disparity 

between self and ideal self. Another study [46] found that the Hare Krñëa mantra increased satva

and decreased Rajas and Tamas. Generally, Yoga aims to improve guëa quality, until satva

dominates all the time [47]. Correlations between attention and guëa s: guëa s are related to 

cognitive characteristics [48], perceptual acuity and field independence [49], intelligence, memory, 

and attention-concentration [50]. Negative correlations are reported between Tamas and field 

independence, short-term memory, intelligence and attention-concentration, and positive 

correlations between satva and general intelligence, short-term memory and attention-

concentration. Ability to focus attention correlates positively with satva, and negatively with 

Tamas. 



Correlations between emotional quotient (EQ) and guëa s have been studied by Kumari et al.[51]

Finding none, they concluded that the two are distinct personality concepts. Correlations between 

health and guëa s: A study of Rajas and Tamas in psychological disturbance found the two 

predominant factors in the patient population [52], suggesting that elevated levels of Rajas and 

Tamas give rise to mental ill health. It is generally agreed that predominance of Rajas and Tamas

leads to psychological disturbance. Satva guëa , on the other hand, leads to positive mental 

health and optimal functioning. It embodies spiritual values, considered to take subjects beyond 

mental health problems. Similarly, a study of 100 cancer patients found that patients high in 

Rajas or Tamas are more prone to cancer [53]. On the other hand, an RCT on guëa s and health 

[54] found satva improved more in the yoga group than in controls. Rajas reduced significantly in 

the physical exercise (control) group. General health status improved in both groups, consistent 

with the finding that, while satva correlates positively with health, Rajas correlate negatively. 

Based on previous studies on various variables and their correlations, we give below details of 

different tests by which these variables are measured.

5.5 JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY

The students who wish to be certified yoga instructors are taken for study. So this study tests the change 

in personality after being educated as yoga instructor by following yogic life style. Before going through 

this course they may have lived a normal lifestyle of modern times but after becoming a yoga instructor 

they may have a change in personality. We want to assess that personality change in them.

They may be doing asanas, pranayama, and meditation since long time. But this is a first time training in 

integrated yoga module throughout a day with yoga life style. This yoga module has the holistic way of 



eating, behaving, thinking and performing the daily livelihood procedures. Can this yogic module is able 

to bring change in personality is a special study of its type. The module is combination of all four streams 

of Yoga i.e. raja yoga, karma yoga, bhakti yoga, jnana yoga. This study tells the effect of training, on 

personality of students in module which has the combination of all four streams. 

Thus this study is one of its type and can bring us o some conclusion of changes in personality traits.

CHAPTER-6



AIM AND OBJECTIVES

6.1 AIM

To understand the effect of Yoga modules on the personality traits (Guëa) in University students 

undergoing Yoga Instructor’s course (YIC).

6.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

 To assess effect of Yoga on specific Guëa s in university students using General Health 

Questionnaire (GHQ).

 To assess the effect of integrated yoga modules on general health of the subjects.



CHAPTER-7

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Subjects comprised 68 healthy students (male and female, aged 18-37 years, mean = 24.96 ± 

5.79 attending 21 days, residential, Yoga Instructor's Courses at Svämé Vivekänanda Yoga

Anusandhana Samsthana (SVYASA), Bangalore during August and September 2011.

7.1 Subjects

7.1.1 Inclusion criteria 

1. Both genders (Male & Female) 

2. Age between 18-37 years (married or single).

3. Subjects who would understand instructions given in English and Hindi.

4. Education- 12th / PUC pass. 

7.1.2 Exclusion criteria

1. Presence of cognitive and / or psychiatric disorder, 

2. Neurological disorder

3. Other physical disability

4. Pregnancy & Menses

7.1.3 Source

Head office of S-VYASA (Prashanti Kuteeram).

7.1.4 Informed Consent & IEC Clearance

1. Signed informed consent will be taken.

2. Requirement as mentioned in the IEC clearance proposal will be fulfilled



7.2 Design

Figure

7.3 Intervention

Table 1 shows the list of activities done throughout the day. The integrated 

selected from the integrated set of 

based on ancient Yoga texts, [

emotional, social, and spiritual levels.

(Kriyas, asanas , healthy yoga diet), breathing practices with body movements, and 

Figure-1. Design of the proposed study

shows the list of activities done throughout the day. The integrated 

selected from the integrated set of yoga practices. [55] This integrated approach is developed 

[ 56 ] to bring about a total development at physical, mental, 

emotional, social, and spiritual levels. [57] [Table-2] The techniques include physical practices

diet), breathing practices with body movements, and 

shows the list of activities done throughout the day. The integrated yoga module is 

This integrated approach is developed 

to bring about a total development at physical, mental, 

2] The techniques include physical practices

diet), breathing practices with body movements, and Pranayama, 



meditation, devotional sessions, lectures on yoga, stress management, and lifestyle change 

through notional corrections for blissful awareness under all circumstances (action in relaxation). 

Yoga was taught by qualified yoga teachers.

Table-1 Daily routine of intervention

Time Session
4.30 to 5.25 AM Wake up/Bath & Wash 
5.30 to 5.55 AM OM meditation 

6.00 to 6.55 AM Yogasanas/ Kriyas (Mon. & Wed) 

7.15 to 8.00 AM Karma Yoga
8.10 to 8.55 AM Bhagavad Gétä chanting & Discourse 

9.00 to 10.55 AM Breakfast 
10.45 to 11.30 AM Lecture sessions 

11.30 to 12.55 PM Pranayama + Yoga asanas 

01.00 to 01.55 PM Lunch 
02.30 to 3.25 PM Lecture 
3.30 to 3.55 PM Library- Self study/group discussion 
4.00 to 4.55 PM Cyclic Meditation 
5.00 to 5.55 PM Tuning to nature 
6.00 to 6.25 PM Devotional session 
6.30 to 7.25 PM Trataka/Mind Sound Resonance Technique 
7.30 to 8.25 PM Dinner 
8.30 to 8.55 PM Happy assembly 
9.00 to 09.55 PM Self study 

Table-2 Yoga modules followed for 3 weeks

1.1
Practices for 1st & 3nd  weeks

Sl.no Name of practices No.of
repetitions

Duration

Starting prayer/Arambhika Prarthana 3 mins

Breathing practices /Swashana prakriya
1 Hands stretch breathing /Hastha 

Khichava Svasana
1800-5 rounds 3 mins

1350-5rounds

900-5 rounds

2 Hands in and out breathing/ Hastha 
Antarika avam bahya svasana

5 rounds 2 mins

3 Tiger breathing / Vyaghra svasana 5 rounds 2 mins

4 Instant Relaxation Technique / Ati-sheeghra Aramdayak 
tantra

1 mins

5 Surya namaskara 3 -5 rounds 15 mins

Quick Relaxation Technique (QRT) / sheeghra 
Aramdayak tantra

3 mins

Asanas

1 Ardhakati cakrásana Alternate 2 mins

2 Ardha cakrásana 1 round 2 mins
3 Pada hastasana 1 round 2 mins

1.2
Practices for 2nd week

Sl.no Name of practices No.of repetitions Duration
Starting prayer / Arambhika Prarthana 3 mins

Breathing practices/Swashana prakriya
1 Jogging / Dhavana Slow – 10 rounds 3 mins

Backward –20 rounds
Forward -20rounds

Sideward -20 rounds
2 Bhujañgásana

Breathing/Svasana
5 rounds 2 mins

3 Straight Leg Raise 
Breathing / Ekpada 

utthana svasana

5 rounds 2 mins

4    Tiger breathing / Vyaghra 
svasana

5 rounds 2 mins

5 Instant Relaxation Technique/ Ati-sheeghra 
Aramdayak tantra

1 mins

6 Surya namaskara 5-10 rounds 15 mins

Quick Relaxation Technique (QRT) / sheeghra 
Aramdayak tantra

3 mins

Asanas
1 Ardhamatsyendra

asana
Alternate 3 mins

2 Matyasana 1 round 2 mins



4.7 Assessments

Assessments were done using the Personality Inventory (PI).

The Guëa Questionnaire (GQ): In this study we will used GQ developed by Pathak, Bhatt and 

Sharma. It has 24 items for Satva Guëa (balanced, gentle and controlled personality trait), 34 

items for Rajas Guëa (violent and uncontrolled personality trait) and 30 items for Tamas Guëa 

(dull and uncontrolled personality trait). It has good internal consistency and reliability and in 

terms of validity, all the three traits showed low correlation with each other indicating that these 

three traits are independent.  [58] GQ is based on Säìkhya Philosophy’s concept of Guëa . [59]   In 

an ideal situation of perfect health, an individual has the complete freedom to use any of these 

three Guëa with dominance of Satva Guëa in his personality. Ill health or limited health occurs 

if Rajas or Tamas Guëa becomes dominant, as one loses freedom and gets habituated to either 

of these Guëa . Hence, the degree of positive health can be measured by a tool that can grade 

these three personality traits or Guëa . [60]



CHAPTER-8

DATA COLLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

8.1 Data collection

The pre and post data consisting of demographic data, blood pressure, breathe hold time 

(bhramari), respiratory rate, pulse rate and General health questionnaire was taken by trained 

research assistants on the 1st day and 22nd day of YIC course. Different files for pre data and post 

data have been maintained and after the collection of data, the data entry was done on an excel 

sheet for further analysis. 

8.2 Data Analysis

Tables 3, 4 and 5 are showing the items in their respective Guëa (personality) with their 

interpretation and test-retest reliability co-efficient. Responses to inventory items are received in 

terms of choices between very much, much, moderate, little or not at all. These raw answers are 

then converted to numerical values from 5 to 1 respectively. Answers to all items on all three 

scales are converted to 5,4,3,2 or 1, as above. Addition of scores on all items on a particular scale 

gives the individual’s total score on that scale. In this way, each individual receives a score on 



each of the three scales. Percentage of each was calculated by dividing the score of each Guëa 

with total score and multiplying by 100. 

Table 3 Interpretation of Guëa (Personality) Inventory Scores

Guëas Item Numbers Total No.
of Items

Maximum
Scores

Tamas

Rajas

Satva

Total

5,9,13,16,18,22,24,26,29,30,37,38,40,46,47,55,57,58,   
61,67,71,72,77,79,80,82,84,85,86, & 88

1,2,7,10,14,15,19,20,21,31,32,33,36,39,44,45,49,50,     
51,52,53,56,59,62,63,64,65,66,69,70,73,74,76 & 81

3,4,6,8,11,12,17,23,25,27,28,34,35,41,42,43,48,54, 
60,68,75,78,83 & 87

1 to 88

30

34

24

88

120

136

96

352

Table 4 Test-Retest Reliability Co-efficient of Guëa 

Satva Rajas Tamas

0.62 0.83 0.70

Table 5 Interpretation of Guëa Scores

Responses                                 Score
Very much

Much
Moderate

Little
Not at all

5
4
3
2
1

Statistical analysis was done with the help of Statistical Package for Social Sciences [SPSS]-16. 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test showed that the data were not normally distributed. We used the 



Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test to compare means of the data collected before (pre) and after (post) 

the YIC program.

CHAPTER-9

RESULTS

Appendix 2 shows the demographic details with 68 students (41 females and 27 males) at the age 

range of 18-37 years (Mean = 24.96 ± 5.79). They all were normal individuals, who came for 

yoga relearning under the course of YIC. The baseline clinical tests for normal individuals 

coming for yoga relearning in YIC course were done on the 1st day which included blood 

pressure, pulse rate, breath hold time and respiratory rate and the post clinical tests were done on 

22nd day. Table-1 shows the pre and post data of the clinical variables assessed.



The comparison of pre and post data showed in Figure 1 & 2 shows that the blood pressure and 

pulse rate has improved towards normal range, respiratory rate has come down with the increase 

in breath hold time (bhramari). 

Table-1, changes in clinical variables

Figure 1 (a) & (b)- Graphical representation of changes in blood pressure

BP RR BHT PULSE

Systolic Diastolic

1st

day

22nd

day

1st

day

22nd

day

1st

day

22nd

day

1st

day

22nd

day

1st

day

22nd

day

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Mean

±sd

115.76

±11.72

121.21

±8.67

74.97

± 9.2

79.53 

±3.85

17.38

±2.45

15.97

±2.96

11.71

±3.85

19.09

±3.27

79.50

±8.32

75.62

±6.0

8

% 

change

4.71 6.08 -8.11 63.02 -4.88



Figure 2 (a) & (b) - Graphical representations of changes in respiratory rate, breath hold 
time and pulse rate

Table-2, changes in Personality 

The data analysis showed 11.33% significant decrease (P<0.001) in Tamas Guëa (dull 

personality trait), 0.68% non significant decrease in Rajas Guëa (violent personality trait) 
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±sd
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±5.37

25.48

±4.56

38.33

±3.34

38.07

±3.57

32.92

±5.39

36.33

±6.10

% change -11.33 -0.68 10.34



and 10.34% significant increase (

scores. [Table 2].

Figure 3 (a) & (b) - Graphical representations of changes in 

Looking at the percentage and pre

personality from the Tamas to satva

known for vigority and productivity but when 

of every act can be unsocialistic or devilistic. But when 

product is good for mankind. Rajas

satva. The result hereby shows that 

decreased by 0.68) but it gives the 

end product. 

Table-3, Sex wise changes in personality by Integrated Yoga module

MALE 

(n=27)

Mean ± Standard deviation

Pre

0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

Tamas Rajas

Guna

pre post

and 10.34% significant increase (P <0.001) in Satva Guëa (balanced personality trait) 

Graphical representations of changes in Guëa 

Looking at the percentage and pre-post comparison (Figure 3), it is clear that there is change in 

satva. Rajas have also decreased to some extent.  

known for vigority and productivity but when Rajas combines with Tamas then the end product 

of every act can be unsocialistic or devilistic. But when Rajas combine with satva

Rajas is speed which has to be controlled by balanced trait i.e. 

. The result hereby shows that yoga doesn’t decreases vigority or potentiality (

decreased by 0.68) but it gives the Right direction for vigority and potentiality to have a better 

Sex wise changes in personality by Integrated Yoga module

Mean ± Standard deviation % change

Post
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Percentage Change in Guna

(balanced personality trait) 
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, it is clear that there is change in 

have also decreased to some extent.  Rajas have been 

then the end product 

satva then the end 

is speed which has to be controlled by balanced trait i.e. 

doesn’t decreases vigority or potentiality (Rajas slightly 

ality to have a better 

P value

Percentage Change in Guna

Series1



Tamas 28.68±5.18 25.08±4.06 ↓12.5523 < 0.05*

Rajas 38.42±3.56 39.1±3.42 ↑1.769912 = 0.501

Satva 32.86±5.45 35.47±5.80 ↑7.942788 < 0.05*

FEMALE 

(n=41)

Mean ± Standard deviation

% change P value

Pre Post

Tamas 28.76±5.55 25.73±4.88 ↓10.5355 < 0.05*

Rajas 38.27±3.23 37.39±3.54 ↓2.29945 = 0.408

Satva 32.96±5.41 36.89±6.28 ↑11.92354 < 0.05*

*Significant at 0.05 level

By comparing the change of personality sex wise, it was found that there was decrease 

of Tamas in 27 males by 12.55% (p<0.05) to that of 41 females by 10.53% (p<0.05), 

Rajas was decreased by 2.29 in females whereas increased by 1.76% in males. Satva

was significantly increased in both males by 7.94% (p<0.05) and in females by 11.92%. 

[Table 3].

Table-4, Age wise changes in personality by Integrated Yoga module

AGE(>20yrs)
n=8

Mean ± Standard deviation % change P value
Pre Post

Tamas 29.74±5.11 25.86±3.94 ↓13.0464 < 0.05*
Rajas 39.41±4.30 37.95±4.81 ↓3.70464 = 0.302

Satva 30.83±5.06 36.14±7.94 ↑17.22348 < 0.05*
AGE(20-30yrs) Mean ± Standard deviation % change P value



n=42 Pre Post
Tamas 30.2±6.27 25.42±3.96 ↓15.8278 < 0.05*
Rajas 38.48±3.22 38.44±3.40 ↓0.10395 = 0.507
Satva 32.24±4.56 36.37±5.17 ↑12.81017 < 0.05*

AGE(31-37yrs)
n=18

Mean ± Standard deviation % change P value
Pre Post

Tamas 27.03±7.01 25.37±6.08 ↓6.14132 < 0.05*

Rajas 37.5±3.15 37.24±3.40 ↓0.69333 = 0.402

Satva 35.39±6.61 37.32±7.52 ↑5.453518 < 0.05*
*Significant at 0.05 level

In the same way when comparison was done age wise, it was found that those who are 

at the age range below 20; the Tamas was significantly (p<0.05) decreased by 13.04%, 

Rajas decreased by 3.7% and satva significantly increased by 14.69% (p<0.05). Those 

between 20yrs-30yrs, Tamas decreased by 15.82% (p<0.05), Rajas decreased by 0.1% 

and satva significantly increased by 12.81% (p<0.05) and in those between 31yrs -37 

yrs, Tamas was decreased by 6.14%, Rajas by 0.69% and satva increased by 5.45%. 

Table 4.



CHAPTER – 10

DISCUSSION

This age wise and sex wise comparison shows that the intervention of integrated yoga

module has equivalent effect on personality of both sex. Whereas, in age wise 

comparison the effect of integrated yoga module on personality of age group below 20 



and in between 20yrs to 30 yrs is more positive as compared to age group between 31 

to 37yrs.

The behavior of a human being is an expression of a combination of different Guëas.

There are studies which show significant positive change in guëa s (personality) after 

doing Intergrated yoga module (IYM) for one hour a day. Yoga which has been said to be 

the lifestyle correction process has to be followed throughout the day. So, when yoga

has been performed in the form of IYM for whole day, significant decrease in Tamas and 

increase in satva has been found. Although Rajas was not significantly decreased, but 

Rajas along with satva can be a more fruitful in a positive way rather than Rajas with 

Tamas.

Tamas (meaning darkness) is the grossest aspect of our personality characterized by 

excessive sleep, innocence, laziness, depression, procrastination, a feeling of 

helplessness, impulsivity, anger and arrogance (packed up with vital energy). When we 

reduce Tamas through mastery over the mind, we become dynamic, sensitive and sharp 

to move towards Rajas (the shining one) characterized by intense activity, 



ambitiousness, competitiveness, high sense of self importance, desire for sense 

gratification, little interest in spiritual elevation, dissatisfaction with one's position, envy 

of others and a materialistic cleverness. [61]

With further growth and mastery, one moves into Satva -a dominance which includes the 

qualities of truthfulness, stability, discipline, sense of control, sharp intelligence, 

preference for vegetarianism, truthfulness, gravity, dutifulness, detachment, respect for 

superiors and staunch determination.18 and stability in the face of adversity and also 

conscious action. As, we can see that although both Rajas and Tamas are dynamic, but 

have both positive and negative qualities. They are the manifestation of a violent state 

of mind in which a person lacks mastery over upsurges of emotions and impulsive 

behavior. [62] Hence, the growth of satva leads to the mastery over violent and dynamic 

state of mind resulting to discipline, stability, truthfulness etc. Most of the qualities of 

Satva which are manifestation of a calm state of mind are achievable by different yoga

techniques (physical postures, pranayama and/or meditation) meant for mastery over 

the mind-body complex. [63] Several earlier studies have independently corroborated 



these notions. It has been shown that self esteem as well as the sense of control and 

determination improved after meditation.[64] Reduction in crime rate has also been 

reported after transcendental meditation (TM).[21] [65]These positive effects also show up 

as better perception and memory as well as better motor performance (dexterity and 

coordination tests). [66]  The three cardinal principles of yoga, i.e. relaxing the body, 

slowing down the breath and calming down the mind [67] can help in understanding the 

mechanism of how yoga can help in reduction of Tamas and controlling Rajas by satva. 

Recent research has shown a positive relationship between personality trait and yoga. 

The present study is consistent with these findings, indicating that a systematic full day 

module of yoga in the form of YIC can result in improved personality and better life.

CHAPTER-11

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION



The present study suggests that YIC can result in improvement of Satva Guëa (balance 

personality trait) among students, thus paving the way for their positive quality of life.

11.1 Strength and limitations

The study on full module of Integrated yoga in the form of lifestyle intervention has been not 

been studied yet, whereas the treatment has been targeted to all five layers of existence leading to 

change in personality.

Although the control group has not been taken, hence the bias of placebo effect has not been 

eliminated.
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APPENDIX-3

RAW DATA-3A

NAME AGE GENDER COUNTRY
BP

PRE_SYS
BP

POST_SYS
BP

PRE_DIAS
BP

POST_DIAS

Mr.SOMASHEKAR.D.S 25 M INDIAN 110 118 70 78

Mr.PRAMOD.M 30 M INDIAN 140 120 80 80

Mr.ANNADANAYYA 24 M INDIAN 120 128 70 82

Mr.VISHNUKUMAR.G 18 M INDIAN 110 118 70 78

Mr.SELVAGANAPATHY 18 M INDIAN 118 120 74 78

Mr.NIMMAGADDA SIMHADRI 37 M INDIAN 128 120 86 78

Mr.RAJANISH GOVIND 29 M INDIAN 140 130 100 90

Mr.B.K.SUDHARSHAN 28 M INDIAN 140 126 90 80

Mr.RANJAY KUMAR 24 M INDIAN 110 122 80 82

Mr.AJAY BIJALWAN 23 M INDIAN 120 122 80 82

Mr.MAHESH .K.N 24 M INDIAN 130 120 90 80

Mr.HARIDEV.S 25 M INDIAN 120 124 80 80

Mr.BASIL.P.JOHNSON 21 M INDIAN 120 120 80 88

Mr.CHEVULWAR  VEERANNA 20 M INDIAN 118 122 70 78

Mr.DHANANJAY KUMAR JAIN 31 M INDIAN 110 180 70 80



                                                                                                                                                                                          
Mr.PAWAN SINGH BHATI 24 M INDIAN 118 120 72 80

Mrs.GITANJALI BHORASKAR 31 F INDIAN 90 100 60 70

Ms.VANASHREE J KARKAL 23 F INDIAN 118 120 70 80

Ms.SONG JISONG 25 F INDIAN 100 110 68 70

Ms.MASELLA HEGAN 19 F INDIAN 110 120 66 76

Ms.SARASWATHI.H 20 F INDIAN 120 120 70 80

Ms.NAGASRAVANI AKULA 24 F INDIAN 90 110 64 74

Ms.POOJA SHARMA 26 F INDIAN 110 120 60 70

Mrs.SAMANT AMITA.P 36 F INDIAN 110 118 70 76

Ms.NITHYA.K 18 F INDIAN 118 120 76 80

Ms.LATA M KANTHI 34 F INDIAN 110 120 70 80

Ms.AMBILI SUDHAKARAN 23 F INDIAN 110 118 70 82

Ms.VIDYAM RANGA RAVALI 19 F INDIAN 110 120 60 76

Mrs.RESHMA MULANI 35 F INDIAN 100 112 70 80

Mrs.VASUDHA 37 F INDIAN 132 130 90 88

Ms.ROHINI R MATAPATI 21 F INDIAN 110 118 70 78

Ms.RITU SHARMA 25 F INDIAN 114 120 70 80

Ms.TRIPATI JANGIR 20 F INDIAN 100 116 80 80

Ms.LI YUN LI 27 F INDIAN 100 124 80 78

Ms.DONG QING 23 F INDIAN 100 120 70 80

Ms.FU FENG QIN 35 F INDIAN 100 110 72 78

NAME AGE GENDER COUNTRY
BP

PRE_SYS
BP

POST_SYS
BP

PRE_DIAS
BP

POST_DIAS
Ms.SHREE HARSHINI 23 F INDIAN 110 120 72 78
Ms.SPHOORTI 
BHUVANESHWAR 22

F
INDIAN 110 120

70 78

G.KOTI  REDDY 36 M INDIAN 156 132 110 88
ARUN DAMERA 25 M INDIAN 118 120 76 80
V. PRABHAKAR 36 M INDIAN 140 128 100 90
LEE JUNG HWAM 32 M INDIAN 120 120 76 82
VISHWANATHA.D 26 M INDIAN 128 122 76 80
GAUTAM .N 18 M INDIAN 128 120 76 80

LATEESH.H 30 M INDIAN 120 120 80 80
MANJUNATH .M 31 M INDIAN 118 120 78 76
JITESH. M 30 M INDIAN 122 122 80 80
MASAHIRO.M 35 M INDIAN 108 122 80 84
JISHNU.M 26 M INDIAN 110 118 70 78
CORINNA HAMMER 29 F INDIAN 118 120 78 80
RUSHIKA 23 F INDIAN 108 118 60 74
LAUREN 24 F INDIAN 110 120 70 76
TANYA 27 F INDIAN 106 118 70 80



                                                                                                                                                                                          
MADINA 36 F INDIAN 108 120 80 80
V. SAI. SUDHA 25 F INDIAN 106 122 70 78
BARBARA 37 F INDIAN 110 124 60 74
VILAXANA JOSHI 25 F INDIAN 118 126 78 80
MOHINI 24 F INDIAN 110 124 70 76
PREMA 27 F INDIAN 110 120 70 80
DEEPIKA 22 F INDIAN 120 120 76 80
P. MAMATHA 25 F INDIAN 126 128 78 82
N .MOONIKA 25 F INDIAN 110 118 70 84
SRUTI 21 F INDIAN 120 120 80 82
SHARVARI 19 F INDIAN 126 124 80 80
LOVELEEN KAUR 36 F INDIAN 120 120 70 78
CHRISTINA 32 F INDIAN 116 118 70 80
SANGEETHA 36 F INDIAN 118 122 76 80
MAISARAND. M 18 F INDIAN 120 120 80 80

RAW DATA-3B

NAME
RR

PRE
RR

POST
BHRAMARI

PRE
BHRAMARI

POST
PULSE

PRE
PULSE
POST

TAMAS
PRE

TAMAS
POST

Mr.SOMASHEKAR.D.S 20 14 6 14 88 76 24.78 24.78

Mr.PRAMOD.M 20 16 6 18 86 72 27.28 22.75

Mr.ANNADANAYYA 18 14 8 12 90 78 34.01 22.81

Mr.VISHNUKUMAR.G 22 16 6 16 80 72 33.07 29.6

Mr.SELVAGANAPATHY 18 16 8 18 78 72 30.38 23.55

Mr.NIMMAGADDA SIMHADRI 20 16 8 16 92 72 28.68 23.32

Mr.RAJANISH GOVIND 18 14 14 20 88 70 21.29 21.1

Mr.B.K.SUDHARSHAN 18 14 12 20 94 74 29.51 25.32

Mr.RANJAY KUMAR 20 18 10 18 82 68 26.71 23.97



                                                                                                                                                                                          
Mr.AJAY BIJALWAN 20 16 14 20 88 74 24.07 26.73

Mr.MAHESH .K.N 20 14 12 20 78 64 30.28 29.07

Mr.HARIDEV.S 16 14 12 18 84 70 29.39 19.81

Mr.BASIL.P.JOHNSON 16 14 12 18 88 72 31.34 24.12

Mr.CHEVULWAR  VEERANNA 16 14 12 20 90 72 30.74 29.37

Mr.DHANANJAY KUMAR JAIN 18 14 12 18 86 70 25.56 27.76

Mr.PAWAN SINGH BHATI 16 14 10 18 88 72 31.78 26.59

Mrs.GITANJALI BHORASKAR 16 14 8 14 60 72 16.03 15.74

Ms.VANASHREE J KARKAL 14 12 12 20 90 74 28.76 24.87

Ms.SONG JISONG 16 12 8 20 80 74 32.75 31.64

Ms.MASELLA HEGAN 16 14 6 18 78 72 26.92 18.02

Ms.SARASWATHI.H 16 12 10 16 72 74 26.07 21.6

Ms.NAGASRAVANI AKULA 14 12 12 18 84 70 21.83 20.68

Ms.POOJA SHARMA 16 14 10 18 82 70 25.99 21.76

Mrs.SAMANT AMITA.P 18 14 12 20 84 76 18.97 19.44

Ms.NITHYA.K 18 14 10 18 80 68 27.53 25.93

Ms.LATA M KANTHI 16 14 12 18 76 70 32.67 33.79

Ms.AMBILI SUDHAKARAN 18 14 10 16 86 72 21.72 21.43

Ms.VIDYAM RANGA RAVALI 20 14 8 18 84 76 22.69 24.79

Mrs.RESHMA MULANI 20 16 12 18 92 70 22.4 19.73

Mrs.VASUDHA 18 12 10 16 88 72 23.53 20.58

Ms.ROHINI R MATAPATI 16 14 6 16 76 72 35.44 29.35

Ms.RITU SHARMA 16 12 10 18 82 70 30.34 21.95

Ms.TRIPATI JANGIR 14 12 10 14 72 72 37.4 21.37

Ms.LI YUN LI 16 14 6 18 68 70 40 34.47

Ms.DONG QING 14 12 10 14 72 70 36.6 33.59

Ms.FU FENG QIN 16 12 14 26 72 68 33.5 35.66

Ms.SHREE HARSHINI 16 14 16 20 72 70 29.57 26.92

Ms.SPHOORTI BHUVANESHWAR 20 12 14 20 70 78 30.31 29.55

NAME
RR

PRE
RR

POST
BHRAMARI

PRE
BHRAMARI

POST
PULSE

PRE
PULSE
POST

TAMAS
PRE

TAMAS
POST

G.KOTI  REDDY 16 18 10 18 80 76 34.19 30.76

ARUN DAMERA 28 22 12 20 82 72 22.3 22.53

V. PRABHAKAR 18 18 16 20 80 84 15.58 17.84

LEE JUNG HWAM 16 20 16 22 80 82 37.4 31.92

VISHWANATHA.D 18 16 10 20 82 86 24.37 21.25

GAUTAM .N 16 18 26 28 78 80 30.67 28.52

LATEESH.H 22 20 10 18 90 84 31.02 23.55

MANJUNATH .M 20 20 16 20 82 80 36.25 20.08

JITESH. M 18 24 14 18 78 82 36.14 29.6

MASAHIRO.M 18 16 8 16 80 84 21.57 31.94



                                                                                                                                                                                          
JISHNU.M 16 14 20 28 70 78 26.12 18.58

CORINNA HAMMER 16 14 14 22 78 84 21.6 22.75

RUSHIKA 18 20 14 20 80 86 30.92 24.78

LAUREN 16 18 16 18 72 78 33.9 23.32

TANYA 18 20 14 24 50 68 34.36 21.1

MADINA 16 20 14 20 72 70 34.51 25.32

V. SAI. SUDHA 18 18 12 18 76 82 28.64 26.72

BARBARA 16 18 18 20 68 80 27.31 25.1

VILAXANA JOSHI 18 20 12 20 82 86 26.11 23.97

MOHINI 18 18 12 22 80 88 31.15 23.94

PREMA 14 20 16 24 76 80 27.87 28.12

DEEPIKA 16 18 10 18 80 86 27.52 25.17

P. MAMATHA 16 18 10 20 78 84 26.64 33.13

N .MOONIKA 18 16 8 18 78 84 31.93 29.35

SRUTI 10 16 10 18 80 86 29.54 30.24

SHARVARI 18 20 20 28 52 66 26.96 26.22

LOVELEEN KAUR 16 18 8 18 74 74 22.91 22.22

CHRISTINA 20 20 20 28 84 82 23.29 30.21

SANGEETHA 18 20 14 20 84 82 33.33 30.39

MAISARAND. M 16 20 8 16 80 80 39.77 30.31

RAW DATA-3C

NAME
RAJAS

PRE
RAJAS
POST

SATTVA
PRE

SATTVA
POST

Mr.SOMASHEKAR.D.S 34.07 32.17 41.15 43.04

Mr.PRAMOD.M 36.67 38.63 35.56 38.63



                                                                                                                                                                                          
Mr.ANNADANAYYA 40.89 45.25 25.1 22.81

Mr.VISHNUKUMAR.G 39.69 40.4 27.24 30

Mr.SELVAGANAPATHY 40.93 37.74 28.69 38.71

Mr.NIMMAGADDA SIMHADRI 35.09 35.18 36.23 41.5

Mr.RAJANISH GOVIND 37.62 38.82 41.09 40.08

Mr.B.K.SUDHARSHAN 32.79 31.76 37.7 42.92

Mr.RANJAY KUMAR 40.41 36.7 32.88 39.33

Mr.AJAY BIJALWAN 38.43 37.79 37.5 35.48

Mr.MAHESH .K.N 41.04 42.25 28.69 28.68

Mr.HARIDEV.S 39.59 43.96 31.02 36.23

Mr.BASIL.P.JOHNSON 37.31 40.79 31.34 35.09

Mr.CHEVULWAR  VEERANNA 44.16 39.68 25.11 30.95

Mr.DHANANJAY KUMAR JAIN 39.85 39.54 34.59 32.7

Mr.PAWAN SINGH BHATI 41.59 41.67 26.64 31.75

Mrs.GITANJALI BHORASKAR 38.82 36.04 45.15 48.22

Ms.VANASHREE J KARKAL 35.4 34.01 35.84 42.12

Ms.SONG JISONG 39.02 41.82 28.22 26.55

Ms.MASELLA HEGAN 44.23 27.33 28.85 54.65

Ms.SARASWATHI.H 37.91 35.21 36.02 43.19

Ms.NAGASRAVANI AKULA 39.29 38.4 38.89 40.93

Ms.POOJA SHARMA 40.79 40.59 33.21 37.66

Mrs.SAMANT AMITA.P 42.29 34.26 38.74 46.3

Ms.NITHYA.K 38.87 38.43 33.6 35.65

Ms.LATA M KANTHI 39.44 37.44 27.89 28.77

Ms.AMBILI SUDHAKARAN 40.4 45.41 37.88 33.16

Ms.VIDYAM RANGA RAVALI 44.12 42.74 33.19 32.48

Mrs.RESHMA MULANI 33.8 32.29 43.67 47.98

Mrs.VASUDHA 40.78 41.56 35.69 37.86

Ms.ROHINI R MATAPATI 36.49 39.59 28.07 31.06

Ms.RITU SHARMA 41.03 41.06 28.63 36.99

Ms.TRIPATI JANGIR 38.17 41.53 24.43 37.1

Ms.LI YUN LI 32.2 38.64 27.7 26.89

Ms.DONG QING 34.2 34.77 29.2 31.64

Ms.FU FENG QIN 37.44 39.92 29.06 24.42

Ms.SHREE HARSHINI 38.91 40.38 31.52 32.69

Ms.SPHOORTI BHUVANESHWAR 40.55 38.46 29.13 31.98

NAME
RAJAS

PRE
RAJAS
POST

SATTVA
PRE

SATTVA
POST

G.KOTI  REDDY 36.4 38.07 29.41 31.15
ARUN DAMERA 44.96 41.9 32.73 35.56
V. PRABHAKAR 37.23 40.52 47.19 41.63



                                                                                                                                                                                          
LEE JUNG HWAM 32.82 33.46 29.77 34.61
VISHWANATHA.D 43.28 41.66 32.35 37.08
GAUTAM .N 40.89 39.43 28.43 32.04

LATEESH.H 32.85 37.74 36.13 38.71
MANJUNATH .M 35.46 37.94 28.29 41.96
JITESH. M 35.34 40.4 28.51 30
MASAHIRO.M 43.14 45.25 35.29 22.81
JISHNU.M 35.07 37.16 38.81 44.24
CORINNA HAMMER 41.31 38.63 37.09 38.63
RUSHIKA 37.4 32.17 31.68 43.04
LAUREN 36.44 35.18 29.66 41.5
TANYA 38.83 38.82 26.8 40.08
MADINA 36.08 31.76 29.41 42.92
V. SAI. SUDHA 35.45 37.79 35.91 35.48
BARBARA 32.53 35.14 40.16 39.74
VILAXANA JOSHI 36.95 36.7 36.95 39.33
MOHINI 32.79 33.8 36.07 42.25
PREMA 41.39 38.67 30.74 33.2
DEEPIKA 41.09 38.81 31.4 36.01
P. MAMATHA 41.61 33.43 31.75 33.43
N .MOONIKA 42.11 38.56 25.96 32.08
SRUTI 40.51 34.02 29.96 35.73
SHARVARI 31.74 41.95 41.3 31.81
LOVELEEN KAUR 35.24 38.66 41.85 39.11
CHRISTINA 37.44 37.02 39.27 32.76
SANGEETHA 41.2 36.12 25.46 33.48
MAISARAND. M 34.85 35.88 25.38 33.79



                                                                                                                                                                                          

APPENDIX-2
Figures/Plates of practices for Morning Sessions

Starting Prayer/ ärambhika Prärthana
Practices Name Photos Practices Name Photos
Hands stretch breathing 
/Hastha Khichäva Svasana,
3 mins, 900, 1350, 1800-5 
rounds

9.Sasankasana

Hands in and out breathing/ 
Hastha äntarika avam bähya 
svsana, 2 mins

    

10.Aswasanchalanasana

Tiger breathing / Vyaghra 
svasana, 2 mins

11.Padahasttonasana

Instant Relaxation 
Technique / Ati-sheeghra 
äramdayak tantra, 1 mins

12.Hastautthanasana

Surya namaskära
3 -5 rounds, 15 mints äsanas

1.Hastautthanasana Ardhakati cakräsan, 
Alternate, 2 mins

2.Padahasttonasana Ardha cakräsan,
1 round, 2 mins

3.Aswasanchalanasana Päda hastäsana, 
1 round, 2 mins

4.Samatulasana Shasháñkäsana breathing 
/ Swasana

5 rounds, 2 mins
5.Sasankasana Ardhamatsyendräsana,

Alternate, 2 mins

6.Astanganamaskara Deep Relaxation Technique (DRT) / dérgha- Aramdayak 

tantra, 15 mins          
7.Bhujangasana



                                                                                                                                                                                          
8.Parvatasana Closing Prayer/ Samäpana 

Prärthana
2 mins

Practices for Evening Sessions
Starting Prayer/ ärambhika Prärthana

Practices Name Photos Practices Name Photos
Jogging / Dhävana,

Slow – 10 rounds, Backward –20 
rounds, Forward -20rounds, Sideward 

-20 rounds, 3 mins

9.Sasankasana

      Bhujangäsana
Breathing/Svasana, 
5 rounds, 2 mins     

10.Aswasanchalanasana

Straight Leg Raise Breathing / 
Ekpada utthäna svasana,
5 rounds, 2 mins

11.Padahasttonasana

Tiger breathing / Vyäghra 
svasana, 5 rounds, 2 mins

12.Hastautthanasana

Instant Relaxation Technique / Ati-
sheeghra äramdayak tantra, 1 
mins

Quick Relaxation 
Technique (QRT) / shéghra 
äramdayak tantra, 3 mins

Surya namaskära
3 -5 rounds, 15 mints äsanas

1.Hastautthanasana Ardha matsyendra 
asana, Alternate

2.Padahasttonasana Matsyäsana, 1 round

3.Aswasanchalanasana Sarvängäsana, 1 round

4.Samatulasana Shasháñkásana, 1 
round

5.Sasankasana Uñöräsana, 1 round



                                                                                                                                                                                          
6.Astanganamaskara Deep Relaxation Technique (DRT) / dérgha- Aramdayak 

tantra, 15 mins          
7.Bhujangasana

Closing Prayer/ Samäpana Prärthana
2 mins

8.Parvatasana

Group Class Photos
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ABSTRACT

PART – 1: Guëas according to Yoga & Äyurveda - a comparative study.

Various ancient texts of Yoga, Ayurveda and Puranas talk about the Gunas related to health, behaviour and its effect of the personality in different ways. Many of those litrary studies reveal the hidden facts which have been missed with the change of time. Still the correlation and difference of thought was yet to be explored. By quantifying those difference in thoughts and similar thoughts, one can come to a conclusion where Gunas as part of personality trait can be studied as aetiology for being diseased or diseased free.

The following literary study reveals the same in a detailed manner.

PART – 2: Effect of Integrated Yoga Module in Triguëas in University students undergoing YIC.

Background & Methods

Personality is the particular combination of emotional, attitudinal, and behavioral response   patterns of an individual.  Indian philosophy provides Guna Theory; a composite framework of Tri-dimensional Personality where an ideal situation of perfect health is that stage where an individual has the complete freedom to use any of three Gunas with dominance of Sattva Guna in his personality. In a phrase, personality is not just who we are, it is also how we are.

To assess Guna (personality traits) in students undergoing Yoga Instructor’s Course (YIC), 68 YIC students with 28.03±9.38 years of mean age participated in this single group pre-post study. The Personality Inventory (PI) data was collected before (pre) and after (post) the YIC.

Means, standard deviations, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and Wilcoxon signed rank test were used for analyzing the data with the help of SPSS 16. 





Results 

The data analysis showed 11.33% decrease (P<0.01) in Tamas Guna (dull personality trait), 0.68% decrease (P =0.819) in Rajas Guna (violent personality trait) and 10.34% increase (P <0.01) in Sattva Guna (balanced personality trait) scores. 

Conclusion 

The present study suggests that YIC can result in improvement of Sattva Guna (balance personality trait) among students, thus paving the way for their personality growth.

Key Words: Personality, ancient science of yogic life, university students







    



CHAPTER -1

INTRODUCTION

Various Indian Scriptures, including the Bhagavad Gétä (Chapter XIV), describe three types of Guëas - constituents, attributes or qualities - that constitute the whole nature, including the human nature. These are Satva, Rajas, and Tamas. It is believed that some inscrutable combination and preponderance of one or more guëa s determines the nature and character of a person. Satva relates with qualities of illumination, purity, and discrimination. It leads to the possibility of realization of the Self. Rajas deal with passion, activity, ambition, and desires, while Tamas is concerned with infatuation, delusion, lethargy, and ignorance. Naturally, great emphasis is laid on cultivating sätvika qualities in our personality.

Purification of mind, Citta çuddhi, is achieved by various spiritual disciplines that lead to development of more and more satva, keeping Rajas and Tamas at abeyance. Thereby a person attains proper control over senses and concentration of the mind. This leads to stoic state of equanimity and sage like nature. Such a person is truthful, does not harm anybody, and is engrossed in attempts to realize his true nature. His very presence makes the atmosphere peaceful. Only a person well established in satva can visualize the state beyond the three guëas. Transcending the satva itself, such a person becomes triguëätéta- goes beyond the three guëas - and is said to rest in the fourth state - the transcendental Turiyä. Through well guided and sincere efforts of sädhanä - spiritual practices- one can attain this sätvika state of total purity and control of mind, overcoming the hindrance of Rajas and Tamas. 

Rajasik nature may be understood if we visualize personality of a king, or a company executive. Such people are always active, ambitious, busy, and confident. They cherish power in the form of money and wealth, name and fame. A king can be ruthless in times of war and social unrest, but can be compassionate during famine or similar calamity. A chief executive officer is similarly competitive to the core and yearns to succeed in every aspect of economic, social, and even political dominance.

The third categories of people, who manifest Tamasik characteristics, are lazy, dull, and inactive. They, as if, do not understand the necessity of their own progress. They are deeply engrossed in darkness of ignorance and delusory concepts. At times they think that their inactivity is comparable with the tranquility of a sätvika sage! They think that by not acting or reacting they have reached the stage of a Wise Yogi (Sthitaprajïä, as described in the Bhagavad Gétä). They deceive themselves and others by their hypocritical behavior.

1.1 Present day Scenario

When society is full of such Tamasik people and tendencies, a time comes when it is conquered and enslaved by outside Rajasik forces. It is quite likely that such conditions had prevailed in medieval India and Africa leading to their downfall. While Africa as a continent is still reeling under the spell of disaster, India probably was saved from the final tragedy because of age-old tradition of Vedas and Upanishads. But, if there is no effort to develop combination of satva and Rajas, which I would like call "sätvika rajoguëa ", and if any nation continues to cherish the illusion of Tamasik inactivity, the day is not far off when that nation would land up in deep trouble. As Svämé Vivekänanda pointed out in relation to India, 'then the Truth will vanish from the land of sages, as also from the world'. 

Unfortunately, despite efforts of various Vedäntic Missions and organizations to spread this message, situation has not much changed in India or abroad. It is said that India has satva to offer and Rajas to take from outside; but, it seems that the desired "export of satva from India and import of Rajas from the Western societies" has not materialized. The expected impact of science of spirituality of the East on the culture of physical sciences of the West is not visible. On the other hand, everywhere one sees corrupting influence of 'Tamasik rajoguëa ' instead of desirable 'sätvika rajoguëa '. We have become partly Rajasik (active), no doubt, but we are engrossed in Tamasik Rajas (selfish activities) instead of sätvika Rajas (selfless activities - generosity, compassion, and altruism). It is clearly seen that people responsible for planning and executing programs for social welfare and justice are engaged in corrupt practices to earn money and power! This is an example of 'Tamasik Rajas'. "Dishonesty has become the best policy; might of wealth and power has become Right."

The situation is throwing up a man with dreaded face of Tamasik Rajas, which Sri Krñëa has labeled as demonic or 'aasuri' qualities. Greed, lust, egotism, jealousy, and hatred are a few examples of Tamasik Rajas. Moreover, unfortunately, such qualities are given sanction of respectability!

The question is 'how to stem the rot? 'Svämé yatiçvaranandä way back in 1925 (in prabuddhä bhärata) in the article 'Spirituality and Activity' had said: "Only a few thoughtful men and women of different countries are now able to recognize the union and intermingling of the two forces of spirituality and activity. But sooner the bulk of mankind comes to realize this urgent need the better for the world and the human race." 



1.2 Need for change in personality through Yoga & Spiritual lore

The person must clearly understand the nature of spiritual values, their origin, their need, and their effectiveness. He should not be satisfied with barren talk of 'divine brotherhood', 'universality of soul', etc., but should be able to live these values in his life; actually let them shine through in his every act. This is the meaning of sätvika rajoguëa . The essential pre-requisite is to do regular sädhanä (spiritual practice). The necessity of meditation and contemplation for glowing purity of character must be emphasized. It should be our firm belief that such practices are beneficial to the individual and the society at large.

The question is: Why is this not seen? The reason is that our genetic system is not conducive for sädhanä! It is a selfish structure. It does not easily allow 'new lines of spirituality' to be etched on our brains. It resists every attempt to incorporate values in our personality. Only by 'conscious and deliberate' attempt can one possibly defy this genetic selfishness and win the battle. The modern day evolutionary biologists have drawn these conclusions. Vedänta, long back, has emphasized the same truth; only the word 'sädhanä' is used in place of 'conscious and deliberate attempt'!

1.3 Work already done	

Many of the researchers have worked on the personality traits and that too based on Indian psychology i.e. Guëas, the standardization work was done by Das in 1991 [[endnoteRef:2]]. Thereafter, the literary work as well as experimental work went on hand in hand parallely.  There are studies done where concept of triguëa and tridoña have been explored. Both yoga and Äyurveda are the ancient vedic sisters who talk about the guëa s in their own way stating the similar correlations in few aspects. Although it has also been found that yoga has been discovered by the ancient sages and researches as a way for life and äyurveda for curing the diseases / illness. But both yoga and Äyurveda talk about the stage of health and illness as mental, enargic and physical imbalance. There have been some other literary surveys with reference to guëas, to support the experimental works done on quality of life, self esteem etc [[endnoteRef:3]][[endnoteRef:4]]. So that the ancient lifestyle said in ancient scriptures by our ancestors should be proved and well documented. With result to that significant benefits following the introduction of Yoga in normal healthy volunteer participants were found which lead to improved Quality of Life, Guëäs and self-esteem. Thus, yoga, which is traditionally acceptable in India and cost effective, can be recommended with additional benefits of promotion of Satva guëä.  [2: . Das RC. Standardization of the gita inventory of personality. J Indian Psychol 1991;9:47-54.]  [3: . Deshpande S, Nagendra HR, Raghuram N. A randomized control trial of the effect of yoga on Gunas (personality) and Self esteem in normal healthy volunteers. Int J Yoga 2009;2:13-21.]  [4: . Khemka SS, Ramarao NH, Hankey A. Effect of integral yoga on psychological and health variables and their correlations. Int J Yoga 2011;4:93-9.] 


        



























CHAPTER-2

OBJECTIVES & SCOPE OF THE STUDY

2.1 Objectives

a. Understanding the concept of triguëa s from ancient Indian scriptures.

b. To study the concept of triguëa, according to yoga & spiritual lore.

c. Correlating personality of an individual with triguëas mentioned in ancient classical texts for taking necessary measures to lead a successful and peaceful life.

2.2 Methodology and Scope of the study

There are literary studies done where the hidden information and knowledge of guëas has been rediscovered. These guëas were found to be told by various Äcäryas, philosophizes, vaidyas etc. Äyurveda and yoga majorly talk about guëa s. Äyurveda was science meant for curing the disease and yoga for living a healthy lifestyle. But they both talk for the same objective of being healthy and attaining mokña. In order to reach to the final destination of attaining mokña, the first step is to live a healthy life. Hence, to move on step by step towards mokña the guëa s told in Äyurveda and yoga has to be compared and followed accordingly.  In the present study the concept of personality traits according to saàhitäs like- Caraka Saàhitä, Suçruta saàhitä were taken into consideration, and the assessment of personality according to Bhagavad Gétä were also studied. Compiling and comparing this information the study was done to fulfill the aim and objectives.





2.3 Sources

a. Bhagavad Gétä    

b. Taitréaiya Upaniñad

c. Caraka Saàhitä

d. Åga -veda and Yajur veda

e. Suçruta Saàhitä

f. Säìkhya Darshana

g. Literary theses and dissertation done.

h. Other sources





























CHAPTER-3

CONCEPT OF GUËAS 

3.1 Guëas according to yoga

India has been the nursery of saints and sages, scientists and founders of world’s major religions, certain yogic and religious practices, help to attain steady state of mind. Maharñi pataïjali, the father of modern concept of yoga and a great physician himself defined yoga as the compete mastery of mind and emotions. It is a science, which shows us the way to unite the body and mind.

According to Vedänta treatise, the structure of man can be further divided into five material layers enveloping atman. Atman is the core of personality. It is represented in the diagram by the mystic symbol. They are called sheaths or koñas in ‘saàskrta’

First layer,Annamaya koña, the gross body is made up of the païcamahäbhüta- the five primordial elements i.e. äkäça (vaccum), väyu (air), agni (fire), jala (water) and prthvé (earth). It is directly under control of the next subtler body, the präëamaya koña that consists of the vital energy.

The next three koñas- manomaya, vijïänamaya and änandamaya pertain to the mental faculties of a person. The manomaya koña receives all the sensory inputs, interprets them as good or bad and desires the good. The feeling of ‘me’ and ‘mine’ and the faculty of intelligence and reasoning constitute the fourth or vijïänamaya koña. The fifth or the änandamaya koña means full of pleasure is the innermost koña in close proximity of the soul.

When one considers the symptoms of depression, religious flavor is evident in the ideas of guilt and sin and their expiation by the suicide act. Even lethargy and laziness is considered as a sign and symbol of devil and demons. In India, psychiatrist and psychologist use religion as psychotherapy, it performs certain function as answering question about the ultimate meaning. It gives emotional support, social cohesion sense of belonging and guidelines for life. A steady state of mind and sustenance of peace have been the aims of all philosophies. All these philosophies have been oRiginated from different sources and from different routes who propogated the concept of Guëas or personality in their own way. These sources are-

a. Vedas.

b. Darçana - Säìkhya

c. Bhagavad Gétä    

d. Puränas and other sources

2.1 Guëas in Vedas

A mind is the cause for both bondage and liberation. The verse is an etymological pun,manu; human is derived from man ‘to think’ milk on too rhymed that the mind is in its own place; it may make heaven of hell or hell of heaven. Mind, which should have been the source of joy ‘änanda’, becomes a source of sorrow, dukha. In atharvaveda, mind has been called as sixth sense, which is made active in us by the Supreme Being.

The old civilization of India was a concrete unity of many sided development in arts, architecture, literature, religion and morals and sciences as far as it was understood in those days. But the important achievement of Indian thought was philosophy. It was regarded as the goal of all highest practical and theoretical activities and indicated the point of unity amidst apparent diversities.

Hinduism is a major religion of India, which has at its heart a kind of ethical mysticism, based on their sacred scriptures. As its heart is a love of life in all its forms. It believes that one’s action in this life will generate karma or consequences in the next life. Reincarnation (on the wheel of life, saàsära may be at a higher level or not, depending on one’s action. It accepts body and soul as an equal partner in life and the use of both in religious life. When hindus meet they greet god as present In other person. Many hindus believe that religious practice involves the awakening of the ‘chakras ’or energy centers of the body, in order to let divine energy flow into the body freely. This perception is included in the eastern and western ideas of energy bodies or ‘auras’ which surround the physical body.  

2.1.1 Concept of mind in Vedas

Mind has been conceived to be a functional element of atman (soul which is self) in Vedas, which are earliest written script of human race. In Rig-veda and yajur-veda there is mention of prayer through mantras of noble thoughts to come in the mind. It has been mentioned that thoughts determine facial appearance; thoughts can be purified through mantras and purified thoughts influence instincts. In veda there is emphasis on prevention of mental pain (depression)

In Rig-veda, the speed of mind, curiosity for methods of mental happiness, prayers for mental happiness and methods of increasing medhä (intelligence) has been described. It has been further stated in Rig-veda that purification of mind prevents diseases in human beings thetefore, one should have noble thoughts. The power of mind in healing has also been described. First time the traits of personality-Satva, Rajas and Tamas were described and also-mental illness were independently identified along with the physical illnesses not destroy this body.

 In yajur-veda, the mind has been conceptualized as the inner flame of knowledge. It describes perceiving knowledge is mind, that mind is control of mind and they function under them. Vedic therapy emphasize upon sätvika diet, as diet produces great effect on man’s temperament. Non-vegetarian food mages man lustful, revengeful, and furious; while vegetarian diet makes him kind, cool, soft. Also enjoy on man to leave lethargy and lead life of actions.

2.2 Guëas in Darshana (Säìkhya)

2.2.1 Säìkhya Philosophy

With the increasing realization that many of the Western psychological concepts and methods lack relevance to different cultural systems the need for developing indigenous psychologies was recognized all over the world. In recent times more and more researchers have taken active interest in indigenizing and developing indigenous Psychology. The structure, nature and evolution of human personality are elaborated in these sources with special reference to the concept of Triguëa . More than 40 books have appeared in Indian Psychology.

The concept of triguëa  is in the Säìkhya system, that this concept has gained prominence as a major explanatory construct. Säìkhya is a dualistic philosophy, which postulates two interdependent, simultaneously existing realities purusha (Consciousness) and prakrti (nature or matter). Apart from the Puruña, which forms the inner core of the personality, everything in the universe, physical and psychological, including the mind, are regarded as originated from prakrti, which is constituted of three guëa s viz. satva, Rajas and Tamas. These guëas act together and never exist in isolation. They interact and compete with each other resulting in the preponderance of one over the others. The degree of predominance of one guëa  determines the individual’s personality type. Based on the above understanding, personalities are categorized into three viz. satvic, Rajasic and Tamasic types.

2.2.1.1 Discription of Triguëa 

Satva is that element of prakrti which is of the nature of pleasure, and is buoyant of light (laghu), and bright or illuminating (Prakäçaka). Pleasure in its various forms, such as satisfaction, joy, happiness, bliss, contentment, etc. is produced by things in our minds through the operation of the power of satva inhering in them both.

Rajas are the principle of activity in things. It always moves and makes other things move. It is of the nature of pain, and is mobile and stimulating. It helps the elements of satva and Tamas which are inactive and motionless in them, to perform their functions.
Tamas is the principle of passivity and negativity in things. It is opposed to satva in being heavy (guru) and in obstructing the manifestation of objects. By obstructing the principle of activity in usit induces sleep, drowsiness, and laziness. It also produces the state of apathy or indifference (viçäda). Hence it is that satva, Rajas and Tamas have been compared respectively to whiteness, redness, and darkness.

The guëas are in the state of both conflict and co-operation with one another.
The guëas are in the state of both conflict and co-operation with one another. They always go together and can never be separated from one another. Nor can any one of them produce anything without the help of other two.

The nature of things is determined by the predominant guëa, while the other others are there in a subordinate position. The classification of objects to in good, bad and indifferent, or into pure, impure and neutral, or into intelligent, active and indolent, has reference to the preponderance of satva, Rajas and Tamas respectively.

2.3 Guëas in Bhagavad Gétä    

In fact, yogic conception of personality seems to be incomplete without the reference of                                    Bhagavad Gétä. As samkhaya and Bhagavad Gétä believe that every manifested thing is the production of the intercommunication of the guëa. Guëa in saàskrta has three meaning. Its first meaning is 'secondary', secondly it means constituting elements, and thirdly it refers to quality. Here we are concerned with the second meaning i.e., constituting element, because prakriti constitutes the three guëa . The three guans are – satva, Rajas and Tamas. The guëas are said to be extremely fine and subtle, their existence is inferred from their effects – pleasure, pain and indifference respectively. Since there is an essential identity between the effect and its cause, we know the nature of the guëas from the nature of their products. In other words, we can infer that the ultimate cause of things must also have been constituted by the three elements of pleasure, pain and indifference. The guëas are always changing and work together for the production of the world of effects, still they never coalesce. They are modified by mutual influence on one another or by their proximity. They evolve, join and separate. Not one loses its power, though the others may be actively at work. So, in the context of human personality, it is said that personality of a particular guëa will determine a particular personality. In this

We find three types of personality on the basis of preponderance of guëa -

1. Sattvic personality,

2. Rajasic personality, and

3. Tamasic personality

2.3.1 Sattvic personality: Etymologically, the word satva is derived from 'sat', or which is real or existent. Since consciousness (chaitanya) is generally granted such existence, satva is said to be potential consciousness. In a secondary sense, 'sat' also means perfection, and so the satva element is what produces goodness and happiness. It produces pleasure in its various forms, such as satisfaction, joy, happiness, bliss, contentment etc., is produced by things in our mind through the operation of the power of satva inhering in them both. Satva has been defined as "satva is luminous and healthy because of its stainlessness. It is binded by attachment to happiness and by attachment to knowledge (Géta XIV, 6). Though satva is the most divine mental attitude, it still binds us and act as limitation on our divine nature. Satva binds the infinite to matter through attachment to 'happiness' and 'knowledge' which here means lowers intellectual knowledge. When the mind is purified from all its agitations (Rajas) and the intellect is cleansed of its low passions and lusts (Tamas), the personality becomes purified. We can experience happiness and enjoy a greater share of subtle understanding and intellectual comprehension. The fruit of good action is sattvic and pure (Bhagavad Gétä, XIV-16). A thrilling joy of mental serenity is a state of minimum agitation. These all are indicated as the fruits of good actions. Knowledge arises from satva. The result of the predominant satva in our mind is ultimately the rediscovery of the self, the experience of pure wisdom. In other words, when satva becomes predominant, satva awakens knowledge just as the sun causes daylight. Satva enlightens the intellect. 

tÇ sÅv< inmRlTvat! àkazkmnamym!,

suos¼en b×ait }ans¼en ca n".

tatra satvaà nirmalatvät prakäçakama anämayam|

sukhasaìgena badhnäti jïänasaìgena cä nagha||14-6||Bhagavad Gétä

O sinless one (arjuna) of these three guëas the stainless satva gives enlightenment and health. Nevertheless, it binds man through attachment to happiness and attachment to knowledge.

svRÖare;u deheiSmNàkaz %pjayte,

}an< yda tda iv*aiÖv&Ï< sÅvimTyut.14-11.Bhagavad Gétä    

sarvadväreñu dehesminprakäça upajäyate|

jïänaà yadä tadä vidyädvivåddhaà satvamityuta||14-11||Bhagavad Gétä

One may know that satva is prevalent when the light of wisdom  shines through all sense  gates of the body. The spiritual man is master of his senses and use them constructively. He perceives only good. All that he sees hears, smells, tastes, and touches remainds him of god. 

yda sÅve àv&Ïe tu àly< yait dehÉ&t!,

tdae Ämivda< laekan! Amlan! àitp*te.14-14.Bhagavad Gétä    

yadä sattve pravåddhe tu pralayaà yäti dehabhåt |

tado ttamavidäà lokän amalän pratipadyate||14-14||Bhagavad Gétä

A man may exist in any one of the three guëas (modes) satva, Rajas, and Tamas. satva guëas in its  nature is immaculate. A man who dies  with satva qualities predominant rises to the taintless regions which  dwell knowers of the highest.

2.3.2 Rajasic Personality: Rajas which literally means foulness, is the principle of motion or action. Rajas are dynamic. It produces motion and it has the tendency to do work by overcoming resistance. So it always moves and makes other things movable. According to Bhagavad Gétä, "Rajas is of the nature of passions, the source of thirst and attachment; it binds fast, the embodied one, by attachment to action" (Bhagavad Gétä XIV, 7). Passion expresses itself in a million different urges, desires, emotions and feelings, representing the two distinct categories; desires (thirst) and attachment. Human personality thirsts for the satisfaction of every desire that burns him down. Once the desire is fulfilled, a sense of attachment comes like vicious passions to smoother all the peace and joy of the mind. "Desire is our mental relationship towards objects, which have not yet been acquired by us and attachment is the mental slavishness binding us to the objects so acquired". The characteristic that indicate the predominance of Rajas are described as 'greed, activity, undertaking of actions, restlessness – these arise when Rajas is predominant'. (Bhagavad Gétä, XIV, 12). The passionate seeking of life and its pleasure arises from the dominace of Rajas. The fruit of Rajas is pain. Rajasic action brings disappointment and dissatisfaction. Rajasic activities are tainted by selfish desires. Thus, its fruit is pain. Greed arises from Rajas. Greed brings misery and pain. Greed is born of Rajas.

rjae ragaTmk< iviÏ t&:[as¼smuÑvm!,

tiÚb×ait kaENtey kmRs¼en deihnm!.14-7.Bhagavad Gétä    

rajo rägätmakaà viddhi tåñëäìsgasamudbhavam|

tannibadhnäti kaunteya karmasaìgena dehinam||14-7||Bhagavad Gétä	



understand that the activating Rajas is imbued with passion, giving birth to desire,diseased and attachment. Its strongly binds the embodied soul by a clinging to works.

The performance of worly activity without wisdom give rise to an unquenchable thirst of longings for and attachments to material objects and egotistical satisfactions. 

laeÉ> àiÄrarMÉ> kmR[amzm> Sp&ha,

rjSyetain jayNte ivv&Ïe Ért;RÉ.14-12.Bhagavad Gétä    

lobhaù pravõttirärambhaù karmaëämaçamaù spåhä|

Rajasyetäni jäyante vivåddhe bharatarñabha||14-12||Bhagavad Gétä

Preponderance of Rajas cause greed, activity, undertaking of works, restlessness, craving  and desire. When there is an increase in the mode of passion. The activity and the undertaking  of work of the average man are ego-trained and hence accompanined by various griefs and disillusionments.

rjis àly< gTva kmRsi¼;u jayte,

twa àlInStmis mUFyaein;u jayte.14-15.Bhagavad Gétä    

Rajasi pralayaà gatvä karmasaìgiñu jäyate|

tathä pralénasTamasi müòhayoniñu jayate||14-15||Bhagavad Gétä

When the Rajas prevails at the time of death, aperson is reborn among  those attached  to activity. He who dies permeated with Tamas enters the wombs (environment, family, state of existence) of the deeply deluded.

rajsaStu Ê>o ba÷lta =qnzIlta=x&itrh<kar An&itkTvmkaé{y< dMbae mnae=h;R> kam> ³aexí.pd.öu.14.

räjasästu duùkha bähulatä 'öanaçélatä'dhåtirahaìkära anåtikatvamakäruëyaà dambo mano'harñaù kämaù krodhaçca|pada||sru||14||

It is upastambhaka means initiates athing and produces a movement (chalatwa) in it the predominance of Rajas guëas causes unhappiness, fickle minded, timid, proud, cruality, superiority, falseness, favourism, selfishness, anger and miseries.

2.3.3 Tamasic Personality: Tamas literally means darkness, is the principle of inertia. Samkhya karika states that Tamasic attributes are sluggish and obsuring. Tamas resists activity and produces the state of apathy or indifference (visada). It leads to ignorance and sloth. According to Bhagavad Gétä, 'Tamas is born of ignorance, deluding all embodied beings, it binds fast by heedlessness, ignorance and sleep" (Bhagavad Gétä XIV 9). Tamas is born of ignorance. Under the influence of Tamas man's intellectual capacity to discriminate between Right and wrong gets veiled and he starts acting as if under some hallucination. When Tamas predominates, the symptoms are darkness (aprakäça), inertness (apravrtté), heedlessness (pramädaù) and delusion (moha). It is the tendency of Tamas to escape all responsibilities, the sense of incapacity to undertake any endeavor and the lack of enthusiasm to strive for and achieve anything in the world. Error, misunderstanding, negligence and inaction are the characteristic marks which indicate that Tamas is predominant. The aforesaid description of the yogic theory personality attempt was made to discuss some of the prominent metaphysical features of the guëas. The guëas are not only viewed as being the ultimate stuff of the objective world, but they are also the ultimate physical stuff, which lies at the root of all sorts of experiences. Satva guëa consist of goodness, Rajas of passion and Tamas of darkness or delusion. Goodness is of different variety, such as calmness, lightness, contentment, patience, happiness etc. Passion manifests itself as grief, distress, separation, excitement, attainment of what is evil etc. Darkness is of endless varieties, such as covering, ignorance, disgust, misery, heaviness, sloth, drowsiness, intoxication etc. From this point of view, the yoga Psychology unanimously holds the view that the three guëas give rise to pleasurable, painful and delusive cognitions.

tmSTv}anj< iviÏ maehn< svRdeihnam!,

àmadalSyinÔaiÉStiÚb×ait Éart.14,8.Bhagavad Gétä    

Tamas tv ajïänajaà viddhi mohanaà sarvadehinäm|

pramädälasya nidräbhis tan nibadhnäti bhärata||14|8|| Bhagavad Gétä

But known that Tamas (mode of darkness or ignorance)arises from  ignorance, deluding all embodied beings. It binds them by misconception, idleness, heedlessness, indolence, slumder and sleep.

Tamas is the quality in nature that causes misery of all kinds. It is the dark evolute of the illusory power of maya, preventing divine relization and giving  a seeming reality to the ego and matter as separate from spirit. The Tamasic man is full of worng ideas. He is careless , indolent and oversleeping.  

Aàkazae=àv&iÄí àmadae maeh @v c,

tmSyetain jayNte ivv&Ïe k…énNdn.14-13.Bhagavad Gétä    

aprakäço'pravåttiçca pramädo moha eva ca|

Tamasyetäni jäyante vivåddhe kurunandana||14-13||Bhagavad Gétä

Tamas as the ruling guëas when there is an increase in the mode of ignorance, produces darkness, sloth, indiscrimination, inertness, unillumination, heedlessness, neglect of duties and delusion. The Tamasic man becomes exhausted and inactive. Failing to develop his intelligence by performance of his proper duties, he exists in stagnation and bewilderment. A Tamasic person exists like an inert, lifeless stone.

rjis àly< gTva kmRsi¼;u jayte,

twa àlInStmis mUFyaein;u jayte.14-15.Bhagavad Gétä    

Rajasi pralayaà gatvä karmasaìgiñu jäyate|

tathä pralénasTamasi müòhayoniñu jaayate||14-15||Bhagavad Gétä

When the Rajas prevails at the time of death, aperson is reborn among  those attached  to activity. He who dies permeated with Tamas enters the wombs (environment, family, state of existence) of the deeply deluded.

2.4 Guëa s in Puräëas and other sources

Many puräëas talk about the personality traits by comparing the quality of work done by different character mentioned in that particular puräëa. But very few puräëas like varuna puräëa talks specifically on triguëas.

s<ùTy c ÉujaE ïIm<StyEv c izraexram!,

tej> sÅv< tya vIyRmaivvez s vIyRvan!.va. ra. suNd.36.

saàhåtya ca bhujau çrémaàstayaiva ca çirodharäm|

tejaù satvaà tayä véryamäviveça sa véryavän||sré ||va|| rä|| sunda||36|| 

This çloka describes the real properties of Hanumäna – a mythological character: he is totally satva supplemented with adequate Rajas as active force to do satva work. In other words  his guëas are well balanced as he controls and maintain them properly for correctly using as demanded by time and location. 

Ay vEËyRv[eR;u zÖle;u mhabl>,

xIr sillKLpe;u ivccar ywasuom!.va. ra. suNd.3.

aya vaidüryavarëeñu çadvaleñu mahäbalaù|

dhéra salilaklpeñu vicacära yathäsukham||sré ||va ||rä|| sunda||3||

In this çloka Hanumäna is said to be a mahäbala which indicates the quality of Rajas and dhra is the quality of satva as he is having the quality of satva and Rajas. As Rajas motivate him to do work and satva motivate in proper direction of work so he is having the balanced state of triguëas.

tamsaStu iv;aidTv naiStKy< AxmRzIlta,

buiXdinRraexae A}an< ÊmeRdSTvkmRzIlta inÔaluTv< ceit.pd.öu.15.

tämasästu viñäditva nästikyam adharmaçélatä|

budhdirnirodho ajïänaà durmedastvakarmaçélatä nidrälutvaà ceti ||pada||sru||15||

Tamas is guru in nature and capable to control  the movements (of Rajasa). It possesses the qualities like avarodak (obstructive), ävartaka (creates the false coverings over), moha (illusionary knowledge) agyana avasada udaseenata and causes niçkriata mandata jadatha (dullness) ect.

The predominance  of tamo guëa causes sorrowfulness, atheistic, lier, misbhaviour, uncleverness (stupid), laziness, sleepy mood, illusions, dullness and with suppressed knowledge or intelligency.  It restricts the activities of satva and Rajas.



















3.2 Guëas according to äyurveda

Just as the doñas are essential components of the body, the three guëa s-Satva, Rajas, Tamas-are the three essential components or energies of the mind.  

The pathogenic factors in the body are vayu, pitta and kapha while those in the mind are Rajas and Tamas, the satva being non-pathogenic.  

The Tridoñas are reconciled by therapies based on religious rites and physical propriety and those by Rajas and Tamas by spiritual and scriptural knowledge, patience,memory and meditation. 

It also provides a distinct description of people on the basis of their manasa (psychological) Prakrti (constution). Genetically determined, these psychological characteristics are dependent on the relative dominance of the three Guëas. 

While all individuals have mixed amounts of the three, the predominant Guëa s determines an individuals manasa prakrti. In equilibrium, the three Guëas preserve the mind (and indirectly the body), maintaining it in a healthy state. Any disturbance in this equilibrium results in various types of mental disorders. 

Satva, characterized by lightness, consciousness, pleasure and clarity, is pure, free from disease and cannot be disturbed in any way. It activates the senses and is responsible for the perception of knowledge. Rajas, the most active of the guëas, have motion and stimulation as its characteristics. All desires, wishes, ambitions and fickle-mindedness are a result of the same. While Tamas is characterized by heaviness and resistance. It produces disturbance in the process of perception and activities of the mind. Delusion, false knowledge, laziness, apathy, sleep and drowsiness are due to it.

Rajas and Tamas, as with the dosas, can be unbalanced by stress and negative desires as Käma (lust), Érñä (malice), moha (delusion and hallucinations), Lobha (greed), Cintä (anxiety), bhaya (fear) and krodha (anger). Each of these three properties is also comprised of sub-types and the particular sub-type to which one belongs to determine the qualities of that individual.

Sätvikaa individuals are usually noble and spiritual in character, their nature determined as much body type as their star constellation, having an element of Kapha in their constitution.

3.5 Effect of Triguëas on Personality (Mind)

The mind or consciousness in general, is naturally the domain of satva. Consciousness is satva in saàskåta. Unlike the mind is calm and clear, we cannot perceive anything properly. Satva creates clarity, through which we perceive the truth of things, and gives light, concentration, and devotion. Rajas and Tamas are factors of mental disharmony, causing agitation and delusion. They result in wrong and misperception.

From Rajas comes the false idea of the external world as real in itself, which causes us to seek happiness outside ourselves and lose track of our inner peace. Rajas create desire, distortion, turbulence, and emotional upset. It predominates in the sensory aspect of the mind because the senses are even moving and seeking various objects. As long as we remain immersed in the pursuit of sensory enjoyment, we fall under the instability of Rajas. 

From Tamas comes the ignorance that veils our true nature and weakens our power of perception. Through it arise the idea of an ego or separate self, by which we feel ourselves to be alone and isolated. Tamas prevails in consciousness identified with the physical body which is dull and limited. As long our identity and sense of wellbeing is primarily physical, we remain in the dark realm of Tamas.

3.5.1 Guëas of Mind as said in äyurveda 

AaiSt olu sÅvmaEppaÊk< y¾Iv< Sp&kzirre[aiÉs<b×ait yiSmÚpgmnpurSk«te zIlmSy VyavtRte Éi´ivRpyRSyte sveRiNÔya{yuptPyNte bl< hIyte Vyaxy AaPyaYyNte ySmaXdIn> àa[aÃhait yidiNÔya[amiÉ¢ahk< c mn #TyiÉxIyte tiTÇivxmaOyayte zuXd< rjs< tamsimit, yenaSy olu mnae ÉUiyó< ten iÖtIyayamajataE s<àyaegae Évit yda tu tenEv zuXden s<yuJyte tda jaterit³aNtaya Aip Smrit, Smat¡ ih }anmaTmnStSyEv mnsae=nuxadnuvtRte ySyanuv&iÄ< purSk«Ty pué;ae jaitSmr #TyuCyrae,yain oLvSy gÉRSy sÅvjain yaNySy sÅvt> s<Évt> s<ÉviNt taNynuOyaSyam> t*wa Éi´> zIl zaEc< Öe;> Sm&itmaeRhSTyagae maTsyR zaEy¡ Éy< ³aexStNÔaeTsahStEú{y< madRv< gaMÉIyRmnviSwtTvimTyevmadyíaNye te sÅvivkara ynuÄrkal< sÅvÉedmixk«Tyaepdeúyam>, nanaivxain olu sÅvain tain svaR{yekpué;e ÉviNt n c ÉvNTyekkalm! @k< tu àayaev&Åya==h.c. sU.3.13

ästi khalu satvamaupapädukaà yajjévaà spåkaçarireëäbhisambadhnäti yasminnapagamanapuraskåte çélamasya vyävartate bhaktirviparyasyate sarvendriyäëyupatapyante balaà héyate vyädhaya äpyäyyante yasmädhdénaù präëäïjahäti yadindriyäëämabhigrähakaà ca mana ityabhidhéyate tattrividhamäkhyäyate çudhdaà Rajasaà tämasamiti| yenäsya khalu mano bhüyiñöhaà tena dvitéyäyämäjätau samprayogo bhavati yadä tu tenaiva çudhdena saàyujyate tadä jäteratikräntäyä api smarati| smärtaà hi jïänamätmanastasyaiva manaso'nudhädanuvartate yasyänuvåttià puraskåtya puruño jätismara ityucyaro|yäni khalvasya garbhasya satvajäni yänyasya satvataù sambhavataù sambhavanti tänyanukhyäsyämaù tadyathä bhaktiù çéla çaucaà dveñaù småtirmohastyago mätsarya çaurya bhayaà krodhastandrotsähastaikñëyaà märdavaà gämbhéryamanavasyitatvamityevamädayaçcänye te satvavikärä yänuttarakälaà satvabhedamadhikåtyopadekñyämaù| nänävidhäni khalu sattväni täni sarväëyekapuruñe bhavanti na ca bhavantyekakälam ekaà tu präyovåttyä''ha||cha||sär||3||13



Mind is also the connecting link which connects the soul with the physical body. So on the eve of death when the mind starts living the body, there occurs a change in the normal behaviour and inclinations, the sense organs are disturbed, strength diminishes and living beings are attacked with diseases. Living being deviod of mind, breath their last because the sence organs derive their inspiration from nothing but mind.

The objects of senses are of three types, viz. sätvika, Rajasika, and Tamasika. The  mind dominated by any of the above mentioned attributes in one life follows in the subsequent life as well. When the individual is endowed with the sätvika type of mind from his previous life then he can recall things even beyond that life (that is he can recall the events of his pastlife). 

We shall hereafter describe those aspeets of the individual which are derived from mind and which are manifested because of the existence of mind. They are likings conduct, purity, enemity, memory, attachment, detachment, matsarya (stronger desire not to part with), valour, fear, anger, drowsiness, enthusiasm, sharpness, softnesss, seriousness, unstability and such other manifestations of the mind which will be described later while discussing the various types of mind. All of them occur in the same man but all of them are not manifested at the same time. An individual is said to belong to that particular type of mind by which he is dominated

AtIiNÔy< punmRn> sÅvs<}k< cet> #Tya÷reke

tdyRaoTms<pdayÄceò< ceòaàTyyÉUtimiNÔya[am!. c. sU.8.4.

aténdriyaà punarmanaù satvasaïjïakaà cetaù ityähureke

tadaryätmasampadäyattaceñöaà ceñöäpratyayabhütamindriyäëäm|cha|| süt|8|4.

Mind, on the other hand transcends all sense perception. It is known as satva ; some call it ‘cetas’ its action is determind  by its contacts with its objects (like happiness, misery etc) and the soul;  this acts as a driving force for all the sense faculties.

rjStamae_ya< ih mnae=nubÏ< }an< ivna tÇ ih svRdae;a>,

gitàv&ÅyaeStu inimÄmu´< mn> sdae;< blv½ kmR.c. sU.2.38

Rajastämobhyäà hi mano'nubaddhaà jïänaà vinä tatra hi sarvadoñäù |

gatipravåttyostu nimittamuktaà manaù sadoñaà balavacca karma||cha|| sär||2||38

The mind is constantly associated with Rajas and Tamas. In the absence of knowledge , Rajas and Tamas cause all morbidity. The morbid mind and strong action. In the association of impure mind the soul enters into the world bondage and in the diseases.

tÇ Çy< zrIrdae;a vatipÄðe:ma[> te zrIr< Ë;yiNt ÖaE pun> sTvdae;aE rjStmí taE sÅv< Ë;yt>, ta_ya< c sÅvzrIra_ya< Êòa_ya< ivk«itépjayte naepjayte caàÊòa_yam! . c. sU.4.34.

tatra trayaà çaréradoñä vätapittaçleñmäëaù te çaréraà düñayanti dvau punaù satvadoñau Rajastamaçca tau satvaà düñayataù| täbhyäà ca satvaçaréräbhyäà duñöäbhyäà vikåtirupajäyate nopajäyate cäpraduñöäbhyäam|| cha||sut||4||34||

Now there are three physical doñas (vitiating elements) viz. väta, pitta and kapha they vitiate the body. Again there are two mental dosas viz Rajas and Tamas they vitiate the mind vitiation of the body and the mind result in the manifestation of diseases there is no disease without their vitiation.

zrIr< sÅvs<}< c VyaxInamaïyae mt>,

twa sukana< yaegStu suoana< kar[< sm>.c.sU.1.55.

çaréraà satvasaïjïaà ca vyädhénämäçrayo mataù|

tayä sukänäà yogastu sukhänäà käraëaà samaù||cha||süt||1||55||

The body and mind (satva) constitute the substrate of disease and happiness (i.e. positive health). Balanced utilisation of satva, Rajas, and Tamas (of time, mental faculties and objects of sense organs) is the cause of health and happiness.

inivRkar> prSTvaTma sÅvÉUtgu[eiNÔyE>,

cEtNye kar[< inTyae Ôòa pZyit ih i³ya>.c.sU.1,56.

nirvikäraù parastvätmä satvabhütaguëendriyaiù|

caitanye käraëaà nityo drañöa paçyati hi kiyäù||cha||süt||1|56||



The soul is essentially devoid of all pathogenecity. He is the cause of consciousness through the satva  mind and the specific qualities of basic elementshe is eternal. He is an observes all activities.

vayu>ipÄ< k)íae´> zarIrae dae;s<¢h>,

mans> punéihiÎ rjí tm @v c. c.sU.1.57.

väyuùpittaà kaphaçcoktaù çäréro doñasaìgrahaù|

mänasaù punaruhiñddi rajaçca tama eava ca||cha||süt||1||57||

Pattogenic factors in the body are väyu, pitta and kapha while those in the mind are Rajas and Tamas. This being manily internal medicine, emphasis here is on the description of väta, pitta and kapha as pattogenic factors of the body. Rajas and Tamas which constitute pathogenic factor of mind and are of psychological importance have just been briefly described in the work. Out of the three qualities (guëas ) of mind Viz., satva, Rajas and Tamas, it is only that latter two that causes vitation of the mind the former one being  non-pathogenic.

3.5.2 Effect of Guëa s in mind and body as per Äyurveda 

SvaweRiNÔyawRs»LpVyiÉcr[a½anekmekiSmn! pué;ee sÅv< rjStm>sÅvgu[yaeg½ n canekaTv< nýek< ýekkalmneke;uu àvtRte tSmÚEkkala sveRiNÔyàv&iÄ>.c. sU.8.5.

Svärtendriyärtasaìkalpavyabhicaraëäccänekamekasmin puruñe satvaà Rajastamaùsatvaguëayogacca na cänekätvaà nahyekaà hyekakälamanekeñu pravartate  tasmannaikakälä sarvendriyapravåöattiù||cha|| süt||8||5||

In the one and the same individual the mind appears  to be mutiple in character due to variations  ralating to the experience of its objects, perception of the objects of the sense faculties, its disposition and also its contact with Rajas, Tamas and satva qualities similarly  it takes various forms due to its contact with Rajas, satva and Tamas qualities. For example, if the mind is dominated by Rajas it has the anger, if the mind is dominated by Tamas of ignorance, fear, ect if by satva it imbibes truthfulness, cleanliness ect all this guëas supports the apparent mulitiplicity of the mind

yÌ‚[< caÉIú[<  pué;mnuvtRte sÅv< tTsÅvmevaepidziNt munyae b÷Lyanuzyat!.c.sU!.8.6

yadguëaà cäbhékñëaà  puruñamanuvartate satvaà tatsatvamevopadiçanti munayo bahulyänuçayät||cha||süt||8||6

According to Äcaryas the mind of the person is qualified on the basis of the type of his repeated action; It is so because that quality must be predominating in him. How it is that an individual is know as Sätvika, Rajasika or Tamasika in nature? The mental condition of every individual is flexible; sometime, it is Rajasa, sometime it is sätvika and some time Tamasa. But inspite of the everychanging state of the mind,  there is one and only one quality which predominates an individual. This predominence is judged by the frequency of a given quality in an  individual. So, if somebody frequently displays the quality of satva (even though occasionally he might be displaying Rajasa and Tamasa qualities) will be know as the man of satvaika nature. That is to say, the quality of satva would be the general rule for him, Rajas and Tamasa would be treated as exceptions.

3.5.3 Description of Mind Based On Guëas as mentioned in äyurvedic texts

iÇivx< olu sTv< zuÏ< rajs< tamsimit,tÇ zuÏmdae;maOyat< kLya[a<zTvat! rajs< sdae;maOyat< rae;a<zTvat! tamsmaip sdae;maOyat< maeha<zTvat!, te;a< tu Çya[amip sTvanamekEkSy Éeda¢mpirsŒwey<< trtmyaegaCDrIryaeinivze;eÉyíaNyaeNyanuivxanTva½, zrIr< ýip sÅvmnuivixyte sÅv< c zrIrm!, tSmat! kiticTsÅvÉedannUkaiÉindeRzen indzRnawRmnuVyaOyaSyam>. c. z.4.36.

trividhaà khalu satvaà çuddhaà räjasaà tämasamiti|tatra çuddhamadoñamäkhyätaà kalyäëäàçatvät räjasaà sadoñamäkhyätaà roñäàçatvät tämasamäpi sadoñamäkhyätaà mohäàçatvät| teñäà tu trayäëämapi satvänämekaikasya bhedägramaparisaìkhatheyaà taratamayogäccharérayoniviçeñebhayaçcänyonyänuvidhänatväcca| çaréraà hyapi satvamanuvidhiyate satvaà ca çaréram| tasmät katicitsatvabhedänanükäbhinirdeçena nidarçanärthamanuovyäkhyäsyämaù|cha|sar|4|36

Mental faculty is of three types sätvikaa, Rajasik and Tamasik. The sätvika on is free from defects as it is endowed with auspiciousness. The Rajas type is defective because it prometes wrathful dispositien. The Tamas one is similarly defective because it suffers from ignorance.

Each of the three types of mental faculty is in fact of innumerable variety by permutation and combination of the various factors relating to the body follows the mind and vice versa. So we shall now explain some of the varities of mental faculties briefly by way of illustration.

The body follows the mind e.g. if the mental faculty is pure then one gets a divine body. Similarly, the mind also follows the body e.g the mind in the bodies of animals, human beings and the gods are Tamasa Rajasa and sätvika respectively.

3.6.1.1 Different Types of Sätvika Individuals:

t*wa-zuic< sTyaiÉsNx< ijtaTman< s<ivÉaign< }aniv}anvcnàitvcns<pÚ< Sm&itmNt< kam³aexlaeÉmanmaehe:yaRh;aRm;aRpet< sm< svRÉUte;U äaü< iv*at!. c. z.4.37.1

tadyathä-çucià satyäbhisandhaà jitätmänaà saàvibhäginaà jïänavijïänavacanaprativacanasampanna småtimantaà kämakrodhalobhamänamoherñyäharñämarñäpetaà samaà sarvabhüteñü brähmaà vidyät||ca||sar||4||36-1||

This stanza means, “purity, love for truth, self-control, power of discrimination, menterial and spiritual knowledege, power of exposition, memory, freedom from passion, anger, greed, ego, ingnorance, jealousy, dejection and intolerance and equally favourable disposition for all creatures are the characteristics sätvikas”.

#JyaXyynìthaemäücyRprmitiwìtmupzaNtmdmanragÖe;maehlaeÉrae;< àitÉavcniv}anaepxar[zi´s<pÚma;¡ iv*at! . c. z.4.37.2.

ijyädhyayanavratahomabrahmacaryaparamatithivratamupaçäntamadamänarägadveñamohalobharoñaà pratibhävacanavijïänopadhäraëaçaktisampannamärñaà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37|| (2)||

“Devotion to sacred rituals, study, sacred vows, oblations and celibacy, hospitable disposition, hatred, ignorance, greed and anger intellectual excellence and eloquence and power of understanding and retention”.

@eñyRvNtmadeyvaKy< yJvan< zUrmaejiSvn< tejsaepetmi¬òkmaR[< dI"RdizRn< xmaRwRkamaiÉrtmENÔ< iv*at! . c. z.4.37..3.

aiçvaryavantamädeyaväkyaà yajvänaà çüramojasvinaà tejasopetamakliñöakarmäëäà dérghadarçinaà dharmärthakämäbhiratamaindraà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37|| (3)||

“Lord-ship and authoritative speech, performance of sacred rituals,bravery, strength, splendour freedom from mean acts, far sightedness and devotion to virtuous acts,earning of wealth and proper satisfaction of desires”.

leoaSwv&Ä< àaÝkair[ms<àhayRmuTwanvNt< Sm&itmNtmEñyRliMÉn< Vyapgtrage:yaRÖe;maeh< yaMy< iv*at!!. c. z.4.37.4.

lekhästhavåttaà präptakäriëamasamprahäryamutthänavantaà småtimantamaiçvaryalambhinaà vyäpagatarägerñyädveñamohaà yämyaà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37|| (4)||

“Observance of the propriety of action, initiation of action in time, non-violability, readiness for initiating action memory and lordship,freedom from attachment, envy, hatred and ingnorance”.

zUr< xIr< zuicmzuicÖei;[< yJvanmMÉaeivharritmi¬òkmaR[< Swankaepàsad< vaé[< iv*at! . c. z.4.37..5.

çüraà dhéraà çucimaçucidveñiëaà yajvänamambhovihäraratimakliñöakarmäëaà sthänakopaprasädaà väruëaà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37||(5)||

“Bravery, patience, purity dislike for impurity, observance of religious rites fondness for aquatic sports, aversion for mean-acts, exhibition of anger and pleasure inproper place”.

SwanmanaepÉaegpirvars<pÚ< xmaRwRkaminTy< zuic< suoivhar< Vy´kaepàsad< kaEber< iv*at! . c. z.4.37..6.

sthänamänopabhogaparivärasampannaà dharmärthakämanityaà çucià sukhavihäraà vyakatkopaprasädaà kauberaà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37||(6)||

Possession of station, honour, luxuries, attendants,constant liking for virtuous acts, wealth, and satisfaction of desires, purity and liking for pleasures of recreation.

iàyn&TygItvaidÇae‘apkðaekaOyaiykeithaspura[e;u k…zl< gNxmaLyanulepnvsnôIivharkaminTymnsUyk< gaNxv¡ iv*at!!. c. z.4.37..7.

priyanåtyagétaväditrolläpakaçlokäkhyäyiketihäsapuräëeñu kuçalaà gandhamälyänulepanavasanastré vihärakämanityamanasüyakaà gändharvaà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 37|| (7)||

Foundness for dancing, singing, music, praise expertness in poetry, stories, historical narrations, epics constant fondnessn for scents, garlands, unguents apperel, association of women and passion.

#Tyev< zuÏSy sÅvSy sÝivx< Éeda<z< iv*at! kLya[a<zTvat! tTs<yaegaÄu äaümTyNtzuÏ< VyvSyet! . c. z.4.37.

ityevaà çuddhsya satvasya saptavidhaà bhedäàçaà vidyät kalyäëäàçatvät tatsaàyogättu brähmamatyantaçuddhaà vyavasyet||cha||sha||4||(37)||

The sätvika type of mental faculty is auspicious , the one likened to Brahma is the purest. Satva is the quality of intelligence, virtue and goodness and creates harmony, balance and stability. It is light (not heavy) and luminous in nature. It possesses an inward and upward motion and brings about the awakening of the soul. satva provides happiness and contentment of lasting nature. It is the principle of clarity, wideness, and peace, the force of love that unites all things together.

3.6.2.1 Different  types of Rajasika individuals:

zUr< c{fmsUykmEñyRvNtmaEpixk< raEÔmnnu³aezmaTmpUjkmasur< iv*at! . c. z.4.38..1.

çüraà caëòamasüyakamaiçvaryavantamaupadhikaà raudramananukroçamätmapüjakamäsuraà vidyät||cha||sha||4||36||(1)||

Bravery, cruelty, envy, lordship, movement in disguise, terrifying appearance ruthlessness, indulgence in self-praise.

Ami;R[mnubNxkaep< iDÔàhair[< ³ªrmaharaitmaÇéicmaim;iàytm< Svßayasb÷lmI:y¡u ra]s< iv*at! . c. z.4.38.2.

amarñiëamanubandhakopaà chidraprahäriëaà krüramähärätimätrarucimämiñapriyatamaà svapnäyäsabahulamérñyaàu räkñasaà vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(2)||

Intolerance, constant anger, violence at weak points, cruelty, gluttonous habits and fondness for non-vegetarian food, excessive sleep, indolence and envious disposition.

mhazn< ôE[< ôIrhSkammzuic< zuicÖei;[< ÉIé< ÉI;iytar< ivk«tivharaharzIl< pEzac< iv*at!. c. z.4.38.3.

mahäçanaà straiëaà strérahaskämamaçucià çucidveñiëaà bhéruà bhéñayitäraà vikåtavihärähäraçélaà paiçäcaà vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(3)||

Gluttonous habits, fondness for women, liking for staying with  women in lonely place, unclean habits, disliking for cleanliness, cowardice, terrifying disposition, resorting to abnormal diet and regimens.

³…ÏzUrm³…ÏÉIé< tIú[mayasb÷l< s<ÇStgaecrmaharivharpr< sap¡ iv*at! . c. z.4.38.4.

kruddhçüramakruddhbhéruà tékñëamäyäsabahulaà santrastagocaramähäravihäraparaà särpaà vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(4)||

Bravery when in wrathful disposition, cowardice when not in wrathful disposition, sharp reaction,excessive indolence, walking, taking food, and resorting to other regimens with a fearful disposition.

AaharkammitÊ>ozIlacaraepcarmsUykms<ivÉaignmitlaelupmkmRzIl< àEt< iv*at! .c. z.4.38.5.

ähärakämamatiduùkhaçéläcäropacäramasüyakamasaàvibhäginamatilolupamakarmaçélaà praitaà vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(5)||

Excessive desire for food, excessively painful disposition in character and past times, enviousness and actions without discrimination, excessive greediness and inaction.

Anu;´kammjömaharivharprmnviSwtmm;R[ms<cy< zak…n< iv*at! . c. z.4.38.6.

anuñaktakämamajasramähäravihäraparamanavasthitamamarñaëamasaïcayaà çäkunaà vidyät||ch||sha||4||36||(6)||

Attachment with passion, excessive food, regimen, unsteadinessruthlessness and unacquisitive.

#Tyev< olu rajsSy sÅvSy ;ifœivx< Éeda<z< iv*at! rae;a<zTvat!!. c. z.4.38.

ityevaà khalu räjasasya satvasya ñaòvidhaà bhedäàçaà vidyät roñäàçatvät||cha ||sha||4||(38)||

This are the qualitys of Rajasika  type mental faculty represents wrathful disposition with greedy, cruelty, self praise, anger, etc.,are statemented above.

Rajas is the quality of change, activity, and turbulence. It introduces a disequilibrium that upset an existing balance. Rajas motivates to act, ever seeking a goal or an end that gives it power. It possesses outward motion and causes self- seeking action that leads to fragmentation and disintegration. While in the short term, Rajas is stimulating and provides pleasure, owing to its unbalanced nature it quickly results in pain and suffering. It is the force of passion, which causes distress and conflict.

3.6.3.1 Different  types of Tamasika individuals:

inrakir:[ummexs< juguiPstacarahar< mEwunpr< SvßzIl< pazv< iv*at! . c. z.4.39.1.

niräkariñëumamedhasaà jugupsitäcärähäraà maithunaparaà svapnaçélaà päçavaà vidyät||cha||sha||4|| 39|| (1)||

Forbidding  disposition, lack of intelligence, hateful conduct and food habit, excessive sexual indulgence and sleep. 

ÉIémbuxmaharluBxmnviSwtmnu;´kam³aex< sr[zIl< taeykam< maTSy< iv*at!!. c. z.4.39.2.

bhérumabudhamähäralubdhamanavasthitamanuñaktakämakrodhaà saraëaçélaà toyakämaà mätsyaà vidyät||cha||sha||4||39||(2)||

Cowardice, lack of intelligence, greediness for food, unsteadiness constant passionate, wrathfull disposition and fondness for constant movement  and desire for water.

Als< kevlmiÉinivòmahare svRbuÏ(¼hIn< vanSpTy< iv*at! . c. z.4.39.3.

alasaà kevalamabhiniviñöamähäre sarvabuddhyaìgahénaà vänaspatyaà vidyät||cha||sha||4||39||(3)||

Indolence, indulgence in food and deficiency of all the intellectual faculties.

#Tyev< tamsSy sÅvSy iÇivx< Éeda<z< iv*aNmaeha<zTvat! . c. z.4.39.4.

ityevaà tämasasya satvasya trividhaà bhedäàçaà vidyänmohäàçatvät||cha||sha||4||39||4||

The Tamasika type of mental faculty repersents laziness, dull, dirty and ingnorant are some of the characteristic of Tamasika. 

Tamas is the quality of dullness, darkness and inertia and is heavy, veiling or obstructing in its action. It functions as a force of gravity that retards things and holds them in specific limited forms. It possesses a downward motion that causes decay and disintegration. Tamas brings about ignorance and delusion in the mind and promotes insensitivity, sleep and loss of awareness. It is the principle of materiality or unconsciousness that veils consciousness.

Tables-1 below shows characteristics of triguëas that are inevitable parts of the entire universe.

		Characteristics of  Triguëas



		Character

		Satva

		Rajas 

		Tamas 



		Color 

		White, purity and harmony

		Red, action and passion

		Black, darkness and delusion



		Time 

		Day, clarity

		Sunrise and sunset twilight, transition

		Night, darkness



		Energy 

		Neutral or balanced 

		Positive, sets things in motion

		Negative, retards motion



		World 

		Heaven or space, the regions peace

		Atmosphere the region of storms

		Earth, the realm the realm of gravity and inertia



		Levels of cosmos

		Causal or ideal

		Subtle or astral, pure form

		Gross or physical



		Kingdom of nature

		Spiritual beings gods, goddesses and sages

		Human realm

		Mineral, plants and animal kingdoms



		States of consciousness

		Waking 

		Dream 

		Deep sleep



		Diet 

		Vegetarian

		Some meat 

		Heavy meat diet



		Drugs, alcohol 

		Never

		Occasionally 

		frequently



		Sensory impressions

		Calm, pure

		Mixed 

		disturbed



		Need for sleep

		Little

		Moderate 

		High 



		Sexual activity 

		Low 

		Moderate 

		High 



		Control of senses 

		Good 

		Moderate 

		weak



		Speech 

		Calm and peaceful

		Agitated 

		Dull 



		Cleanliness 

		High 

		Moderate 

		Low 



		Work 

		Selfless

		For personal goals 

		Lazy



		Anger 

		Rarely 

		Sometimes 

		Frequently 



		Fear 

		Rarely 

		Sometimes 

		Frequently



		Desire 

		Little

		Some  

		Much 



		Pride 

		Modest 

		Some ego 

		Vain 



		Depression 

		Never 

		Sometime 

		Frequently



		Love

		Universal 

		Personal 

		Lacking in love



		Violent behaviour

		Never 

		sometimes

		Frequently 



		Attachment to money

		Little 

		Some 

		A lot 



		Contentment 

		Usually

		partly

		Never 



		Forgiveness

		Forgives easily 

		With effort

		Holds, long-term grudges



		Concentration 

		Good 

		Moderate 

		Poor 



		Memory 

		Good 

		Moderate 

		Poor 



		Will power 

		Strong 

		Variable 

		Weak



		Truthfulness 

		Always 

		Most of the time

		Rarely



		Peace of mind 

		Generally 

		partly

		rarely



		Creativity 

		High 

		moderate

		low



		Spiritual study 

		Daily 

		Occasionally 

		Never 



		Mantra, prayer 

		Daily 

		Occasionally 

		Never 



		Meditation

		Daily 

		Occasionally 

		Never 



		Service 

		Much 

		Some 

		None 















CHAPTER-4

SUMMARY OF COMPARISON AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Summary of Comparison

Yoga examines individuals in term of their mental/spiritual level according to the three guëas. Äyurveda looks at individual in term of their psychophysical constitution through the three doñas. Yet, Äyurveda also considers the role of guëas as factor of mental health and well being and yoga considers the doñas relative to psychological functioning. For a complete ascertainment of the individual nature, the nature of both the guëa and doñas must be considered.

		S.N

		Ayurveda

		Yoga



		

		Qualities

		Reference

		Qualities

		Reference



		I

		Satva

		

		Satva

		



		1

		Light

		Ca. sa. 37/6

		Buoyant of light

		14-6. Bhagavad Gétä



		2

		Knowledge 

		Ka.Ri 13

		Bright or illuminating

		14-11 Bhagavad Gétä



		4

		Pleasure

		Ca. sa. 36/3

		Nature of pleasure

		14-11 Bhagavad Gétä



		5

		Consciousness

		Ca. sa. 37/4

		Satisfaction

		14-6 Bhagavad Gétä



		6

		Clarity

		Ca. sa. 37/4

		Joy, happiness

		14-6 Bhagavad Gétä



		7

		Pure

		Ca. sa. 37/4

		Bliss, contentment

		14-14 Bhagavad Gétä



		9

		Cannot be disturbed in any way

		Ca. sa. 37/5

		Luminous and healthy because of its stainlessness

		14-6 Bhagavad Gétä



		II

		Rajas

		

		Rajas

		



		1

		Unsteady 

		Ca. sa. 36/2

		Always moves and makes other things move

		14-15 Bhagavad Gétä



		2

		Stimulating 

		Ka.Ri 13

		Nature of pain

		Pada|sru|14



		3

		Most active result of the same

		Ca. sa. 36/1

		Mobile and stimulating

		14-7 Bhagavad Gétä



		4

		Have motion and stimulation

		Ca. sa. 36/4

		Helps the satva and Tamas which are inactive and motionless 

		14-12 Bhagavad Gétä



		5

		All desires, wishes

		Ca. sa. 36/3

		Nature of passions, the source of thirst and attachment

		14-7 Bhagavad Gétä



		6

		Ambitions and fickle-mindedness

		Ca. sa. 36/2

		Binds fast, the embodied one, by attachment to action

		14-12 Bhagavad Gétä



		8

		Angry

		Ca. sa. 36/2

		Angry

		14-12 Bhagavad Gétä



		III

		Tamas

		

		Tamas

		



		1

		Heavy

		Ca. sa. 39/4

		Heavy (guru) and 

		14-8 Bhagavad Gétä



		2

		Covered 

		Ka.Ri 13

		Drowsiness, induces sleep, and laziness

		14-8 Bhagavad Gétä



		3

		Resistance

		Ca. sa. 39/2

		Apathy

		14-15 Bhagavad Gétä



		4

		It produces disturbance in the process of perception and activities of the mind

		Cha. Su.8/5

		Obstructing the manifestation of objects

		14-15 Bhagavad Gétä



		5

		Delusion, false knowledge, apathy, 

		Ca. sa. 39/3

		Ignorance, deluding all embodied beings

		14-13 Bhagavad Gétä



		6

		laziness,

		Ca. sa. 39/3

		it binds fast by heedlessness

		14-13 Bhagavad Gétä



		7

		sleep and drowsiness

		Ca. sa. 39/4

		ignorance and sleep

		9-9 Bhagavad Gétä



		IV

		Common

		

		

		



		1

		Just as the doshas are essential components of the body, the three guëa s-Satva, Rajas, Tamas-are the three essential components or energies of the mind.

		Cha. Su. 4/34

		Satva, Rajas, and Tamas have been compared to whiteness, redness, and darkness respectively

		sré |va |rä| sunda



		2

		Balanced utilisation of satva, Rajas, and Tamas (of time, mental faculties and objects of sense organs) is the cause of health and happiness.

		[bookmark: _GoBack]Cha. Su 1/55

		The guans are extremely fine and subtle, their existence is inferred from their effects – pleasure, pain and indifference respectively

		Taimini





te;a< kaymnaeÉedadixóanmip iÖxa,

rjStmñ mnsae Öae c dae;avudaÿtaE. A, ÿ- 44

teñäà käyamanobhedädadhiñöhänamapi dvidhä |

Rajastamaçva manaso dvo ca doñävudähratau || a| hra- 44

For the body and mind there are different classifications of guëa s and doñas. The doñas for the body are- Väta, pitta and kapha. In the same way the doñas of the mind are- Rajas and Tamas but the guëas of mind are- satva, Rajas and Tamas.

vayuipÄ<k)ZDeit zrIrae dae;s<¢h>,

mns> punéitòae rjí tm! @v c. c-su-57

väyupittaìkaphaçcheti çaréro doñasaìgrahaù |

manasaù punarutiñöo rajaçca tam eva ca || ca-su-57

In other words, the pathogenic factors in the body are Väta, pitta and kapha. But those in the mind are Rajas and Tamas where, the satva being non-pathogenic. Guëas when studied and compared from the view of äyurveda texts, then it was found the doñas and guëas have been correlated in some aspects. 

Tridosha and triguëa  correlation

Vata- Rajas.

Pitta- Satva and Rajas.

Kapha- Tamas.

Äyurveda and Yoga use the three guëas for determining individual mental or spiritual nature. Generally one guëa predominates in our nature. However, we all have spiritual or satvic moments, Rajasic or disturbed times and Tamasic or dull times which may be shorter or longer depending upon our nature. We also have satvic, Rajasic and Tamasic phases of life which may last for months or even years.

4.2 Conclusion

Triguëas are very much related with the personality and states of our mind. The ancient scriptures talk about the traits of personality in a spiritual and scientific manner. The scriptures talk about that in a very clear way that mind affects the intelligence, and then intelligence gets its command on the object and finally the object can be used. So the mind is the initial tool which later helps us in using any object. If the mind gets influences by devil powers then the object will be used in bad ways, but if the mind is influenced by divine culture the each and every object will be used in a regenerative and creative way for mankind. This devil, divine influence is nothing else but the facets of same coin which are explained in a clear way in scriptures as satva, Rajas and Tamas.

Our ancient texts like- Bhagavad Gétä, Vedas and äyurvedic literature says that guëa s present in balanced conditions makes the person enjoy health and happiness. They stress the importance of mind and its influence on the body as cause of health or disease. The satva makes the clear humanistic and honest picture of the human being whereas; Tamas make the demonist picture of the person. Rajas which is basically known for the dynamics when gets associated with satva leads a man towards the positive building and success towards divinity. But when Rajas associates with Tamas leads the man act like animals. There is also positivity in Tamas which helps us to go to the state of sleep and rest but excess of Tamas makes person lazy towards work. Therefore, the classics mainly talk on the balance of guëas. Hence, these classical literatures conclude that the balance of triguëa is basically a healthy and happier body, mind and soul.





















CHAPTER-5

INTRODUCTION & LITERATURE SURVEY

Personality is the particular combination of emotional, attitudinal, and behavioral response patterns of an individual.  It can be defined as a dynamic and organized set of characteristics possessed by a person that uniquely influences his or her cognitions, motivations, and behaviors in various situations.[[endnoteRef:5]] Personality may also refer to the patterns of thoughts, feelings and behaviors consistently exhibited by an individual over time that strongly influence our expectations, self-perceptions, values and attitudes, and predicts our reactions to people, problems and stress. In a phrase, personality is not just who we are, it is also how we are.[[endnoteRef:6]] [5: . Bradberry, Travis. Self-Awareness. New York: Putnam, 2007.]  [6: . Franklin, Donald. "Personality Disorders". Donald J. Franklin. http://www.psychologyinfo.com/problems/personality.html. Retrieved 10/24/11.] 


The study of personality has a broad and varied history in psychology, with an abundance of theoretical traditions. The major theories include dispositional (trait) perspective, psychodynamic, humanistic, biological, behaviorist and social learning perspective. There is no consensus on the definition of "personality" in psychology. Most researchers and psychologists do not explicitly identify themselves with a certain perspective and often take an eclectic approach.

5.1 Personality Theories as per western psychology

Critics of personality theory claim personality is "plastic" across time, places, moods, and situations. Changes in personality may indeed result from diet (or lack thereof), medical effects, significant events, or learning. However, most personality theories emphasize stability over fluctuation. The definition of personality that is most widely supported to date is attributed to the neurologist Paul Roe. He stated personality to be "an individual's predisposition to think certain patterns of thought and therefore engage in certain patterns of behaviour".



5.1.1Trait theories

According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the American Psychiatric Association, personality traits are "enduring patterns of perceiving, relating to, and thinking about the environment and oneself that are exhibited in a wide range of social and personal contexts." Theorists generally assume a) traits are relatively stable over time, b) traits differ among individuals (for instance, some people are outgoing while others are reserved), and c) traits influence behavior.

The most common models of traits incorporate three to five broad dimensions or factors. The least controversial dimension, observed as far back as the ancient Greeks, is simply extraversion and introversion (outgoing and physical-stimulation-oriented vs. quiet and physical-stimulation-averse).

· Gordon Allport delineated different kinds of traits, which he also called dispositions. Central traits are basic to an individual's personality, while secondary traits are more peripheral. Common traits are those recognized within a culture and thus may vary from culture to culture. Cardinal traits are those by which an individual may be strongly recognized.

· Raymond Cattell's research propagated a two-tiered personality structure with sixteen "primary factors" (16 Personality Factors) and five "secondary factors."

· Hans Eysenck believed just three traits—extraversion, neuroticism and psychoticism—were sufficient to describe human personality. Differences between Cattell and Eysenck emerged due to preferences for different forms of factor analysis, with Cattell using oblique, Eysenck orthogonal rotation to analyze the factors that emerged when personality questionnaires were subjected to statistical analysis. Today, the Big Five factors have the weight of a considerable amount of empirical research behind them, building on the work of Cattell and others.

· Lewis Goldberg proposed a five-dimension personality model, nicknamed the "Big Five": 

1. Openness to Experience: the tendency to be imaginative, independent, and interested in variety vs. practical, conforming, and interested in routine.

2. Conscientiousness: the tendency to be organized, careful, and disciplined vs. disorganized, careless, and impulsive.

3. Extraversion: the tendency to be sociable, fun-loving, and affectionate vs. retiring, somber, and reserved.

4. Agreeableness: the tendency to be softhearted, trusting, and helpful vs. ruthless, suspicious, and uncooperative.

5. Neuroticism: the tendency to be calm, secure, and self-satisfied vs. anxious, insecure, and self-pitying[[endnoteRef:7]] [7: . Santrock, J.W. (2008). The Self, Identity, and Personality. In Mike Ryan (Ed). A Topical Approach to Life-Span Development. (pg 411-412). New York:McGraw-Hill.] 


The Big Five contain important dimensions of personality. However, some personality researchers argue that this list of major traits is not exhaustive. Some support has been found for two additional factors: excellent/ordinary and evil/decent. However, no definitive conclusions have been established.[[endnoteRef:8]] [8: . Santrock, J.W. (2008). The Self, Identity, and Personality. In Mike Ryan (Ed). A Topical Approach to Life-Span Development. (pg 411-412). New York:McGraw-Hill.] 


· John L. Holland's RIASEC vocational model, commonly referred to as the Holland Codes, stipulates that six personality traits lead people to choose their career paths. In this circumplex model, the six types are represented as a hexagon, with adjacent types more closely related than those more distant. The model is widely used in vocational counseling.

Trait models have been criticized as being purely descriptive and offering little explanation of the underlying causes of personality. Eysenck's theory, however, does propose biological mechanisms as driving traits, and modern behavior genetics researchers have shown a clear genetic substrate to them. Another potential weakness of trait theories is that they may lead some people to accept oversimplified classifications—or worse, offer advice—based on a superficial analysis of personality. Finally, trait models often underestimate the effect of specific situations on people's behavior. It is important to remember that traits are statistical generalizations that do not always correspond to an individual's behavior

5.1.2 Type A and Type B personality theory

During the 1950s, Meyer Friedman and his co-workers defined what they called Type A and Type B behavior patterns. They theorized that intense, hard-driving Type A personalities had a higher risk of coronary disease because they are "stress junkies." Type B people, on the other hand, tended to be relaxed, less competitive, and lower in risk. There was also a Type AB mixed profile.

5.2 Personality Theories as per Indian psychology

Indian psychology is based on various philosophies like- Nyaya philosophy, Bhagavad Gétä, Säìkhya philosophy etc. All these philosophies talk mainly about the guëa  as personality trait. A guëa  is one of three "tendencies": Tamas, satva, and Rajas. These categories have become a common means of categorizing behavior and natural phenomena in Hindu philosophy, and also in Ayurvedic medicine, as a system to assess conditions and diets. For this reason triguëa  and tridoña are considered to be related in the traditions of Äyurveda. Guëa  is the tendency not action itself. For instance, satva guëa  is the tendency towards purity but is not purity itself. Similarly Rajas guëa  is that force which tends to create action but is not action itself. Each of the three guëa s is ever present simultaneously in every particle of creation but the variations in equilibrium manifest all the variety in creation including matter, mind, body and spirit.[[endnoteRef:9]] [[endnoteRef:10]] [9: .http://books.google.com/books?id=pSLU7SxSqHwC&pg=PA74&dq=rajas+guna&ei=ZTnrScPHDJbcMZ27eQE#PPA76,M1 Hindu Philosophy, Theos Bernard, Motilal Banarsidass Publ: 1999, ISBN 9788120813731, pp. 74–76.]  [10: . Maharishi Mahesh Yogi on the Bhagavad-Gita, a New Translation and Commentary, Chapter 1-6. Penguin Books, 1969, p 269 v.13.] 


All creation is made up by a balance composed of all three forces. For creation to progress, each new stage "needs a force to maintain it and another force to develop it into a new stage. The force that develops the process in a new stage is rajo guëa , while tamo guëa  is that which checks or retards the process in order to maintain the state already produced, so that it may form the basis for the next stage".

These philosophies states that the entire physical universe, including the human mind, is composed of three basic constituents (Satva, Rajas, and Tamas) termed Guëa s [[endnoteRef:11]]. They are not only the form-giving substances but also act and interact with the environment to find expression as qualities or personality traits. Das (1987) found support for the claim that the three Guëa s are exclusive of each other [[endnoteRef:12]]. These Guëa s constituting a unity in trinity coexist and cohere. The Guëa s might initially vary in their dominance in determining the personality of an individual but gradually the individual’s person- ality mostly settles on one [[endnoteRef:13]]. A person could thus be Sattvic, Rajasic, or Tamasic depending on which of the three Guëa s is dominant. Of these, Satva is free from evil, immaculate, flawless, and is expressed in qualities like purity, wisdom, goodness, fineness, bliss, and a love for knowledge. Rajas is characterized by egoism, activity, restlessness, assumption of undertak- ings, craving, passion, lust, greed, and the need for power. Tamas is exhibited in sloth, delusion, ignorance, heedlessness, inertia, procrastination, confusion, and perversion in thought and action [[endnoteRef:14]]. [11:  . Chakraborty, S K (1987). Managerial Effectiveness and Quality of Work Life: Indian Insights, New Delhi: Tata McGraw-Hill.]  [12: . Das, R C (1987). “The Gita Typology of Personality: An Inventory,” Journal of Indian Psychology, 6(1 and 2), 7- 12.]  [13: . Das, R C (1991). “Standardization of the Gita Inventory of Personality,” Journal of Indian Psychology, 9(1 and 2), 47-54.]  [14: . Krishnananda, S (1994). A Short History of Religious and Philosophic Thought in India (Third Edition), Shiva- nandanagar: Divine Life Society.] 


The dominant Guëa  could be identified along 12 different dimensions. One could be Sattvic on one dimension, Rajasic on another, and Tamasic on yet another. The 12 dimensions and the characteristics of each Guëa  along each of those dimensions are explained in the box [[endnoteRef:15]]. [15: . Radhakrishnan, S (1948). The Bhagavad Gita, London: George Allen and Unwin.] 


Characteristics of Triguëa  [[endnoteRef:16]] [16:  Kejriwal A and Krishnan VR. Impact of Vedic Worldview and Gunas on Transformational Leadership. Vikalpa 2004; 29(1).] 


A. Faith: The faith of each individual corresponds to his or her temperament. Satva makes one worship gods and thus value all godly tendencies; Rajas shows inclination towards power and wealth, and Tamas towards ghostly spirits.

B. Food: Sattvic people like food that increases their vital force, energy, strength, appetite, and health. Such food is juicy, soothing, savoury, fresh, and agreeable. Rajasic people prefer food that is violently bitter, sour, salty, hot, pungent, acidic, and burning. Such food causes pain, bitterness, ill health, and distemper of mind and body. Tamasic people take pleasure in food that is stale, tasteless, cold, insipid, putrid, rotten, and impure.

C. Sacrifice: Satva dominates when people offer sacrifice willingly as a duty without desire for fruits thereof. Rajas inspire sacrifice that is performed for outward show and in the hope of divine reward. Sacrifice that is performed without faith and with complete disregard to scriptural instructions is driven by Tamas.

D. Austerity: Austerity guided by Satva is three-fold-of body, of mind, and of speech. Austerity of body makes one revere gods and scholars and practice straightforwardness, harmlessness, physical cleanliness, and sexual purity. Austerity of mind withdraws one from sense objects and inspires integrity of motive, serenity, sympathy, and meditation. Austerity of speech inspires spiritual study and use of words that do not hurt others and are true and agreeable. Austerity guided by Rajas is practised for ostentation and for gaining praise and honor. It is fleeting and unstable. Austerity driven by Tamas is practiced with foolish obsessions of torturing oneself or hurting others.

E. Gift: Gift given as a matter of duty, without expectation of any return, at a suitable place and time, and to the deserving person is said to be inspired by Satva. Gift that is given either with the hope of receiving in return or with a view of winning merit or grudgingly is driven by Rajas. From Tamas comes the gift that is given to an unworthy person at the wrong time and place disdainfully, without regard to the feelings of the person who receives it.

F. Obligatory work: Satva is dominant when one does obligatory work with a sense of duty, abandoning attachment to the outcomes.

G. Rajas makes a person shirk from difficult work from fear of pain or bodily trouble. Tamas leads to total abandonment of one’s allotted task due to delusion.

H. Knowledge: Knowledge guided by Satva enables one to see the underlying oneness in all things despite the superficial diversities. Knowledge guided by Rajas makes one see various entities of distinct kinds and many souls in different beings. Tamas shrouds all knowledge rendering one incapable of seeing either the different souls or the underlying oneness.

I. Action: Satva prompts one to act with non-attachment. Rajas make one act with self-conceit for want of fruits thereof. Such action involves much dissipation of energy. Tamas makes one act in delusion without assessing one’s capabilities to perform the same and be heedless of harm to others.

J. Agent: An agent who is free from attachment, non-egoistic, endued with fortitude and enthusiasm, and unaffected by success or failure is inspired by Satva. Likewise, agents in Rajas are passionate, greedy, malignant, impure, and easily elated or dejected. Those under Tamas are unsteady, vulgar, arrogant, dishonest, malicious, indolent, despondent, and procrastinating.

K. Intellect: People whose intellect is guided by Satva know the path of work and renunciation, Right and wrong action, fear and fearlessness, and bondage and liberation. When Rajas dominates, the intellect decides erroneously between Right and wrong and when the conscience is so thickly wrapped in ignorance that it mistakes wrong for Right and sees everything distorted, and then it has the nature of Tamas.

L. Determination: Determination inspired by Satva never wavers. People with this kind of determination gain control over their mind, vital energies, and senses. Rajas-inspired determination makes one seek wealth or do duty looking for reward and personal advantage. Determination inspired by Tamas is nothing but obstinacy. It makes a person stubbornly refuse to shake off dullness, fear, grief, low spirits or vanity.

M. Happiness: Satva drives happiness that is experienced through realization of the ultimate reality. Such happiness may be attained after strict self-schooling and toil; such realization is not easy, but once achieved, it gives deep delight. Happiness in Rajas arises from the contact of objects with senses and is short-lived, ultimately graduating into pain. Bred from Tamas is brutish contentment in stupor and sloth and obstinate error. Such happiness begins and results in self-delusion.

5.3 Questionnaires for measurement of Guëa s.				

Every person has three guëa s or three “modes” that are qualities of the material world. They are satva that is ‘goodness’, Rajas that is ‘passion’ and Tamas that is ‘ignorance’ [[endnoteRef:17]] [[endnoteRef:18]]. Every person is inherently born with these three qualities in different permutations. They act on us at all times with different permutations and influence decision making [[endnoteRef:19]]. It is found that in every person one of the three Guëa s is there with superior strength and reflects all they do and think [[endnoteRef:20]]. Das has found that the three Guëa s are exclusive of each other [[endnoteRef:21]]. These Guëa s initially vary in their dominance in determining the personality of an individual however they gradually settle on one personality type [[endnoteRef:22]]. Sreekumar, R and Jacob George used the I.A.S. Rating Scale and Psi Inventory on 200 subjects showing that females reported significantly more psi experiences than males. This shows gender as an important factor in evaluating triguëa s. Sebastian and Mathew have also found that PSI experience was positively related to Satva and Rajas for females [[endnoteRef:23]].  Haigh suggested a three layered training for individual development [[endnoteRef:24]], Level 1 Dispelling Tamas: That is literally, removing ignorance, Level 2 Engaging Rajas: That is literally, engaging creativity, passion and energy, Level 3 Reflecting Satva: Involving synthesis and overall reflection.  Narayanan and Krñëan (2001) had measured the three Guëas along ten dimensions that is attribution, leisure, food, interests, praise and criticism, sympathy, Right and wrong, working with determination, motivation to work, and accepting pain. They showed that the Sattvic dimensions enhanced transformational leadership and Rajasic dimensions reduced the Karma.  The paper published in ‘The Indian Journal of Industrial Relations” explored the impact that the personality factors having an influence on the individual attitude this, in turn, has an influence on individual intention. This paper examines the guëa s personality construct and looked at behavior based on these factors based on the traditional Indian literature. Subhash Sharma has explored an Indian way of managing (Theory K) derived from the Kutumbh or family [[endnoteRef:25]]. The organization is considered like a family and the interconnectivity is established with the other well known theories. Dr. Dhira Govinda Dasa had in his study analyzed 619 subjects for their vedic personality inventory (VPI) in the US with oRiginally 90 items that was subsequently shortened to 56 items based on reliability and validity analysis [[endnoteRef:26]]. These were analyzed based on six demographic questions pertaining to age, years of education, ethnicity, religion, gender and friends. These supported the construct validity of the VPI. [17: . Prabhupada, A.C.B.S. (2000) The Bhaktivedanta VedaBase. New York: The Bhaktivedanta Book Trust International.]  [18: . Wolf, D.B. (1999). Effects of the hare krsna maha mantra on stress, depression, and the three gunas. Ph.D. dissertation. Florida State University, USA.]  [19: . Vasudev, D. (2001) Organismic and sociological factors affecting societal norms: Lessons from an oriental culture. Paper presented at University of Ibadan 1st Faculty of Education national annual conference at Ibadan, Nigeria. ]  [20: . Chakraborty, S K (1987). Managerial Effectiveness and Quality of Work Life: Indian Insights, New Delhi: Tata McGraw-Hill.]  [21: . Das, R C (1987). “The Gita Typology of Personality: An Inventory,” Journal of Indian Psychology, 6(1 and 2), pp. 7-12.]  [22: . Das, R C (1991). “Standardization of the Gita Inventory of Personality,” Journal of Indian Psychology, 9(1 and 2), pp. 47-54. ]  [23: . Sebastian, K A and Mathew, V G (2002). “Three Gunas and PSI Experience: A Study of PSI Experience in Relation to Inertia, Activation and Stability,” Journal of Indian Psychology, 20(2), pp. 44-48. ]  [24: . Haigh, M. (2009). The Sattvic Curriculum: A 3-Level, Non-Western, superstructure for undergraduate education. New Directions for Teaching and Learning 118, pp. 61-70. ]  [25: . Subhash S (1998). “Enlightened leadership in Indian Ethos: The way of the Theory K” Management & Change, Vol. 2, No. 1, January-June 1998, pp.93-104 ]  [26: . Dhira, G.D (1999). Bhaktivedanta College “The Vedic Personality Inventory”  Diener, E., Diener, M., & Diener, C. (1995),”Factors predicting the subjective well-being of nations.” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 69, 851-864. ] 


Diener defined subjective wellbeing (SWB) as ‘how people evaluate their lives’. SWB is considered to be a function of three variables: life satisfaction, lack of negative mental states and the presence of positive mood and emotion [[endnoteRef:27]].The direct aim of ancient Indian education was to make the student fit to become a useful and pious member of society [[endnoteRef:28]]. Ancient Indian educational system focused on building a disciplined and values-based culture. Human values such as trust, respect, honesty, dignity, and courtesy are the building blocks of any free, advanced society [[endnoteRef:29]].  Valentin et al. discussed the quality of education as a permanent priority of any institution or organization. The personal development depends on the qualitative learning that results in the society progress and the care of the environment [[endnoteRef:30]].  [27: . Diener, E., Diener, M., & Diener, C. (1995),”Factors predicting the subjective well-being of nations.” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 69, 851-864]  [28: . Rangachar, S. (1964), “Early Indian Thought.” Mysore, Geetha Book House. Roberts B W, Walton K E & Viechtbauer W (2006), “Patterns of mean level change in personality traits over the life course: A meta analysis of longitudinal studies.” Psychological Bulletin, 132(1): pp. 1-25. ]  [29:  . Markandan, N.2001. “The Value and Purpose of Education”, Contributions Towards An Agenda For India, Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla.  ]  [30: . Valentin, Hapenciuc Cristian , Burciu, Aurel and CIOBAN, Gabriela (2007) , Implementation of the System of the Management of Education Quality, Basic Requirement for E.U. Integration. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1071866] 


5.4 Effect of Yoga on personality traits- a survey

The focus derived from some of the previous research on the effects of yoga on personality, suggesting the potential of yoga for use in the management of clinical psychotic problems like- depression. In a form of yoga (Hatha Yoga) that has a strong exercise dimension much like Iyengar yoga, with stretching, balancing and breathing routines, subjects from various studies reported being less anxious, tense, angry, fatigued and less confused after classes than just before class and, in a second study, yoga and swimming showed comparable positive effects on mood reports [[endnoteRef:31]] [[endnoteRef:32]]. More recently, in a non-clinical sample, reductions in negative mood occurring from before to after yoga classes were greater for subjects scoring higher on scales of depression and anxiety than those scoring lower on these traits [[endnoteRef:33]]. Yoga is considered to be a tool for both physical and mental development of an individual is being recognized around the globe only in the last century although it has been practised in India over several centuries to promote positive health and well being. It gives solace for the restless mind and can give great relief to the sick [[endnoteRef:34]][[endnoteRef:35]]. It has become quite fashionable even for the common man to keep fit [[endnoteRef:36]]. Some use yoga for developing memory, intelligence and creativity [[endnoteRef:37]]. With its multifold advantages, yoga is becoming a part of school education [[endnoteRef:38]]. Specialists use it to unfold deeper layers of consciousness in their move towards spiritual perfection [[endnoteRef:39]]. With growing scientific evidence, yoga is emerging as an important health behavior-modifying practice to achieve states of health, both at physical and mental levels. Several studies have demonstrated the beneficial effects of yoga on health behavior in many life style-related somatic problems such as hypertension [[endnoteRef:40]], bronchial asthma [[endnoteRef:41]], diabetes [[endnoteRef:42]] including some psychiatric conditions such as anxiety neurosis [[endnoteRef:43]] and depressive illness [[endnoteRef:44]] etc. [31: . Berger BG, Owen DR. Mood alteration with yoga and swimming: aerobic exercise may not be necessary. Percept Mot Skills 1992;75:1331–43. ]  [32: . Lavey R, Sherman T, Mueser KT, Osborne DD, Currier M, Wolfe R. The effects of yoga on mood in psychiatric inpatients. Psychiatr Rehabil J 2005;28:399–402.]  [33: . Shapiro D, Cline K. Mood changes associated with Iyengar yoga practices: a pilot study. Int J Yoga Ther 2004;14:35–44.]  [34: . Bloomfield HH, Cain MP, Jaffe DT. ‘TM’-Discovering inner Energy and overcoming stress. 8th ed. New York: Delacorte Press; 1975.]  [35: . Brena SH. Yoga and Medicine. New York: The Julian Press Inc; 1975.]  [36: . Pratinidhi BP. The ten point way to health. Mumbai: DB Taraporevale Sons and Co. Pvt. Ltd; 1966.]  [37: . Denniston D, Williams PM. ‘TM’ book. Michigan, USA: Versemonger Press; 1975.]  [38: . Sarasvati , Swami Yoga for vital beauty. Delhi: B.I. Publications; 1975. ]  [39: . Nirmala , G Report No. KK/20. Pub: Vivekananda Kendra; 1978.]  [40: . McCaffrey R, Ruknui P, Hatthakit U, Kasetsomboon P. The effects of yoga on hypertensive persons in Thailand. Holist Nurs Pract. 2005;19:173–80.]  [41: . Sabina AB, Williams AL, Wall HK, Bansal S, Chupp G, Katz DL. Yoga intervention for adults with mild-to-moderate asthma: A pilot study. Ann Allergy Asthma Immunol. 2005;94:543–8.]  [42:  .Bijlani RL, Vempati RP, Yadav RK, Ray RB, Gupta V, Sharma R, et al. A brief but comprehensive lifestyle education program based on yoga reduces risk factors for cardiovascular disease and diabetes mellitus. J Altern Complement Med. 2005;11:267–74.]  [43: . Brown RP, Gerbarg PL. Sudarshan Kriya yogic breathing in the treatment of stress, anxiety and depression: Part I-neurophysiologic model. J Altern Complement Med. 2005;11:189–201.]  [44: . Jorm AF, Christensen H, Griffiths KM, Rodgers B. Effectiveness of complementary and self-help treatments for depression. Med J Aust. 2002;176:S84–96.] 


[bookmark: ft18][bookmark: ft19][bookmark: ft24][bookmark: ft27]Guëa  personality variables are three Vedic personality patterns named satva, Rajas and Tamas: Satva brings calmness, lightness, illumination, control, and the beginning of selflessness, all tRiggering constructive action; Rajas is a more compulsive tendency to action and selfishness, producing pain, and a restless mind; Tamas manifests as lethargy, drowsiness or sleepiness, blocks, and stagnation. According to Vedic psychology, these guëa s constantly control a person's tendencies: "Everyone is helplessly driven to action by the guëa s" [[endnoteRef:45]]. An evaluation of yoga's impact on the guëa s, and on self-ideal disparity [[endnoteRef:46]] found significant correlations between self and ideal self for the yoga group, but not for controls. Tamas was associated with disparity between self and ideal self. Another study [[endnoteRef:47]] found that the Hare Krñëa mantra increased satva and decreased Rajas and Tamas. Generally, Yoga aims to improve guëa  quality, until satva dominates all the time [[endnoteRef:48]]. Correlations between attention and guëa s: guëa s are related to cognitive characteristics [[endnoteRef:49]], perceptual acuity and field independence [[endnoteRef:50]], intelligence, memory, and attention-concentration [[endnoteRef:51]]. Negative correlations are reported between Tamas and field independence, short-term memory, intelligence and attention-concentration, and positive correlations between satva and general intelligence, short-term memory and attention-concentration. Ability to focus attention correlates positively with satva, and negatively with Tamas. 
Correlations between emotional quotient (EQ) and guëa s have been studied by Kumari et al.[[endnoteRef:52]] Finding none, they concluded that the two are distinct personality concepts. Correlations between health and guëa s: A study of Rajas and Tamas in psychological disturbance found the two predominant factors in the patient population [[endnoteRef:53]], suggesting that elevated levels of Rajas and Tamas give rise to mental ill health. It is generally agreed that predominance of Rajas and Tamas leads to psychological disturbance. Satva guëa , on the other hand, leads to positive mental health and optimal functioning. It embodies spiritual values, considered to take subjects beyond mental health problems. Similarly, a study of 100 cancer patients found that patients high in Rajas or Tamas are more prone to cancer [[endnoteRef:54]]. On the other hand, an RCT on guëa s and health [[endnoteRef:55]] found satva improved more in the yoga group than in controls. Rajas reduced significantly in the physical exercise (control) group. General health status improved in both groups, consistent with the finding that, while satva correlates positively with health, Rajas correlate negatively. Based on previous studies on various variables and their correlations, we give below details of different tests by which these variables are measured. [45: . Nagendra HR. The Secret of Action. 1 st ed. Bangalore: Swami Vivekananda Yoga Prakashana; 2003. p. 5.]  [46: . Rani JN. Impact of yoga training on triguna and self-ideal disparity. Psychological Studies. Natl Acad Psychol India 2007;52:174-7.]  [47: . Wolf DB, Abell N. Examining the effects of meditation techniques on psychosocial functioning. Res Soc Work Pract 2002;13:27-42. ]  [48: . Zimmer H. Philosophies of India. In: Campbell J, Editor. New Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas; 1990, (Original Work published in 1951).   ]  [49: . Sitamma M. Three gunas, cognitive characteristics and self-actualization. Unpublished doctoral dissertation. India: Andhra University; 1997]  [50: . Sitamma M, Sridevi K, Rao PV. Three gunas and cognitive characteristics: A study of field dependence independence and perceptual acuity. J Indian Psychol 1995;13:13-20]  [51: . Sitamma M, Rao PV. Three gunas and cognitive characteristics: A study of memory and extrasensory perception. J Indian Acad Appl Psychol 1956;21:185-91.]  [52: . Kumari S, Nath NCB, Nagendra HR. The relationship between emotional quotient and guna typology. Indira Manag Rev; 2008. p. 72-81. ]  [53: . Laxmibai AJ, Murthy HN, Nagalakshmi SV. Rajas and tamas in Psychological disturbances. Indian J Clin Psychol 1975;2:135-8.]  [54: . Tripathy I, Pandey R. Mansik prakriti of cancer patients: An empirical study. Res Äyurveda J 2005;1:22-4. ]  [55:  . Deshpande S, Nagendra HR, Nagarathna R. A randomized control trial of the effect of yoga on gunas (personality) and health in normal healthy volunteers. Int J Yoga 2008;1:5-9.] 


5.5 JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY

The students who wish to be certified yoga instructors are taken for study. So this study tests the change in personality after being educated as yoga instructor by following yogic life style. Before going through this course they may have lived a normal lifestyle of modern times but after becoming a yoga instructor they may have a change in personality. We want to assess that personality change in them.

They may be doing asanas, pranayama, and meditation since long time. But this is a first time training in integrated yoga module throughout a day with yoga life style. This yoga module has the holistic way of eating, behaving, thinking and performing the daily livelihood procedures. Can this yogic module is able to bring change in personality is a special study of its type. The module is combination of all four streams of Yoga i.e. raja yoga, karma yoga, bhakti yoga, jnana yoga. This study tells the effect of training, on personality of students in module which has the combination of all four streams. 

Thus this study is one of its type and can bring us o some conclusion of changes in personality traits.





































CHAPTER-6

AIM AND OBJECTIVES

6.1 AIM

To understand the effect of Yoga modules on the personality traits (Guëa) in University students undergoing Yoga Instructor’s course (YIC).

6.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

· To assess effect of Yoga on specific Guëa s in university students using General Health Questionnaire (GHQ).

· To assess the effect of integrated yoga modules on general health of the subjects.































CHAPTER-7

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Subjects comprised 68 healthy students (male and female, aged 18-37 years, mean = 24.96 ± 5.79 attending 21 days, residential, Yoga Instructor's Courses at Svämé Vivekänanda Yoga Anusandhana Samsthana (SVYASA), Bangalore during August and September 2011.

7.1 Subjects

7.1.1 Inclusion criteria 

1. Both genders (Male & Female) 

2. Age between 18-37 years (married or single).

3. Subjects who would understand instructions given in English and Hindi.

4. Education- 12th / PUC pass. 

7.1.2 Exclusion criteria

1. Presence of cognitive and / or psychiatric disorder, 

2. Neurological disorder

3. Other physical disability

4. Pregnancy & Menses

7.1.3 Source

Head office of S-VYASA (Prashanti Kuteeram).

7.1.4 Informed Consent & IEC Clearance

1. Signed informed consent will be taken.

2. Requirement as mentioned in the IEC clearance proposal will be fulfilled 









7.2 Design



Figure-1. Design of the proposed study

7.3 Intervention

[bookmark: ft20]Table 1 shows the list of activities done throughout the day. The integrated yoga module is selected from the integrated set of yoga practices. [[endnoteRef:56]] This integrated approach is developed based on ancient Yoga texts, [[endnoteRef:57]] to bring about a total development at physical, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual levels. [[endnoteRef:58]] [Table-2] The techniques include physical practices (Kriyas, asanas , healthy yoga diet), breathing practices with body movements, and Pranayama, meditation, devotional sessions, lectures on yoga, stress management, and lifestyle change through notional corrections for blissful awareness under all circumstances (action in relaxation). Yoga was taught by qualified yoga teachers. [56: . Nagarathna R, Nagendra HR. Integrated approach of yoga therapy for positive health. 5 th ed. Bangalore: SVYP; 2003. ]  [57: . Lokeswarananda S. Taittiriya Upanisad . The Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture. Calcutta: 1996. p. 136-80.     ]  [58: . Nagarathna R, Nagendra HR. Yoga, 2nd ed. Bangalore: SVYP; 2003. p. 6] 








Table-1 Daily routine of intervention

		Time 

		Session 



		4.30 to 5.25 AM 

		Wake up/Bath & Wash 



		5.30 to 5.55 AM 

		OM meditation 



		6.00 to 6.55 AM 

		Yogasanas/ Kriyas (Mon. & Wed) 



		7.15 to 8.00 AM 

		Karma Yoga 



		8.10 to 8.55 AM 

		Bhagavad Gétä chanting & Discourse 



		9.00 to 10.55 AM 

		Breakfast 



		10.45 to 11.30 AM 

		Lecture sessions 



		11.30 to 12.55 PM 

		Pranayama + Yoga asanas 



		01.00 to 01.55 PM 

		Lunch 



		02.30 to 3.25 PM 

		Lecture 



		3.30 to 3.55 PM 

		Library- Self study/group discussion 



		4.00 to 4.55 PM 

		Cyclic Meditation 



		5.00 to 5.55 PM 

		Tuning to nature 



		6.00 to 6.25 PM 

		Devotional session 



		6.30 to 7.25 PM 

		Trataka/Mind Sound Resonance Technique 



		7.30 to 8.25 PM 

		Dinner 



		8.30 to 8.55 PM 

		Happy assembly 



		9.00 to 09.55 PM 

		Self study 





 (
1.1
Practices for 1
st
 & 3
nd
  weeks
Sl.no
Name of practices
No.of repetitions
Duration
Starting prayer/
Arambhika Prarthana
3 mins
Breathing practices /
Swashana prakriya
1
Hands stretch breathing /
Hastha Khichava Svasana
180
0
-5 rounds
3 mins
135
0
-5rounds
90
0
-5 rounds
2
Hands in and out breathing/ 
Hastha Antarika avam bahya svasana
5 rounds
2 mins
3
Tiger breathing / 
Vyaghra svasana
5 rounds
2 mins
4
Instant Relaxation Technique / 
Ati-sheeghra Aramdayak tantra
1 mins
5
Surya namaskara
3 -5 rounds
15 mins
Quick Relaxation Technique (QRT) / 
sheeghra Aramdayak tantra
3 mins
Asanas
1
Ardhakati cakrásana
Alternate 
2 mins
2
Ardha cakrásana
1 round 
2 mins
3
Pada hastasana
1 round
2 mins
4
Shasháñkásana 
breathing / 
Swasana
5 rounds
2 mins
5
Ardhamatsyendrasana
Alternate
3 mins
Deep Relaxation Technique (DRT) / 
Deergha-
 sheeghra Aramdayak tantra
15 mins
Closing prayer /
Samapana Prarthana
2 mins
1.2
Practices for 
2
nd
 
week
Sl.no
Name of practices
No.of repetitions
Duration
Starting prayer / 
Arambhika Prarthana
3 mins
Breathing practices/
Swashana prakriya
1
Jogging / 
Dhavana
Slow – 10 rounds
3 mins
Backward –20 rounds
Forward -20rounds
Sideward -20 rounds
2
Bhujañgásana
Breathing/Svasana
5 rounds
2 mins
3
Straight Leg Raise Breathing / 
Ekpada utthana svasana
5 rounds
2 mins
4
   Tiger breathing / 
Vyaghra svasana
5 rounds
2 mins
5
Instant Relaxation Technique/ 
Ati-sheeghra Aramdayak tantra
1 mins
6
Surya namaskara
5-10 rounds
15 mins
Quick Relaxation Technique (QRT) / 
sheeghra Aramdayak tantra
3 mins
Asanas
1
Ardhamatsyendra
asana
Alternate 
3 mins
2
Matyasana
1 round
2 mins
3
Sarvangasana
1 round
2 mins
4
Shasháñkásana
1 round
2 mins
5
Ushtrasana
1 round
2 mins
Deep Relaxation Technique (DRT) ) / 
Deergha-
 sheeghra Aramdayak tantra
15 mins
Closing prayer /
Samapana Prarthana
2 mins
)Table-2 Yoga modules followed for 3 weeks























4.7 Assessments

Assessments were done using the Personality Inventory (PI).

The Guëa  Questionnaire (GQ): In this study we will used GQ developed by Pathak, Bhatt and Sharma. It has 24 items for Satva Guëa  (balanced, gentle and controlled personality trait), 34 items for Rajas Guëa  (violent and uncontrolled personality trait) and 30 items for Tamas Guëa  (dull and uncontrolled personality trait). It has good internal consistency and reliability and in terms of validity, all the three traits showed low correlation with each other indicating that these three traits are independent.  [[endnoteRef:59]]  GQ is based on Säìkhya Philosophy’s concept of Guëa . [[endnoteRef:60]]   In an ideal situation of perfect health, an individual has the complete freedom to use any of these three Guëa  with dominance of Satva Guëa  in his personality. Ill health or limited health occurs if Rajas or Tamas Guëa  becomes dominant, as one loses freedom and gets habituated to either of these Guëa . Hence, the degree of positive health can be measured by a tool that can grade these three personality traits or Guëa . [[endnoteRef:61]] [59: . Pathak NS, Bhatt ID, Sharma R. Manual for Classifying Personality on Tridimensions of Gunas- An Indian Approach,  Indian J Behav 1992; 16(4).]  [60: . Woodroofe SJ. Shakti and Shakta. Madras, Ganesh and Company; 1972.]  [61: . Goyanka J. Srimadbhagavadgita Tattvavivecani, Govind Bhavan Karyalaya. Gorakhpur, Gita Press; 1999.] 






















CHAPTER-8

DATA COLLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

8.1 Data collection

The pre and post data consisting of demographic data, blood pressure, breathe hold time (bhramari), respiratory rate, pulse rate and General health questionnaire was taken by trained research assistants on the 1st day and 22nd day of YIC course. Different files for pre data and post data have been maintained and after the collection of data, the data entry was done on an excel sheet for further analysis. 

8.2 Data Analysis

Tables 3, 4 and 5 are showing the items in their respective Guëa (personality) with their interpretation and test-retest reliability co-efficient. Responses to inventory items are received in terms of choices between very much, much, moderate, little or not at all. These raw answers are then converted to numerical values from 5 to 1 respectively. Answers to all items on all three scales are converted to 5,4,3,2 or 1, as above. Addition of scores on all items on a particular scale gives the individual’s total score on that scale. In this way, each individual receives a score on each of the three scales. Percentage of each was calculated by dividing the score of each Guëa  with total score and multiplying by 100. 

Table 3 Interpretation of Guëa  (Personality) Inventory Scores

		Guëas

		Item Numbers



		Total No.

of Items

		Maximum

Scores



		Tamas





Rajas





Satva































Total

		5,9,13,16,18,22,24,26,29,30,37,38,40,46,47,55,57,58,   61,67,71,72,77,79,80,82,84,85,86, & 88

1,2,7,10,14,15,19,20,21,31,32,33,36,39,44,45,49,50,     51,52,53,56,59,62,63,64,65,66,69,70,73,74,76 & 81











3,4,6,8,11,12,17,23,25,27,28,34,35,41,42,43,48,54,  60,68,75,78,83 & 87





























1 to 88

		30



















34









24



































88

		120



























































136



































96



































352





Table 4 Test-Retest Reliability Co-efficient of Guëa  

		Satva

		Rajas

		Tamas



		0.62

		0.83

		0.70







Table 5 Interpretation of Guëa  Scores

		Responses

		                                Score



		Very much

Much

Moderate

Little

Not at all

		5

4

3

2

1





Statistical analysis was done with the help of Statistical Package for Social Sciences [SPSS]-16. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test showed that the data were not normally distributed. We used the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test to compare means of the data collected before (pre) and after (post) the YIC program.





















CHAPTER-9

RESULTS

Appendix 2 shows the demographic details with 68 students (41 females and 27 males) at the age range of 18-37 years (Mean = 24.96 ± 5.79). They all were normal individuals, who came for yoga relearning under the course of YIC. The baseline clinical tests for normal individuals coming for yoga relearning in YIC course were done on the 1st day which included blood pressure, pulse rate, breath hold time and respiratory rate and the post clinical tests were done on 22nd day. Table-1 shows the pre and post data of the clinical variables assessed.

The comparison of pre and post data showed in Figure 1 & 2 shows that the blood pressure and pulse rate has improved towards normal range, respiratory rate has come down with the increase in breath hold time (bhramari). 

Table-1, changes in clinical variables

		

		BP

		RR

		BHT

		PULSE



		

		Systolic

		Diastolic

		

		

		



		

		1st 

day

		22nd day

		1st 

day

		22nd day

		1st 

day

		22nd 

day

		1st day

		22nd day

		1st 

day

		22nd 

day



		

		Pre

		Post

		Pre

		Post

		Pre

		Post

		Pre

		Post

		Pre

		Post



		Mean

±sd

		115.76

±11.72

		121.21

±8.67

		74.97

 ± 9.2

		79.53 ±3.85

		17.38

±2.45

		15.97

±2.96

		11.71

±3.85

		19.09

±3.27

		79.50

±8.32

		75.62

±6.08



		% change

		4.71

		6.08

		-8.11

		63.02

		-4.88













Figure 1 (a) & (b)- Graphical representation of changes in blood pressure

 

Figure 2 (a) & (b) - Graphical representations of changes in respiratory rate, breath hold time and pulse rate

 

Table-2, changes in Personality 

		

		Tamas

		Rajas

		Satva



		

		1st day

		22nd day

		1st day

		22nd day

		1st day

		22nd day



		

		Pre

		Post

		Pre

		Post

		Pre

		Post



		Mean

±sd

		28.73

±5.37

		25.48

±4.56

		38.33

±3.34

		38.07

±3.57

		32.92

±5.39

		36.33

±6.10



		% change

		-11.33

		-0.68

		10.34





The data analysis showed 11.33% significant decrease (P<0.001) in Tamas Guëa  (dull personality trait), 0.68% non significant decrease in Rajas Guëa  (violent personality trait) and 10.34% significant increase (P <0.001) in Satva Guëa  (balanced personality trait) scores. [Table 2].

Figure 3 (a) & (b) - Graphical representations of changes in Guëa s (Personality) 

Looking at the percentage and pre-post comparison (Figure 3), it is clear that there is change in personality from the Tamas to satva. Rajas have also decreased to some extent.  Rajas have been known for vigority and productivity but when Rajas combines with Tamas then the end product of every act can be unsocialistic or devilistic. But when Rajas combine with satva then the end product is good for mankind. Rajas is speed which has to be controlled by balanced trait i.e. satva. The result hereby shows that yoga doesn’t decreases vigority or potentiality (Rajas slightly decreased by 0.68) but it gives the Right direction for vigority and potentiality to have a better end product. 

Table-3, Sex wise changes in personality by Integrated Yoga module

		MALE 

(n=27)

		Mean ± Standard deviation

		% change



		P value





		

		Pre

		Post

		

		



		Tamas

		28.68±5.18

		25.08±4.06

		↓12.5523

		< 0.05*



		Rajas

		38.42±3.56

		39.1±3.42

		↑1.769912

		= 0.501



		Satva

		32.86±5.45

		35.47±5.80

		↑7.942788

		< 0.05*









		FEMALE (n=41)



		Mean ± Standard deviation

		% change



		P value





		

		Pre

		Post

		

		



		Tamas

		28.76±5.55

		25.73±4.88

		↓10.5355

		< 0.05*



		Rajas

		38.27±3.23

		37.39±3.54

		↓2.29945

		= 0.408



		Satva

		32.96±5.41

		36.89±6.28

		↑11.92354

		< 0.05*





*Significant at 0.05 level

By comparing the change of personality sex wise, it was found that there was decrease of Tamas in 27 males by 12.55% (p<0.05) to that of 41 females by 10.53% (p<0.05), Rajas was decreased by 2.29 in females whereas increased by 1.76% in males. Satva was significantly increased in both males by 7.94% (p<0.05) and in females by 11.92%. [Table 3].

Table-4, Age wise changes in personality by Integrated Yoga module

		AGE(>20yrs)

n=8

		Mean ± Standard deviation

		% change



		P value





		

		Pre

		Post

		

		



		Tamas

		29.74±5.11

		25.86±3.94

		↓13.0464

		< 0.05*



		Rajas

		39.41±4.30

		37.95±4.81

		↓3.70464

		= 0.302



		Satva

		30.83±5.06

		36.14±7.94

		↑17.22348

		< 0.05*



		AGE(20-30yrs)

n=42

		Mean ± Standard deviation

		% change



		P value





		

		Pre

		Post

		

		



		Tamas

		30.2±6.27

		25.42±3.96

		↓15.8278

		< 0.05*



		Rajas

		38.48±3.22

		38.44±3.40

		↓0.10395

		= 0.507



		Satva

		32.24±4.56

		36.37±5.17

		↑12.81017

		< 0.05*



		AGE(31-37yrs)

n=18

		Mean ± Standard deviation

		% change



		P value





		

		Pre

		Post

		

		



		Tamas

		27.03±7.01

		25.37±6.08

		↓6.14132

		< 0.05*



		Rajas

		37.5±3.15

		37.24±3.40

		↓0.69333

		= 0.402



		Satva

		35.39±6.61

		37.32±7.52

		↑5.453518

		< 0.05*





*Significant at 0.05 level

In the same way when comparison was done age wise, it was found that those who are at the age range below 20; the Tamas was significantly (p<0.05) decreased by 13.04%, Rajas decreased by 3.7% and satva significantly increased by 14.69% (p<0.05). Those between 20yrs-30yrs, Tamas decreased by 15.82% (p<0.05), Rajas decreased by 0.1% and satva significantly increased by 12.81% (p<0.05) and in those between 31yrs -37 yrs, Tamas was decreased by 6.14%, Rajas by 0.69% and satva increased by 5.45%. Table 4.









































CHAPTER – 10

DISCUSSION

This age wise and sex wise comparison shows that the intervention of integrated yoga module has equivalent effect on personality of both sex. Whereas, in age wise comparison the effect of integrated yoga module on personality of age group below 20 and in between 20yrs to 30 yrs is more positive as compared to age group between 31 to 37yrs.

The behavior of a human being is an expression of a combination of different Guëas. There are studies which show significant positive change in guëa s (personality) after doing Intergrated yoga module (IYM) for one hour a day. Yoga which has been said to be the lifestyle correction process has to be followed throughout the day. So, when yoga has been performed in the form of IYM for whole day, significant decrease in Tamas and increase in satva has been found. Although Rajas was not significantly decreased, but Rajas along with satva can be a more fruitful in a positive way rather than Rajas with Tamas.

Tamas (meaning darkness) is the grossest aspect of our personality characterized by excessive sleep, innocence, laziness, depression, procrastination, a feeling of helplessness, impulsivity, anger and arrogance (packed up with vital energy). When we reduce Tamas through mastery over the mind, we become dynamic, sensitive and sharp to move towards Rajas (the shining one) characterized by intense activity, ambitiousness, competitiveness, high sense of self importance, desire for sense gratification, little interest in spiritual elevation, dissatisfaction with one's position, envy of others and a materialistic cleverness. [[endnoteRef:62]] [62: . Deshpande S, Nagendra HR, Raghuram N. A randomized control trial of the effect of Yoga on Gunas (personality) and Health in normal healthy volunteers. Int J Yoga 2008; 1:2-10.] 


With further growth and mastery, one moves into Satva -a dominance which includes the qualities of truthfulness, stability, discipline, sense of control, sharp intelligence, preference for vegetarianism, truthfulness, gravity, dutifulness, detachment, respect for superiors and staunch determination.18 and stability in the face of adversity and also conscious action. As, we can see that although both Rajas and Tamas are dynamic, but have both positive and negative qualities. They are the manifestation of a violent state of mind in which a person lacks mastery over upsurges of emotions and impulsive behavior. [[endnoteRef:63]] Hence, the growth of satva leads to the mastery over violent and dynamic state of mind resulting to discipline, stability, truthfulness etc. Most of the qualities of Satva which are manifestation of a calm state of mind are achievable by different yoga techniques (physical postures, pranayama and/or meditation) meant for mastery over the mind-body complex. [[endnoteRef:64]] Several earlier studies have independently corroborated these notions. It has been shown that self esteem as well as the sense of control and determination improved after meditation.[[endnoteRef:65]] Reduction in crime rate has also been reported after transcendental meditation (TM).[21] [[endnoteRef:66]]These positive effects also show up as better perception and memory as well as better motor performance (dexterity and coordination tests). [[endnoteRef:67]]  The three cardinal principles of yoga, i.e. relaxing the body, slowing down the breath and calming down the mind [[endnoteRef:68]] can help in understanding the mechanism of how yoga can help in reduction of Tamas and controlling Rajas by satva. Recent research has shown a positive relationship between personality trait and yoga. The present study is consistent with these findings, indicating that a systematic full day module of yoga in the form of YIC can result in improved personality and better life. [63: . Wolf DB. The vedic personality inventory: A study of the Gunas. J Indian Psychol. 1998;16:26–43.]  [64: . Holt WR, Caruso JL, Riley JB. Transcendental Meditation vs pseudo-meditation on visual choice reaction time. Percept Motor Skills. 1978;46:726.]  [65: . Alexander CN, Robinson P, Rainforth M. Treating and preventing alcohol, nicotine and drug abuse through transcendental meditation: A review and statistical meta-analysis. Alcoholism Treatment Quarterly. 1994;11:1-2, 13-87.]  [66: . Abrams AI. Transcendental meditation and rehabilitation at Folsom prison: Response to a critique. Criminal Justice Behav. 1979;6:13–21.]  [67: . Dillbeck MC, Orme-Johnson DW. Physiological differences between transcendental meditation and rest. Am Psychol. 1987;42:879–81.]  [68: . Murthy SR. From local to global - Contributions of Indian psychiatry to international psychiatry. Indian J Psychiatry 2010;52:30-7.
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APPENDIX-2
Figures/Plates of practices for Morning Sessions


Practices for Evening Sessions

Group Class Photos
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CHAPTER-11

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The present study suggests that YIC can result in improvement of Satva Guëa  (balance personality trait) among students, thus paving the way for their positive quality of life.

11.1 Strength and limitations

The study on full module of Integrated yoga in the form of lifestyle intervention has been not been studied yet, whereas the treatment has been targeted to all five layers of existence leading to change in personality.

Although the control group has not been taken, hence the bias of placebo effect has not been eliminated.
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Blood Pressure

pre	Sys-BP	Dia-BP	115.76	74.97	post	Sys-BP	Dia-BP	121.21000000000002	79.53	





Blood Pressure

% change

% change	Sys-BP	Dia-BP	4.7080165860400705	6.0824329731892766	





Pre-post

pre	RR	BHT	pulse	17.38	11.709999999999999	79.5	post	RR	BHT	pulse	15.97	19.09	75.61999999999999	





Guna

pre	Tamas	Rajas	Sattva	28.731764705882348	38.333529411764168	32.923823529411777	post	Tamas	Rajas	Sattva	25.477058823529404	38.071323529411764	36.328676470588242	





Percentage Change in Guna





Tamas	Rajas	Sattva	-11.327901072803222	-0.68401184648670865	10.341608525919883	
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